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Abstract
The combustion process in spray flames is a highly complex multi-phase

phenomenon that is still not completely understood since it involves several
simultaneous events, such as atomization, vaporization, and chemical kinet-
ics. Over the years, researchers have studied the combustion in spray flames
thoroughly, in order to understand the fundamental processes as key to re-
duce pollutant emissions and improve the efficiency of aircraft propulsion. In
recent years, the evolution in both injection and combustion technology has
allowed to improve the spray mixing process and engine efficiency and hence,
reducing pollutant emissions. Therefore, different configurations of injector
type and air distribution inside the combustion chamber have proved capable
of reducing fuel consumption, as well as emissions of nitrogen oxides and soot
without affecting the engine performance.

This thesis provides an experimental methodology to study the effects of
co-flow conditions, fuel mass flow rate, fuel type and air outlet diameter at the
burner exit on the atomization and combustion behavior of the spray flame
produced on an annular spray burner under lean conditions.

The characterization of the liquid spray without combustion was carried
out using two different optical techniques. On the one hand, particle image
velocimetry (PIV) was used to characterize the global velocity fields of the
spray, evaluating the effect of varying the air co-flow conditions, fuel mass flow
rate, fuel type and the air outlet diameter. On the other hand, Microscopic
diffused back-illumination (MDBI) to measure the size and droplet velocity
at a field of view close to the injector tip and again evaluating the effect
of varying the parameters previously mentioned on the characteristics of the
droplet. The results exhibited that both droplet size and droplet velocity are
mainly controlled by the fuel type and fuel mass flow rate (injection pressure).
Nevertheless, the variation of the co-flow velocity did not show a significant
effect on droplet characteristics (size and velocity), which is likely due to
the fact that the field of view of the Microscopic diffused back-illumination
technique was located very close to the injector tip. Additionally, by increasing
the co-flow temperature, it was observed that the mean droplet size decreased,
which is caused by the fuel evaporation process. Finally, the variations in the
droplet size and velocity profiles when varying the air outlet diameter were
related to the velocity variation when modifying the cross-sectional area at
the burner outlet, which affects the evaporation and drag of the drops.

On the spray development in reactive conditions, it was investigated in the
operating conditions that promote stabilized flames, using three different opti-
cal techniques, all of which were triggered simultaneously. The light extinction



was used to determine the optical thickness through the soot cloud. In addi-
tion, OH* chemiluminescence and the Microscopic diffused back-illumination
techniques were employed to measure the flame lift-off height and droplet
characteristics, respectively. The results exhibited that the co-flow velocity,
co-flow temperature and fuel type strongly influence the flame lift-off height.
While in the soot formation the most influential parameters were the co-flow
speed and the type of fuel. Additionally, thanks to the large number of oper-
ating conditions tested, experimental correlations, considering the parameters
evaluated throughout the experiments, were calculated. These correlations
make it possible to forecast the flame lift-off height trend. Regarding the re-
sults of the droplet evaporation, it was observed that the initial droplet sizes
and the fuel properties control the droplet evaporation process. n-Dodecane
fuel is the least volatile and also exhibited a larger initial droplet size and
thus, the droplets took more time to evaporate than the other two fuels, re-
sulting in a longer flame lift-off height and likewise higher soot formation by
its greater tendency to form soot. Contrary, n-Heptane droplets evaporated
faster, resulting in a shorter flame lift-off height and also less soot formation.
Finally, n-Decane showed intermediate results for droplet evaporation, flame
lift-off height, and soot formation.



Resumen
El proceso de combustión en llamas de difusión de combustible atomizado

es un fenómeno multifásico altamente complejo que a día de hoy no se com-
prende en su totalidad, ya que involucra varios eventos simultáneos, como
atomización, vaporización y cinética química. A lo largo de los años, los in-
vestigadores han estudiado a fondo la combustión en llamas de combustibles
líquidos, con el fin de comprender los procesos fundamentales como clave para
reducir las emisiones contaminantes y mejorar la eficiencia de la propulsión
de las aeronaves. En los últimos años, la evolución tanto en la tecnología de
inyección como en la de combustión ha permitido mejorar el proceso de mez-
cla por aspersión y la eficiencia del motor y, por tanto, reducir las emisiones
contaminantes. Por lo que, diferentes configuraciones de tipo de inyector y
distribución de aire dentro de la cámara de combustión, han demostrado ser
capaces de reducir el consumo de combustible, así como las emisiones de óxidos
de nitrógeno y hollín sin afectar el rendimiento del motor.

Esta tesis proporciona una metodología experimental para estudiar los
efectos de las condiciones de co-flujo, el caudal másico de combustible, el tipo
de combustible y el diámetro de salida de aire a la salida del quemador sobre el
comportamiento de la atomización y la combustión de la llama producida en
un quemador de combustible líquido atomizado en una configuración anular
bajo condiciones de operación pobres.

La caracterización del chorro sin combustión se realizó mediante dos téc-
nicas ópticas diferentes. Por un lado, se utilizó velocimetría de imagen de
partículas (PIV) para caracterizar los campos de velocidad global del espray,
evaluando los efectos de variar las condiciones de co-flujo de aire, caudal másico
de combustible, tipo de combustible y diámetro de salida de aire. Por otro
lado, retroiluminación microscópica difusa (MDBI) para medir el tamaño y la
velocidad de las gotas en un campo de visión cercano a la punta del inyector
y evaluando nuevamente el efecto de variar los parámetros mencionados pre-
viamente sobre las características de la gota. Los resultados mostraron que
ambos, el tamaño de las gotas y la velocidad de las gotas están controladas
principalmente por el tipo de combustible y el caudal másico de combustible
(presión de inyección). Sin embargo, la variación de la velocidad de co-flujo no
mostró un efecto significativo en las características de las gotas (tamaño y ve-
locidad), lo que probablemente se deba a que el campo de visión de la técnica
de retroiluminación difusa microscópica se ubicó muy cerca de la punta del in-
yector. Adicionalmente, al incrementar la temperatura de co-flujo se observó
que el diámetro promedio de gota disminuía, lo cual es causado por el proceso
de evaporación del combustible. Finalmente, las variaciones en los perfiles



de tamaño y velocidad de las gotas al variar el diámetro de salida de aire se
relacionaron con la variación de la velocidad al modificar el área transversal
a la salida del quemador, lo que afectaba la evaporación y el arrastre de las
gotas.

Sobre el desarrollo de la llama en condiciones reactivas, se investigó en
las condiciones de operación que permitían conseguir una llama estabilizada,
utilizando tres técnicas ópticas diferentes, las cuales se activaron simultánea-
mente. La extinción de luz difusa se utilizó para determinar el espesor óptico
de la nube de hollín. Además, se emplearon las técnicas de quimioluminis-
cencia OH* y de retroiluminación difusa microscópica para medir la altura de
despegue de la llama y las características de las gotas, respectivamente. Los
resultados mostraron que la velocidad del co-flujo, temperatura del co-flujo
y el tipo de combustible influyen fuertemente en la altura de despegue de la
llama. Mientras que en la formación hollín de los parámetros más influyentes
fueron la velocidad del co-flujo y el tipo de combustible. Adicionalmente, gra-
cias a la gran cantidad de condiciones de operación probadas, se calcularon
correlaciones experimentales, considerando los parámetros evaluados a lo largo
de los experimentos. Estas correlaciones permiten pronosticar la tendencia de
la longitud de despegue de la llama. Con respecto a los resultados de la evap-
oración de las gotas, se observó que el tamaño de las gotas iniciales y las
propiedades del combustible controlan el proceso de evaporación de las gotas.
El combustible n-Dodecano es el menos volátil y también exhibió un tamaño
de gota inicial más grande y, por lo tanto, las gotas tardaron más en evap-
orarse que los otros dos combustibles, lo que resultó en una mayor longitud
de despegue de la llama y también una mayor formación de hollín debido a
su mayor tendencia a formar hollín. Por el contrario, las gotas de n-Heptano
se evaporaron más rápido, lo que resultó en una altura de despegue de la
llama más corta y también en una menor formación de hollín. Finalmente, el
combustible n-Decano mostró resultados intermedios para la evaporación de
gotas, la altura de despegue de la llama y la formación de hollín.



Resum
El procés de combustió en flames de difusió de combustible atomitzat és

un fenomen multifásico altament complex que a hores d’ara no es comprén
en la seua totalitat, ja que involucra diversos esdeveniments simultanis, com
a atomització, vaporització i cinètica química. Al llarg dels anys, els investi-
gadors han estudiat a fons la combustió en flames de combustibles líquids, a fi
de comprendre els processos fonamentals com a clau per a reduir les emissions
contaminants i millorar l’eficiència de la propulsió de les aeronaus. En els
últims anys, l’evolució tant en la tecnologia d’injecció com en la de combustió
ha permés millorar el procés de mescla per aspersió i l’eficiència del motor
i, per tant, reduir les emissions contaminants. Pel que, diferents configura-
cions de tipus d’injector i distribució d’aire dins de la cambra de combustió,
han demostrat ser capaços de reduir el consum de combustible, així com les
emissions d’òxids de nitrogen i sutja sense afectar el rendiment del motor.

Esta tesi proporciona una metodologia experimental per a estudiar els
efectes de les condicions de co-flux, el cabal màssic de combustible, el tipus
de combustible i el diàmetre d’eixida d’aire a l’eixida del cremador sobre el
comportament de l’atomització i la combustió de la flama produïda en un
cremador de combustible líquid atomitzat en una configuració anul·lar baix
condicions d’operació pobra.

La caracterització del doll sense combustió es va realitzar per mitjà de
dos tècniques òptiques diferents. D’una banda, es va utilitzar velocimetría
d’imatge de partícules (PIV) per a caracteritzar els camps de velocitat global
de l’espray, avaluant els efectes de variar les condicions de co-flux d’aire, ca-
bal màssic de combustible, tipus de combustible i diàmetre d’eixida d’aire.
D’altra banda, retroil·luminació microscòpica difusa (MDBI) per a mesurar la
grandària i la velocitat de les gotes en un camp de visió pròxim a la punta
de l’injector i avaluant novament l’efecte de variar els paràmetres mencionats
prèviament sobre les característiques de la gota. Els resultats van mostrar
que ambdós, la grandària de les gotes i la velocitat de les gotes estan contro-
lades principalment pel tipus de combustible i el cabal màssic de combustible
(pressió d’injecció). No obstant això, la variació de la velocitat de co-flux no
va mostrar un efecte significatiu en les característiques de les gotes (grandària
i velocitat), la qual cosa probablement se dega al fet que el camp de visió
de la tècnica de retroil·luminació difusa microscòpica es va ubicar molt prop
de la punta de l’injector. Addicionalment, a l’incrementar la temperatura
de co-flux es va observar que el diàmetre mitjana de gota disminuïa, la qual
cosa és causat pel procés d’evaporació del combustible. Finalment, les varia-
cions en els perfils de grandària i velocitat de les gotes al variar el diàmetre



d’eixida d’aire es van relacionar amb la variació de la velocitat al modificar
l’àrea transversal a l’eixida del cremador, la qual cosa afectava l’evaporació i
l’arrossegament de les gotes.

Sobre el desenrotllament de la flama en condicions reactives, es va inves-
tigar en les condicions d’operació que permetien aconseguir una flama esta-
bilitzada, utilitzant tres tècniques òptiques diferents, les quals es van activar
simultàniament. L’extinció de llum difusa es va utilitzar per a determinar
la grossària òptica del núvol de sutja. A més, es van emprar les tècniques
de quimioluminiscencia OH* i de retroil·luminació difusa microscòpica per a
mesurar l’altura d’envol de la flama i les característiques de les gotes, respecti-
vament. Els resultats van mostrar que la velocitat del co-flux, temperatura del
co-flux i el tipus de combustible influïxen fortament en l’altura d’envol de la
flama. Mentres que en la formació sutja dels paràmetres més influents van ser
la velocitat del co-flux i el tipus de combustible. Addicionalment, gràcies a la
gran quantitat de condicions d’operació provades, es van calcular correlacions
experimentals, considerant els paràmetres avaluats al llarg dels experiments.
Estes correlacions permeten pronosticar la tendència de la longitud d’envol de
la flama. Respecte als resultats de l’evaporació de les gotes, es va observar
que la grandària de les gotes inicials i les propietats del combustible controlen
el procés d’evaporació de les gotes. El combustible n-Dodecano és el menys
volàtil i també va exhibir una grandària de gota inicial més gran i, per tant,
les gotes van tardar més a evaporar-se que els altres dos combustibles, la qual
cosa va resultar en una major longitud d’envol de la flama i també una major
formació de sutja degut a la seua major tendència a formar sutja. Al contrari,
les gotes de n-Heptano es van evaporar més ràpid, la qual cosa va resultar
en una altura d’envol de la flama més curta i també en una menor formació
de sutja. Finalment, el combustible n-Decano va mostrar resultats intermedis
per a l’evaporació de gotes, l’altura d’envol de la flama i la formació de sutja.



"An Expert is the person who has made all the mistakes that can be made in
a very narrow field"

Niels Bohr
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τ Optical thickness.
τc Chemical time scale.
τf Characteristic time for combustion.
τt Integral time scale.
τt Kolmogorov time.
τv Mean evaporation time of drops.
θ Spray half-angle.
ε Turbulent dissipation rate.

Latin symbols
Ṁ Momentum flux.
ṁ Mass flow rate.

˙Prt Prandtl number.
Do Average outlet diameter.
A Cross-sectional area at the burner exit.
Ao Outlet area of the nozzle.
Bi Biot number.
BY Dimensionless transfer number.
d Droplet diameter.
dj Droplet initial diameter.
Do Initial droplet diameter.
do Nozzle orifice diameter.
Gk Kinectic energy.
h Heat transfer.
I Pixel-wise intensity distribution of the current image.
I0 Pixel-wise intensity distribution of the reference image.
If Pixel-wise intensity distribution of the flame.
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It Turbulent intensity.
K Dimensional extinction coefficient.
Ke Evaporation constant.
KA Total amount of soot.
KL Optical thickness related to soot.
KV Soot horizontal sheet-of-sight perspective.
L Path length through the soot cloud.
Oh Ohnersoge number.
p Pressure (general).
p0 Reference pressure.
Rep Particle Reynolds number.
S Seperation parameter.
SL Laminar flame speed.
SN Swirl number.
St Stoke number.
Sspray Flame propagation speed through quiescent multi-droplet mists.
T Temperature (general).
t Time (general).
T0 Reference temperature.
Tf Fuel temperature.
Tco−flow Co-flow temperature.
u Velocity (general).
UL Velocity liquid film.
UR Relative velocity.
ut Theoretical discharge velocity.
vp Particle velocity.
Vr Resultant velocity.
Vco−flow Co-flow velocity.
Vdroplet Velocity of droplet ejection.
We Weber number.
Wec Critical Weber number.
Da Damköhler number.
G Number of group.
X Droplet diameter.



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 General context
The understanding of the combustion in spray flames is an essential factor to
control the pollutant emissions generated during the burning of fossil fuels for
several power generation and propulsion technologies (industrial and residen-
tial furnaces, internal combustion engines and propulsion engines). These ap-
plications adversely affect the environment, so that the laws about unhealthy
exhaust emissions have become more stringent and their reduction is nowa-
days one of the main restrictions for the design of the coming generation of
the combustion chambers. Therefore, researchers have investigated these pro-
cesses trying to reduce pollutant emissions through continuous improvements
in both combustion processes and combustor design. Additionally, the use and
production of sustainable energy is currently a critical issue. Nevertheless, the
aviation industry is not an exception in terms of rigorous emissions regulations,
due to it uses traditional fossil jet fuel for aircraft propulsion. Since the fuels
have to accomplish both physical and chemical requirements demanded by
aircraft engines, being almost impossible to replace them safely. The certifica-
tion of the next propulsion systems utilizing renewable fuels will consequently
be difficult. Even though pollutant emissions decrease is essential, it must not
affect the reliable operation of the engine. Even so, sustainable aviation fuel
(SAF) is on the rise, this type of fuel is produced from sustainable feedstocks
and is very similar in its chemistry to the traditional fuel and currently, SAF
can be blended at up to 50% with conventional jet fuel and all quality tests
are completed as per a traditional jet fuel. As the technology matures, it will

1
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become more efficient and so the expectation is that it will become less costly
for customers. Finally, these fuels must guarantee at ground level or high alti-
tude conditions, some critical events may affect engine performance and even
leading to the complete extinction of the combustion.Whatever the operating
conditions, the aircraft engine must guarantee to ignite or re-ignite the flame
in the combustion chamber almost immediately, and safely. The current spec-
ifications for the design of aircraft combustion chambers must ensure these
safety standards at any adverse conditions. To guarantee these objectives,
which are the protection and security of the environment, complete analysis
and a significant understanding of the processes that take place in spray flames
are necessary.

1.2 Objectives and methodology
Today, to predict and understand the atomization and combustion processes
that take place in industrial applications, especially in combustion chambers of
aircraft engines, numerical models are increasingly being used. Nevertheless,
so that simulations can predict the multiple events that occur during the at-
omization and burning of liquid fuel, the simulation models must be validated
by comparing them to experimental results. Using optical diagnostics in real
applications is difficult due to their complex operating conditions. Therefore,
it is necessary to develop simplified burner configurations to investigate the
mechanisms that occur in combustion chambers, providing an understanding
of the interaction between atomization and combustion and other phenomena.
Also, to provide an experimental database to help to answer the hard points
of the simulations.

In this perspective, this thesis follows the following main objective:

• Perform an experimental investigation in order to improve the under-
standing of the atomization and combustion processes involved in spray
flames produced in an annular spray burner that uses a pressure swirl
injector to atomize the fuel that is surrounded by a preheated air co-flow.

Therefore, the following three sub-objectives were developed in order to
achieve the main objective:

• Development of a new experimental facility (chapter 4) for the study
of the liquid spray flames through different experimental techniques.
In such a facility, fundamental studies of atomization and combustion
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process in spray flames will carry out in a simplified environment, con-
trolling the surrounding conditions of the flame or the spray. For these
studies, different optical techniques will be used simultaneously.

• To study the atomization and combustion process by using different op-
tical and laser techniques, such as PIV, color diffused back-illumination
and which results are presented in chapter 6 and chapter 7, respec-
tively. Furthermore, to apply a new optical technique (microscopic dif-
fused back-illumination) to measure the diameter and velocity of the
fuel droplets.

• Conduct a wide range of experimental tests to investigate the influence
of different parameters on the spray and combustion process, such as
co-flow velocity, co-flow temperature, fuel mass flow rate, and air outlet
diameter. Furthermore, the experimental campaign will carry out for
three hydrocarbons fuels, which were chosen to cover a wide range of
physical properties, such as density, viscosity, and surface tension, which
influence the atomization (i.e., SMD), along with vapor pressures (Pv)
and normal boiling temperatures, which impact the vaporization of the
fuel.

To this objective, optical elements, the technologies and facilities available
at CMT-Motores Térmicos were employed to investigate several aspects of the
atomization and combustion processes. Based on their specific purposes, the
experimental measurements performed can be divided into two groups:

• A spray characterization for multiple operating conditions and fuel
types, visualizing the droplet properties such as size and velocity.

• A spray flame characterization for multiple operating conditions and
fuel types, considering the flame lift-off height, soot formation and also
droplet evaporation.

The experimental campaigns to study the effect of the variation of the
surrounding condition (i.e., air co-flow velocity and temperature), injection
pressure and liquid fuel type on the spray flame first consisted of a spray
characterization (without combustion). Then, visualization of both the liquid
region and combustion region of the spray flame was carried out simulta-
neously with microscopic diffused back-illumination and color diffused back-
illumination, respectively. In addition, OH* chemiluminescence was applied
to characterize the flame lift-off height. Finally, all cameras used in the optical
setups were synchronized to record the same atomization event.
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1.3 Thesis outline
The thesis is divided into eight chapters, opening with this brief introduction
(chapter 1), which outlines the overall context and main objectives of the
investigation performed.

Chapter 2 introduces an overview of elements employed in the atom-
ization and combustion processes in aero-engine applications, using different
combustion technologies in order to reduce the emissions in aircraft engines.
The chapter concludes with a summary of the performance matrix for the
combustion technologies discussed throughout this section.

Chapter 3 presents a literature review of fundamental concepts of atom-
ization, spray combustion and soot formation, detailing each step of mecha-
nisms present in spray flames, starting with the atomization process of fuel
droplets up to the droplet combustion.

In chapter 4, a literature review of several test rigs around the world
employed to study the atomization and combustion process of spray flames
in confined and unconfined configurations was performed. Then the annular
spray burner design is introduced, including some examples of the computa-
tional fluid dynamics results of non-reacting cold flow conditions. Addition-
ally, different configurations, such as venturi/swirler and confinement/non-
confinement, are presented. Finally, the test rig and injection system are
described.

Chapter 5 is focused on describing the pressure swirl injector used in
this study and its internal geometry measured through two different tech-
niques. Then the annular spray burner configuration used to perform the
experiments is presented. Finally, the measurement principles and procedures
are described, as well as the optical setups and image processing methodolo-
gies.

Chapter 6 is focused on discussing the atomization process results, to an-
alyze the effects of the co-flow conditions, fuel mass flow rate and the fuel type
on the spray characteristic in order to understand the interaction between the
fuel droplets and co-flow air. The results are given in terms of velocity fields,
size and droplet velocity. Finally, a comparison between experimental results
and predicted values of SMD calculated through theoretical correlations is
introduced.

In chapter 7, the results from the combustion study are presented. Re-
sults are given in terms of flame lift-off height and soot attenuation by the
soot cloud. Additionally, an experimental correlation for flame lift-off height
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is introduced. Finally, a flame propagation speed through a quiescent multi-
droplet mist was calculated and also the drop lifetime through the d2 law for
various fuels and initial droplet diameters.

Lastly, chapter 8 provides a summary of the investigation performed and
also main conclusions. Furthermore, various future directions are suggested
base on experience and knowledge obtained through the development of this
work.





Chapter 2

Technical background

2.1 Introduction
An aircraft engine is a complex machine composed of thousands of compo-
nents and where multiple processes take place to ensure a safe operation of
the engine. In this investigation, particularly the processes that occur inside
the combustion chamber are of interest, and especially the phenomena asso-
ciated with liquid fuel atomization. Therefore, the processes involved in the
turbine and compressor are not treated in this study. The purpose of the
combustion chamber is to create an enclosed space for burning the fuel-air
mixture and then transfer the resulting gases to the turbine, i.e., where the
potential energy of the fuel is converted into calorific energy. During the last
years, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) has imposed a
normative stricter in terms of emissions, forcing the engine manufacturers to
optimize the combustor design and to reduce the specific fuel consumption
of the aircraft engine. Nevertheless, there is a constant demand to continue
reducing pollutant emissions. For these reasons, it is necessary to understand
the phenomena which are involved during the combustion process. In this
section, the multi-physical process occurring in aeronautical combustion is
explained. Additionally, a general explanation of the two-phase combustion
is introduced, starting from the fuel atomization up to different combustion
regimes found in real combustion chambers.

7
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2.2 Aircraft engine operation
The gas turbine engine is basically a heat engine that generates thrust by
using air as a working fluid. The air passing through the engine must be
accelerated to produce this thrust (i.e. that the air velocity is increased).
This velocity increase is obtained as follows: Firstly, the pressure of the air
is increased through the compressor, followed by the addition of heat energy
at the combustion zone. Finally, kinetic energy is transformed in a high-
velocity jet flow. Regardless of the propulsion mode, it must always include
the following operating phases: (i) compression, (ii) combustion, and (iii)
expansion. In aero-engines, these phases are performed through the following
elements, which are depicted in Figure 2.1:

• “Air intake.”
• “Compressor.”
• “Combustion chamber.”
• “Turbine.”
• “Exhaust.”

Figure 2.1: Schematic layout of an aero-engine.

In its most basic form, the turbine engine’s operating cycle is described by
the cycle indicated on the pressure-volume schematic diagram in Figure 2.2.
Point A indicates air at atmospheric pressure, which passes through the com-
pressor, increasing its pressure, as shown by line AB. Heat is added to the
air from B to C by injecting fuel and burning it at constant pressure, signifi-
cantly increasing the air volume. There are pressure losses in the combustion
chamber, which are represented by the drop between B and C. The gases pro-
duced by the combustion process expand in the turbine and a jet pipe back
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into the atmosphere, which takes place between Point C and D. Part of the
energy from the expansion process of gases is converted into mechanical power
through the turbine in this phase of the cycle, while the remainder is expelled
to the atmosphere, creating a propelling jet.

A

B
C

D

Volume

Pr
es

su
re

Compression  
(pressure energy
added)

Expansion
(through turbine an nozzle)

Ambient air 

Combustion
(heat energy added)

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the working cycle of the aircraft
engine.

A combustor of a gas turbine must satisfy a variety of requirements, the
relative significance of which changes depending on the engine type. Never-
theless, Lefebvre and Ballal [1] listed the fundamental requirements for all
kinds of combustors:

• Reliable and quick ignition, regardless of the operating or ambient con-
ditions.

• High-combustion“efficiency (i.e., the fuel should be completely burned
so that all its chemical energy is liberated as heat). ”

• Large flame stability limits.
• Low pressure losses.
• Temperature distribution at the engine outlet must be designed to ex-

tend the life of several components.
• Low levels of soot and gaseous pollutant emissions.
• Minimization of pressure pulsations and combustion instabilities.
• Dimensions and design must be consistent with the engine envelope.
• Engine design promoting a low cost and easy to manufacture.
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• Durability and maintainability.
• Capability to use different types of fuels.

Size and weight are mandatory requirements for aero-engines, but other
factors, such as extended operational life and the capacity to use multiple
fuels, are more significant for industrial engines. Low pollutant emissions and
fuel consumption are critical requirements for whatever type of engine.

2.2.1 Combustor types

The election of a suitable combustor kind and design is mainly determined
by the engine design and the limitations of space and weight. According
to Lefebvre and Ballal [1], there are two basic types of combustor: annular
and tubular. An intermediate combustor between these two types is known
as “tuboannular” or “can-annular,” which uses numerous equispaced tubular
liners within an annular air casing. The three basic combustor geometries are
depicted in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Illustration of Can, Tuboannular and Annular combustor types
[1].

Tubular

This type of combustor is composed of a cylindrical liner that is concentri-
cally installed inside a cylindrical casing. This type of combustor was used in
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the majority of early jet engines and its fundamental advantage is the lower
time and resources incurred in its development. Nevertheless, its considerable
length and weight limit its employment in aero-engine applications, and its
primary use is in industrial units where maintenance and maintenance are
essential considerations.

Tuboannular

A tuboannular combustor aims to combine the tubular chamber’s mechanical
strength and the annular chamber’s compactness. However, the necessity for
interconnectors (i.e., cross-fire tubes) is a disadvantage found in this type of
combustors, which it shares with tubular arrangements. On the other hand,
compared with the annular design, it has a significant advantage in that much
meaningful chamber development may be achieved with very little air supply,
employing only a small portion of the overall chamber including one or more
liners. Its disadvantages appear when attempting to establish a desirable and
constant airflow distribution; in particular, the configuration of the diffuser
can create significant challenges.

Annular

An annular combustor is composed of an annular liner installed concentri-
cally inside an annular covering. Its efficient aerodynamic design results in a
compact device, which is a suitable form of a combustion chamber and also
presented less pressure loss than other types of combustors. However, its
principal disadvantage is the severe buckling load on the outer liner.

2.3 Fuel injection
The jet engine performance seriously depends on the atomization and evapo-
ration processes of the liquid fuel, which are fundamental in the combustion
process. Therefore, the injection system needs to deliver the liquid fuel under
specific conditions to guarantee engine efficient performance. Additionally,
injectors have to provide a high quantity of small droplets since the liquid
fuels can not generate enough vapor due to the limitations in fuel volatility.
As the droplet size is smaller, the evaporation rate is enhanced. The effect of
droplet diameter on ignition performance is considerably important because
substantial rises in ignition energy are required to compensate for even small
increases in mean droplet diameter. Spray quality also influences the flame
stability limits, combustion efficiency and pollutant emission levels [1]. The
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extreme operating conditions in jet engines are complex (high flow rates, tem-
peratures and velocities), the design of the injector is more demanding than
the basic principle it is based on would suggest. For the atomization of liquid
fuels, three main physical concepts are employed according to the application:

• “Liquid pressure driven atomization.”
• “Air driven atomization.”
• “Rotary atomization. ”

The first two types are most commonly employed in combustion applica-
tions. The diameter and droplet velocity characterize the spray atomized by
the injector. The following are the features of an optimal injector [2]:

• Predefined uniform drop diameter and velocity distribution through the
spray.

• Capacity to supply effective atomization over a large variety of fuel flow
rates and also a fast reaction to variations in this flow rate

• No spray instabilities.

• Minimal of both power demand and obstruction sensitivity.

Two of the most common techniques for precisely dispersing the liquid
fuel are to push it through either a tiny perforated disc or a narrow gap
between two rings to produce some swirl, dispersion, or evaporation. The
fuel must be supplied under high pressure, and in certain circumstances, it
must also pass through a pre-injection chamber with fins that provide swirl
motion to the fuel jet. The fuel would come out in a continuous, bubble-
shaped flow at low injection pressure. As the injection pressure rises, the jet’s
boundary layer begins to break up, forming what is known as a tulip. Finally,
at maximum operational pressure, the fuel jet fragments into many smaller
pieces, essentially producing a finely atomized spray zone, shown in Figure 2.4.

2.3.1 Injectors for aircraft engine applications

In aircraft engines, and especially in ones that work under Lean-Direct In-
jection (LDI) combustion principle, high-quality atomization is required in
order to produce quick evaporation of fuel droplets and thus allow an easy
mix between fuel and airflow. The fuel atomization needs a force or a physical
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Figure 2.4: Spray patterns as a result of increasing the injection pressure.

interaction, capable of disintegrating the fuel jet into small particles. There-
fore, different injectors have been developed in order to meet these technical
requirements, which are classified depending on the elementary physical prin-
ciple implemented to produce this disruptive force. In aircraft systems, two
main types of atomizers are used:

• Pressure atomizers.
• Airblast atomizers.

The fuel atomization in these types of atomizers is based on the same
working principle: gas-phase and fuel flow interact between them with a
high relative velocity, producing strong aerodynamic interactions that yield
jet disintegration into drops. In airblast injectors, the fuel jet is exposed to
high-velocity airflow, whereas in pressure injectors, a high-velocity fuel jet or
sheet is atomized into an inactive medium [3]. Additionally, different types of
atomizers have been developed for technological uses (e.g., rotary atomizers,
ultrasonic nozzle, electrostatic injectors, and other ones detailed in [4]). In the
following, the two main types of atomizers employed in lean burn applications
will be explained.

Pressure-swirl atomizer

The working principle of pressure injectors is based on the transformation of
the fuel injection pressure into kinetic energy in order to generate a significant
relative velocity between the surrounding air and the fuel jet. In addition, the
fuel is forced to enter through a specially designed orifice. Several injectors
are based on this working principle; one of the most commonly used in the
industrial sector is the pressure-swirl atomizer. In this type of injector, a ro-
tatory motion is forced on the fuel, the basic form of this type of injectors is
the simplex atomizer (some designs are presented in Figure 2.5) in which the
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fuel flow is first introduced axially through inlet ports. It then goes tangen-
tially through tangential channels into a swirl chamber. Finally, the fuel flow
is accelerated in the axial direction to pass through the discharge hole exit
into the ambient air. The tangential channels have spirally shaped grooves
and generate a rotating flow. Axial and swirl velocity components depend
on these tangential channels [5]. The swirl chamber length does not affect
the spray. Sheet shape and velocity are at most very weakly related to this
parameter since the swirl strength decreases with a smaller chamber radius
and reduces the cone angle and core radius [6].

Axial

Liquid Liquid liquid

Liquid

Holes or slots

Axial
helical
slots

Tangential
Conical

Slots

Figure 2.5: Various designs of simplex swirl atomizers [4].

Air-blast atomizer

Different from the pressure atomizers, the airblast injectors use the kinetic
energy of the air stream to break-up the liquid jet into drops. Plain-jet airblast
is considered the most basic type of airblast atomizers. Its working principle
is that a plain jet is subjected to a high-velocity airstream that produces a
jet disintegration into droplets. However, in aero-engine systems, most of the
airblast atomizers are based on the so-called prefilming airblast configuration.
In these types of atomizers, the fuel is initially injected as a thin continuous
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sheet, which evolves through a prefilming surface under influence of a co-
flowing air flow. As the liquid film approaches the atomizing edge, it is exposed
on both sides to high-velocity air flow that breaks it up into ligaments and
then droplets, resulting in very fine atomization. Figure 2.6.a depicts various
schematic representations of prefilming airblast atomizers in aircraft engines
where the fuel film immediately interacts with swirled air-stream implemented
for the flame stabilization.

A
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Air
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Outer air  
swirler

Fuel 
pre-filmer

Fuel 
Swirler
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Fuel

Primary spray

Pressure 
swirl atomizer

Spray impact 
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fuel

Pilot 
fuel
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Figure 2.6: Various designs of airblast atomizers. a) prefilming airblast at-
omizer, b) piloted airblast atomizer, c) Impinging airblast. (Taken from [4])

Airblast atomizers have several advantages compared to pressure atomiz-
ers, especially in operating conditions at high pressure. The primary advan-
tages include good atomization and slight variation in performance regardless
of operating conditions [7]. Consequently, modern lean combustors employ in-
jectors based on airblast atomizers [8]. However, this type of injector has some
limitations that arise at engine startup produced likely by the lean blowout
and poor atomization quality cause by the low velocity of the air flow [3]. To
address these disadvantages, several injection systems employ a pre-filming
airblast injector couple with a pressure injector in a configuration so-called
piloted airblast system [4] (see Figure 2.6.b). For low fuel consumption, the
majority of the fuel is injected by the pilot atomizer, but at high loads, the fuel
is mostly supplied through the air blast atomizer. Moreover, in some airblast
designs, the fuel atomization is created by the impact of drops injected by a
pressure injector sometimes called swirl cup (see Figure 2.6.c).
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2.4 Combustion regimes
In normal operating conditions, the global engine air-to-fuel (AF) ratio varies
between 45:1 and 130:1. Kerosene-based fuels burn most efficiently at an
AF ratio of around 15:1, and only a small portion of the air entering the
combustion chamber is burnt. This is the primary combustion zone, which is
depicted in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Air distribution in the combustion chamber [9].

The primary zone’s major role is to anchor the flame and give enough time,
turbulence, and temperature to ensure practically complete combustion of the
entering fuel-air mix. The significance of the primary-zone airflow pattern in
achieving these objectives cannot be emphasized. Various flow patterns are
used, but one characteristic that all have in common is the formation of a
toroidal flow reversal that entrains and recirculates a part of the burning
gases to give continual ignition to the entering fuel and air.

The primary function of the dilution region is to admit the air that remains
just after the combustion process and the wall-cooling and to supply an outlet
flow with an appropriate temperature distribution to enter the turbine. This
temperature distribution is commonly defined in terms of “pattern factor” or
“temperature traverse quality.” The quantity of air available for dilution is
typically between 20 and 40% of the whole combustor airflow. This air enters
the hot gas flow via one or more lines of holes in the liner walls. The size and
form of these holes are chosen to enhance air-jet penetration and the following
mix with the mainstream. Theoretically, any specified traverse quality may
be obtained by either using a large dilution zone or accepting a significant
liner pressure-loss factor. In reality, nevertheless, it has been observed that
increasing mixing zone length enhances mixedness significantly initially and
then at a progressively slower rate. Consequently, the length/diameter ratios
of dilution zones all tend to be within a limited range of 1.5 to 1.8 [1].
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If the primary-zone temperature exceeds about 2000, dissociation processes
will cause substantial quantities of hydrogen (H2) and carbon monoxide (CO)
to emerge in the efflux gases. If these gases are sent immediately to the dilu-
tion zone and quickly cooled by the insertion of huge amounts of air, the gas
composition will be “frozen,” and CO, which is a cause of combustion ineffi-
ciency and a pollutant and likewise expelled from the combustor unburned.
Reducing the temperature to a medium level by adding small quantities of air
promotes soot burnout and enables the burning of CO and any other unburned
hydrocarbons (UHC) to continue to completion.

Although all combustion processes involve chemical interactions between
the air (oxidizer) and fuels, the specifics of each process differ significantly,
hence they must be treated in different ways. In aircraft engines, two main
combustion categories can be found [10]:

• non-Premixed combustion is characterized by the separation of the com-
bustion areas of oxidizer and fuel, with combustion taking place at the
interface between the two. Different types of burners, in which a fuel jet
is atomized into an area of air.

• When combustion takes place in premixed combustion, the oxidizer and
fuel are molecularly mixed. In such a situation, the flame separates
various zones of unburned and burnt mixes.

In industrial applications, the most advantageous regime is frequently
somewhere in the middle, where the oxidizer and fuel are allowed for mix-
ing partially but not completely previously combustion takes place. It is the
so-called Partially Premixed Combustion. In real applications, such as aero-
engine applications, all combustion regimes can occur simultaneously in the
combustion chamber. Additionally, the two-phase combustion process involves
an extra complexity regarding the combustion regime. Therefore, it must be
thoroughly investigated.

2.5 Combustion technologies
Since the restrictions referred to the emissions are becoming stricter, the air-
craft engine manufacturers have developed different combustion technologies
for reducing the emissions. The most well-known are the Rich burn, quick
Quench-Lean Burn (RQL), Lean Premix Pre-vaporized (LPP), Lean-Direct
Injection (LDI) and Multipoint Lean-Direct Injection (MLDI). A short de-
scription of these technologies is presented as follow.
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2.5.1 Lean premixed prevaporized (LPP)

The working principle of LPP combustors is first evaporating the fuel and
then mix it with the airflow to generate a homogeneous mixture previously
to enter the combustion zone, resulting in a low equivalence ratio near the
lean blowout limit. The decrease in flame temperature and the removal of
hot spots from the combustion zone promotes a substantial reduction of NOx
emissions. A schematic representation of a LPP combustor is presented in
Figure 2.8. In general, a LPP combustor is composed of three principal stages:
fuel atomization, vaporization, and fuel-air mixing in order to achieve both
fuel evaporation and fuel-air mixing; the second is for combustion, where the
flame is stabilized in the recirculation regions, and the third generally is a
conventional dilution zone.

Figure 2.8: Schematic of an LPP combustor [11].

Figure 2.9 illustrated the physics of a typical LPP combustor. Vital fea-
tures such as the recirculation zones, shear layers, and flame locations shown
in the figure are common in this type of combustors. The main flame is stabi-
lized in the layer of mixing while a pilot flame exists in the center, surrounding
the Primary Recirculation Zone (PRZ). Also shown are the Lip Recirculation
Zone (LRZ) and the Corner Recirculation Zone (CRZ). The main flame is
designed to be premixed, and it is believed that the stability criteria is similar
to that of a Bunsen flame, as explained by [12].

Generally, aero-engines work at higher overall pressure ratios (OPRs), un-
der these operating conditions, LPP combustion concept has certain opera-
tional risks on the engine performance such as auto-ignition of the air-fuel
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Figure 2.9: Air distribution in a LPP chamber [9].

mixture, narrow stability limits, and flame flashback. However, LPP com-
bustors have been extensively employed in industrial gas turbines since their
capacity to generate relatively low NOx emissions.

2.5.2 Rich-burn, quick-quench, lean-burn (RQL)

The majority of combustors used in modern aircraft engines are based on
RQL concept, which is illustrated in Figure 2.10, where combustion starts in
a fuel-rich mixture at the primary zone with an equivalence ratio of 1.2-1.
In general, the rich burn has two advantages: First, the rich burn produces
a large concentration of energetic hydrogen and hydrocarbon radical species,
which improves combustion stability. Second, because of the comparatively
low flame temperatures and low concentrations of oxygen-containing interme-
diate species, NOx generation is reduced. The hot efflux gas resulted from the
primary zone has a high concentration of smoke, CO, and UHC that cannot
be drained without further processing, according to Samuelsen et al. [13].

The basic characteristics of an RQL combustor are presented in Fig-
ure 2.11. The rich zone, as detailed in [14], provides a high degree of resistance
to flame out, even maintaining the combustor alight at low power loads while
the engine is operating under extremely lean conditions. Furthermore, ade-
quate dilution holes design enables many of the soot produced in a rich zone
at high power to be oxidized. The quenching zone is the most challenging
section of the combustor because the combustor can reach stoichiometric con-
ditions (which promote the rapid formation of thermal NOx), being necessary
to reduce the time employed by the mix in these zones. The lean-burn section
is also responsible for regulating the combustor outlet temperature distribu-
tion quality. The typical equivalence ratio in the lean burn is in the range of
0.5-0.7.
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Figure 2.10: Principle of RQL combustion [3].

Figure 2.11: Fundamental characteristics of a combustor according to the
RQL principle [3].
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It is notable to mention that various novel designs, such as the Pratt
& Whitney TALON X combustor, have been developed in recent years [15].
In this combustor, the quenching section is characterized by an improved
design to improve the mixing process between the dilution air and combustion
products derived generated in rich primary region, suggesting a significant
potential for reducing NOx emissions.

2.5.3 Lean-Direct Injection (LDI)

Even though classical RQL technology is widely used in aero-engines applica-
tions, it still has some improvement potentials, most of them related to the
NOx reduction targets. Therefore, the development of alternate combustion
processes implementing the lean-burn combustion process is inevitable. The
most appropriate solution for aero-engines can be LDI technology, which re-
duces the NOx emissions considerably and, thus allowing to meet the emissions
requirements. As a result, over the last year, the main engine manufacturers
have intensified their efforts to investigate this type of technology in order to
provide engines that are both safe and efficient.

In LDI combustors, the reduction of nitrogen emissions is achieved by a
quick mixing of the fuel with a substantial portion of air in the combustor
primary zone. In addition, before entering the combustion zone, the air and
fuel must be precisely mixed to prevent the creation of diffusion flames, which
occur under stoichiometric conditions. As mentioned in [3], lean combustion
was firstly implemented in gas turbines for industrial applications with gaseous
fuels. Nevertheless, the use of liquid fuel in aero-engine limits the direct imple-
mentation of this technology, due to the complications to form a homogenous
mixture. Consequently, modern technologies must be developed to provide
precise control of liquid fuel preparation and optimum fuel-air mixing. The
main essential aspects of a combustor based on lean combustion technology
are presented in Figure 2.12.

The injection system can be considered one of the most important com-
ponents for the efficient operation of an LDI combustor since it includes the
processes of fuel atomization, spray development, and evaporation that are
critical to the success and implementation of lean-burn technology. Conse-
quently, an important number of investigations in the lean combustion sector
are dedicated to developing sophisticated injector systems capable of control-
ling the quality of liquid fuel preparation and promoting rapid mixing of fuel
and air, enabling the combustion to be shifted toward lean premixed flames.

In LDI systems, approximately 70% of the air provided by the compressor
is employed in the primary zone and is delivered directly through the injection
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Figure 2.12: The primary characteristics of a lean burn combustor. (Adapted
from [3])

system. The air in the primary zone is not only essential for atomization and
mixing, but it also contributes to flame stabilization, which is produced thanks
formation of a swirl stabilized recirculation zone [16]. However, lean condi-
tions in the primary region, along with the quick air-fuel mixing, may have a
negative influence on the ignition, altitude relight, and flame stability at low
power [8]. Hence, to ensure full operability, LDI combustor is provided with
piloting systems that create relatively rich flames, stabilizing the combustion
process, particularly under low power conditions.

2.5.4 Multi-point Lean-Direct Injection (MPLDI)

The working principle of the Multi-point Lean Direct Injection (MPLDI) sys-
tems is that fuel is distributed to small injectors, which form the multi-point
fuel injector module, as shown in Figure 2.13. Each small injector is fitted
with an air-swirler to produce a local quick and uniform mixing and small re-
circulation zone, resulting in a stable and short flame that minimizes the flame
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residence time and, as a consequence, NOx generation. The injection system
allows reducing the fuel-air mixing time inside the combustor by spreading
liquid fuel droplets rapidly and uniformly, which are quickly vaporized and
mixed with the air. The uniform mixture additionally contributes to the uni-
form distribution of temperature profiles and the homogenous distribution of
combustion products through the combustion chamber.

Figure 2.13: Sketch of Multi-swirler array [17].

In the MPLDI combustors, most of the air enters through the combus-
tor dome, and the rest of the air is employed for liner cooling. Therefore, the
mixture formed is lean, leading to reduce NOx production. Additionally, an ef-
fective mixing process in this type of combustors also reduces CO production.
Consequently, the combustor length can also be reduced (see Figure 2.14), re-
ducing the flow residence time and hence reduces the NOx production further.
As a result of the shorter combustor, less liner cooling is required and a smaller
engine shaft, resulting in a significant reduction in engine weight. Moreover,
as was mentioned by Dewanji [11], the design of the MPLDI combustor allows
controlling each fuel injector may be controlled to regulate the fuel in space
and time, reducing local hot spots inside the combustion chamber. Finally,
in addition to conventional aviation fuel, this system may run on alternative
fuels like biofuels and gaseous hydrogen without requiring any design changes.

Liu et al. [18] summarized the advantages and design challenges of this
kind of technology:
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mixture

Figure 2.14: Schematic representation of an MPLDI combustor controlling
[11].

• Local“uniform fuel-air mixture with rapid mixing can be achieved
through the distributed small recirculation of flame. The resulting ben-
efit is the reduction of the combustor length and hence low NOx. Little
soot is formed as well. ”

• By adjusting the local fuel-air ratio in each small injector, temperature
distribution may be continuously regulated.

• Both the recess and the outward canted arrangement reduce the local
dilution of the stream at the borders of the fueled and unfueled zones,
hence reducing the generation of excessive UHC and CO.

Technology design challenges:

• Densely packed structure demands high manufacturing technology to
minimize the dimension discrepancy tolerance for each injector.

• A densely packed structure needs advanced manufacturing technique in
order to decrease dimension discrepancy tolerance for each injector.

• With acceptable pressure losses, the mixing quality from this concept
can not create a perfectly uniform fuel-air mixture.

• The reduced residence time added an extra design difficulty for altitude
relight.
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2.5.5 Review of performance characteristics

Although emissions may be a priority when constructing a conventional low
emissions combustor, the value of other performance interactions with emis-
sions should be extensively investigated. Therefore, while building a low emis-
sion combustor, concerns such as combustion efficiency, size, weight, combus-
tion stability, altitude relight capacity, liner durability, pressure loss, and au-
toignition/flashback danger should not be ignored. Safety is usually the most
critical requirement, and there is no exception in the design of low-emission
combustors. The ability to relight at altitude and avoid autoignition/flashback
should be considered early in the design process. In addition to emissions lev-
els, several combustion performance parameters are evaluated qualitatively for
the reviewed low emissions combustion technology. In addition to emissions
levels, several combustion performance parameters are evaluated qualitatively
for the reviewed low emissions combustion technology. A performance matrix
for the combustor technologies mentioned previously is provided in Table 2.1
that would be utilized for design requirements. Explanations for each evalua-
tion are discussed in [18].

2.6 Summary
This section presented a description of the fundamental concepts of the atom-
ization and combustion process. Additionally, the main combustor types were
introduced, highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of each one. Then,
the injectors for aero-engine applications (pressure-swirl and airblast atomiz-
ers) and their working principle are described. Finally, the main combustion
technologies used in the aeronautic sector are introduced, summarizing the
performance aspects of each technology.
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Table 2.1: Summary of the reviewed low emissions combustion performance
based on qualitative evaluation. (Extracted from [18])

Criterion RQL LDI MPLDI LPP

Graphi

TRL 9 ≤ 7 ≤ 5 ≤ 5

Altitude relight
capability High Moderate Low Moderate

Autoignition/
flashback risk Low Low Low High

Combustion
stability High Moderate Moderate Low

Combustion
efficiency

(High-power)
High High High High

Combustion
efficiency

(Low-power)
High High High High

Pressure loss Moderate Moderate High Moderate

LTO NOx
(High-power) Low Even lower Even lower Lowest

LTO CO
(Low-power) Moderate High High High

LTO UHC
(Low-power) Moderate Low Low Low

Smoke number High Low Low Low

Weight Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate

Fuel coking
risk Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate

Liner life Moderate Long Long Long

OTDF/RTDF
quality High Higher Higher Higher
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Chapter 3

Fundamentals of atomization,
spray combustion and soot
formation

3.1 Introduction
Two-phase combustion combines both multi-physical and chemical limitations,
due to they involve different phenomena such as atomization, dispersion, evap-
oration, and combustion, which usually occur simultaneously or in narrow
small areas within the combustion chambers. In addition, the existence of
liquid fuel droplets adds another level of complexity compared to gas-fired
flames.

The understanding of the spray flame is essential and also important, de-
tailing each phase of the process, beginning with fuel drop atomization and
extending up to the combustion process. All these processes take place in
the combustion chamber. Figure 3.1 represents the interacting multi-scale
mechanisms that governing droplet evaporation and combustion. Certain in-
teractions are not described in detail in this section, and only those that can
be addressed during this experimental investigation are detailed.

The purpose of modern combustors is firstly prevaporized the liquid fuel
and then mixing the vapor of the fuel, which is produced by the fuel drops
evaporation process. Unfortunately, the time necessary for properly pre-
vaporization and pre-mixing is not available in most applications. If the liquid

29
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the liquid spray-combustion processes
in continuous-combustion systems [1].

fuel is not completely pre-vaporized and premixed in the combustion chamber,
it will produce a lack of homogeneity of the mixture fraction and hence a vari-
ation of the flame temperature. This variation will adversely influence NOx
and soot emissions. Figure 3.2 summarizes the iterations between processes
involved in the liquid fuel flames.

Both the atomization and fuel droplet dispersion are affected by the tur-
bulent flow. Additionally, turbulence can increase the evaporation of the fuel
droplets by promoting interaction with the surrounding air. By interacting
with the carrier phase, the drops can influence local turbulence. The gener-
ation of fuel vapor during the evaporation stage results in a heterogeneous
mixture fraction within the combustion chamber due to molecular diffusion.
The combustion regime can be influenced by the variation in the local mixture.
Moreover, due to inhomogeneities in the mixture fraction, it is quite possible
to experience several combustion regimes simultaneously [2]. Consequently, it
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SPRAY
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evaporation, etc.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic description of the interactions that take place in a
turbulent spray flame.

is important to study these phenomena together in order to comprehend the
physical mechanisms that occur during two-phase combustion.

3.2 Atomization process
As described in section 2.3, in order to produce a good air/fuel mixture and
complete operability of the aircraft engine combustor, typical injection systems
employed in gas turbine systems comprise pressure and airblast injectors, gen-
erally coupled with more sophisticated designs. In these kinds of systems, the
fuel is often atomized as a plain jet or a thin sheet that disintegrates into small
drops in a phenomenon known as primary breakup. This process occurs close
to the injector tip and must be differentiated from secondary breakup, which
characterizes the further disintegration of drops into smaller ones. Lefebvre
and Ballal [3] suggested that both mechanisms define the precise properties of
the fuel spray in terms of droplet size distributions and their velocities. The
primary and secondary atomization processes will be detailed in further detail
in the following sections, introducing to the fundamental principles of liquid
fuel breakup. These concepts will be appropriate to explain the experimental
results.

3.2.1 Useful non-dimensional numbers

Multiple interactions with the gas-phase and boundary walls control the liquid
throughout the spray generation and evolution process, and more generally in
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multi-phase flows. In several cases, it may be extremely convenient to perform
an order-of-magnitude analysis to determine what the dominant interactions
are. This type of analysis enables us to include certain non-dimensional num-
bers. Because a multi-phase flow is being studied, quantities linked to the
liquid phase, in addition to conventional gas-phase characteristics, should be
taken into consideration, as they play a significant role in many physical pro-
cesses such as evaporation and breakdown.

Quantitative characterization of the processes implicated in the droplet
disintegration may be stated according to the Weber number (We), which
reflects the ratio of momentum force to surface tension force [4].

We = ρgU
2
Rl

σ
(3.1)

where ρg is the density of the gaseous-phase (air), l is a length scale parameter,
generally the drop size (i.e., diameter), σ is the surface tension, and UR is
the relative velocity between the gas-phase and the liquid. This number is
commonly used in breakup theory because it considers the relative relevance
of surface tension and aerodynamic interactions.

The Ohnesorge number (Oh), which relates the internal viscous force to
inertia and surface tension forces, is another important dimensionless number:

Oh = µL√
ρLσl

(3.2)

where l is a characteristic length scale, ρL and µL are the density and dynamic
viscosity of the liquid-phase, respectively. Finally, in the investigation of drop
dynamics, it may be convenient to introduce the Particle Reynolds Number
(Rep), which is given as:

Rep = ρgd‖u− v‖
µg

= ρgdUR
µg

(3.3)

where d is the particle diameter, µg is the dynamic viscosity of the gas-
phase, and UR is the relative velocity between the carrier phase and the
droplet.

3.2.2 Primary atomization

This is a complex phenomenon influenced by several parameters in which var-
ious breakup mechanisms can be identified, depending on the operating con-
ditions and geometrical configurations. A literature review of the principal
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mechanisms, describing injection configurations employed in aircraft engine
technology, will be used to explain the primary breakup. The principal pur-
pose is to provide a general analysis of the complex physical phenomena that
govern the disintegration process, defining the most relevant characteristics of
this liquid breakup. Therefore, classical atomization mechanisms of the liquid
jet are detailed in this work. However, liquid sheets are not described but are
fully explained in [3].

Liquid jets

Classical jet atomization theories are based on the propagation of distur-
bances, which results in jet fragmentation. It is crucial to remark that distur-
bances are inherent in jet dynamics since they occur spontaneously when the
liquid flows through the injection system or as a result of interactions with
the gas phase.

Rayleigh [5] conducted the first theoretical analysis of jet breakup, consid-
ering a laminar jet with a starting diameter equivalent to dj, emerging from a
circular hole and exposed to surface disturbances. He observed that symmet-
ric disturbances with an ideal wavelength of λopt = 4.51dj are likely to grow
with time, eventually leading the jet to break up into ligaments that finally
form spherical droplets with a diameter of d equal to

λopt
π

4 d
2
j = π

6 d
3 → d = 1.89dj (3.4)

Weber later extended Rayleigh’s theory by incorporating the impact of
liquid viscosity using the Ohnesorge number, as detailed in [3]. The optimum
unstable wavelength, according to Weber’s theory, is given by

λopt =
√

2πdj(1 + 3Oh)0.5 (3.5)

where the characteristic length scale in Equation 3.2 is the cylindrical jet
diameter, the equation may be written as

Oh = µL√
ρLσdj

(3.6)

It follows that:

λopt
π

4 d
2
j = π

6 d
3 → d =

( 3π√
2

) 1
3
dj(1 + 3Oh)

1
6 (3.7)
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In addition to liquid viscosity, the initial velocity of the jet releasing from
the injector orifice is another crucial parameter that has a considerable im-
pact on the atomization process. The theories developed by Rayleigh and
Weber are representative of disintegration only at low jet velocities. When
the relative velocity of the air and the liquid increases, the aerodynamic in-
teractions between the two fluids become more intense, resulting in smaller
drops. According to recent experimental results, Reitz [6] proposed the follow-
ing classification of breakup regimes (see also Figure 3.3, where the various jet
breakup regimes are shown as a function of the liquid Reynolds and Ohnesorge
numbers):

Figure 3.3: Jet breakup regime classification, where do is the orifice diameter.
(Extracted from [7])

• Rayleigh mechanism: Rayleigh’s breakup mechanism dominates at low
velocities. The jet breakup is caused by the formation of symmetric
oscillations under the influence of surface tension, which can enhance the
amplitude of disturbance wavelengths larger than a certain value. Drops
produced by this process are fairly uniform in size, with diameters about
double the starting jet diameter. This breakup regime is commonly
referred to as varicose due to the unique geometric shape of the jet,
which is characterized by rotationally symmetric perturbations.
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• First wind-induced breakup: the relative velocity between the gas-phase
and the jet increases the surface tension effect, which decreases the op-
timal wavelength for jet disintegration, resulting in smaller droplets.

• Second wind-induced breakup: drops are formed when the jet velocity
increases due to the unstable development of small waves on the jet
surface induced by the interaction of the jet and the surrounding gas.
The waves become unstable and disengage from the jet surface as liga-
ments, eventually disintegrating into droplets considerably smaller than
the initial jet diameter.

• Prompt atomization: jet disintegrates entirely at the injector exit and
hence drop sizes are significantly smaller than the jet diameter.

The preceding section examined the scenario of a liquid stream injected
into an airflow. A plain jet exposed to a co-flowing airflow, on the other
hand, might be found in particular injector configurations. In this scenario,
also known as air-assisted cylindrical jet, various breakup mechanisms may
be seen, as detailed in [8]. When we consider a liquid jet discharged from a
cylindrical orifice with a coaxial air-stream, we may differentiate the following
regimes:

• “Rayleigh mechanism: when the relative velocities between the liquid
jet and co-flowing airflow are extremely low (Wej < 25, with Wej =
ρg(Ug −Uj)2dj/σ), the jet disintegration apart via a mechanism similar
to the one defined by Rayleigh. Droplet sizes are comparable to jet
diameter. With axisymmetric deformation (as found for liquid jets in a
still medium but with shorter breakup lengths) and non-axisymmetric
structures, two distinct sub-regimes may be differentiated. ”

• “Membrane-type breakup: this regime (25 < Wej < 70) is characterized
by the formation of thin liquid sheets that generate Kelvin-Helmholtz
waves and breakup into droplets with significantly smaller diameters
than the preceding regime. The jet’s shape resembles that of a thin
liquid sheet. ”

• “Fiber-type breakup: this case (100 <Wej < 500) is characterized by the
formation of thin liquid fibers that peel off the jet and disintegrate by
a process similar to the non-axisymmetric mode found at low relative
velocities. Further downstream, the main liquid core turns wavy and
ruptures into ligaments, from which new fibers are peeled. The drop
sizes are pretty small and typically grow with the downstream distance.”
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• “Digitation: Another mechanism characterized by the formation of digi-
tations (ligaments) on the crests of an axisymmetric disturbance has also
been reported in some studies [9]. These ligaments subsequently breakup
by a non-axisymmetric Rayleigh-type mechanism (the digitations-type
disintegration regime is noticed at the same Wej of the membrane-type
breakup regime [8]).”

Some atomization remarks

The liquid atomization process is a highly complex event in which small-scale
interactions may impact the final droplet properties after jet disintegration,
as was previously commented. Breakup mechanisms are indeed also affected
by the injection configuration, adding a difficulty to establish a unified at-
omization theory. As a result, numerical methods have been developed in
order to help in the understanding of the atomization process are often quite
case-dependent.

In the configurations discussed in this section, the key parameter influenc-
ing atomization is the relative velocity between the air co-flow and the liquid
fuel, and the atomization quality typically increases as the relative velocity
increases. Regardless of the liquid configuration, all the studies indicate a
similar tendency for higher relative velocity values. When the relative veloc-
ity is significantly large, the intense contact with the co-flow air immediately
downstream of the injection point disintegrates the liquid jet. To emphasize
that the liquid atomization occurs extremely near to the injection system,
this atomization regime is often referred to as prompt atomization. An im-
portant feature of this atomization mode, as described in [3], is that the fuel
is rapidly and violently disrupted, ensuring that the resultant droplet diame-
ters are essentially independent of the original fuel dimension (sheet thickness
or jet diameter). In addition, fuel atomization appears to be independent of
its viscosity, which can not influence a quick process. Prompt atomization is
always observed under operating conditions found in gas-turbine systems.

Factors that affect the fuel atomization

As stated previously, the relative velocity between the gas phase and the liquid
flow and is the most significant parameter affecting atomization in configu-
rations typical of pressure and airblast atomizers. Usually, a significantly
higher velocity increases atomization quality. Nevertheless, numerous other
parameters, such as the geometrical configuration of the injection system, can
influence the atomization process. Lefebvre and McDonell [4] summarized the
most important factors as follows:
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• “Injector geometry.”
• “Liquid properties.”
• “Gas medium properties.”

The injection system geometry defines the interaction between the gas
phase and the liquid fuel and is primarily responsible for the characteristics
of the liquid spray and, as well as the distribution pattern within the com-
bustion chamber. Significant attention must be given to the design of the
geometrical characteristics in order to ensure the efficient operation of the
injection system. The physical mechanism used to generate the destructive
force that contributes to droplet production typically determines the shape
and fundamental features of the injector (see section 2.3). The capacity to
achieve effective atomization almost regardless of the fuel flow rates, low cost,
lightweight, easy to maintain and removal for servicing, are common needs to
consider in enhancing conventional injection designs and developing new ones.

Dynamic viscosity and surface tension are the two most significant fluid
characteristics that influence atomization. The first is unfavorable to atom-
ization because it resists any alteration in fluid geometry. In addition, inside
the injector, the viscosity also affects the flow. An increase in liquid viscosity
usually leads to a reduction of the atomization efficiency, with an increase in
the diameter of the drop and a delay in the formation of the droplet. Fur-
thermore, liquid density has only a minor impact on the breakup phenomena.
On the other hand, surface tension is a force that tends to draw the liquid
into the configuration of minimal surface energy (a sphere in the absence of
external forces), inhibiting the formation of a new liquid surface. Therefore, a
factor that acts against disturbance can be considered in equilibrium config-
urations (This is the case, of secondary atomization, for instance), whereas if
the fluid is not in an equilibrium configuration, surface tension may become a
significant parameter in liquid deformation and probable breakup (this is the
case, of capillary instability of free liquid jets, for instance, [10]).

The atomization process is also influenced by the properties of the medium
into which the liquid is atomized. Density and pressure seem to be the most es-
sential properties to consider in the injection, although their influence is highly
dependent on the injector’s design. For instance, as mentioned in Giusti [7],
increasing the liquid density improves atomization quality in airblast atom-
izers, while two different effects occur in pressure swirl atomizers. Increased
density, as in airblast injectors, results in higher aerodynamic interactions,
resulting in smaller drop sizes and shorter breakup lengths. The spray angle,
on the other hand, decreases.
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3.2.3 Secondary atomization

Aerodynamic forces regulate the movement of a droplet in a gaseous phase,
which can result in deformation and fragmentation of the droplet. Secondary
atomization is the process by which a droplet is fragmented into smaller par-
ticles. There are several research on secondary atomization in the literature.
Ashgriz and Yarin [10] present a good overview of them. Some basic concepts
will be presented following.

Critical Weber number

Considering a specific droplet exposed to a moving airflow, basic consider-
ations about droplet stability can be defined. When the aerodynamic force
(i.e., drag force) balances the surface tension force, the critical condition for
drop breakup is reached [3]:

CD
π

8 d
2ρgU

2
g = πdσ (3.8)

where CD is the drag coefficient of the liquid structure, d is the droplet di-
ameter, ρg and Ug are the density and the velocity magnitude of the gas,
respectively. By rearranging this equation, we can derive a critical Weber
number, which allows us to provide a measure of the maximum diameter of
stable drops that may be observed in a spray:

(
ρgU

2
Rd

σ

)
c

= Wec = 8
CD
→ dmax = Wecσ

ρgU2
R

(3.9)

Experimental results on CD imply a value for Wec of about 12 for low-
viscosity liquids. To take into account the impact of fluid viscosity, the critical
Weber number equation can be adjusted by inserting the Ohnesorge number
(see subsection 3.2.1). The following expression is suggested by Brodkey [11]:

Wec,lv = Wec + 14
(

µL√
ρLσd

)1.6
= Wec + 14Oh1.6 (3.10)

as can be seen in Equation 3.10, an increase in the viscosity of the liquid
typically results in a larger critical Weber number. Nevertheless, viscosity
has a substantial influence on the critical Weber number only at high fuel
viscosity.
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Secondary breakup regimes

Different disintegration regimes may be identified based on the experimental
data, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. The transition between regimes is deter-
mined by both the Weber droplet number (We = ρgU

2
Rd/σ) and the Ohnesorge

number that takes the effects of liquid viscosity into account, as previously
stated. Nevertheless, for extremely low Ohnesorge values, the effect of the
liquid viscosity is minimal, and transitions between regimes could be defined
using the Weber number [7]. Typical Weber values for disintegration regimens
are also shown in Figure 3.4, for Oh less than 0.1.

Vibrational breakup
We < 12

Bag breakup
12 < We < 50

Bag-and-srtamen breakup
50 < We < 100

Sheet stripping
100 < We < 350

Catastrophic breakup
We > 350

Figure 3.4: Five regimes of breakup for a low viscosity(inviscid) Newtonian
drop in the presence of a horizontally flowing air stream. (Adapted from [12])

Significant deformation occurs with a Weber unit number. The surface
tension and viscous forces resist the deformation caused by the contact of the
gas flow and the droplet. If the aerodynamic forces are strong enough, over
a certain number of the Weber value, the deformation of the droplet results
in a breakup of it. The first regime, known as a vibrational breakup, is not
always detected and comprises oscillations at the drop’s natural frequency.
The droplets formed after the breakup are comparable in size to the parent
droplet. Droplet deformation leads to the development of a thin hollow bag
connected to a thicker toroidal rim in the bag breakup regime. The bag-and-
stamen disintegration is comparable to the bag disintegration, but with the
inclusion of an anti-parallel stamen oriented in the direction of the drop le
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movement. The bag is the first one to disintegrate, followed by the rim and
the stamen. In the sheet stripping regime, creates on the droplet surface, a
film is formed from which small drops are constantly torn off. This produces
a cloud of tiny drops and, in certain instances, a core that is equivalent in
size to the original drop. Finally, the catastrophic regime tends to appear for
very large Weber numbers. Waves with large amplitude and long wavelengths
corrugate the drop surface, resulting normally in the formation of small drops.

For Oh > 0.1, due to the impact of liquid viscosity, the critical Weber
numbers that differentiate the distinct regimes may change. The critical We-
ber number as a function of the Ohnesorge number is often expressed in the
form Equation 3.10. References [13] provide some indications regarding the
transition between the different regimes as a function of both We and Oh
numbers.

Effect of turbulence

The gas-phase turbulence plays a significant role in the droplet breakup. Tur-
bulent oscillations could have length scales of the same order of magnitude
of drop size, causing pressure gradients throughout the drop that may cause
the droplet to disintegrate. One of the primary causes of vibrational breakup
might be turbulent variations. Furthermore, airflow turbulence might affect
the randomness of the disintegration process, but the Weber number based on
mean velocity could not be as relevant since turbulence drops have different
local velocities, which determine specific breakup performance. Besides, the
internal turbulence of the fluid caused by the primary atomization process
may affect droplet secondary breakup. To consider the influence of gas-phase
turbulence, an approach based on a turbulent Weber number derived by cal-
culating the square of the root mean square (RMS) of turbulent velocity fluc-
tuations (ū′) inside the length scale that has the magnitude of the drop was
proposed Hinze [14] .

Wec,turb = ρgū′
2
d

σ
(3.11)

According to this concept, the critical Weber number at which a drop
can disintegrate is significantly lower than the one seen for laminar flows, as
also reported by Prevish and Santavicca [15]. Hinze [14] suggested a value
for Wec,turb equivalent to Equation 3.11, which is much lower than values
obtained for laminar flows. As a result, reduced consistent diameters might
be expected in turbulent flows.
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Guildenbecher et al. [13] highlighted that despite efforts, the effect of tur-
bulence on drop disintegration is not fully understood, and it remains an
open investigation subject. According to Koch [16], typical breakup regimes
encountered experimentally with a degree of turbulence equivalent to 2% - 3%
are comparable to those mentioned previously and breakup models employed
in computational solutions often follow the prior classification.

3.3 Representation of droplet
The combustor performance is strongly affected by the spray characteristics,
which affect the fuel evaporation, and therefore its distribution inside the
combustor. In addition, due to the randomness of the atomization process, the
population of drops generated by atomizers used in gas turbine systems has a
wide variety of droplet sizes. Therefore, the mathematical functions described
following are used to characterize size distributions presented together with
certain measurements of spray pattern and mean diameter.

3.3.1 Mean diameter

To evaluate the injector performance and to compare with other ones, some
quantities capable of describing drop distribution characteristics must be de-
fined. According to the application, a mean representative diameter and a
value of the variation around it are suitable in many cases. Different defini-
tions of the mean diameter are reported in the literature. A general definition
of the mean diameter for a spray with a total number of N drops is given by
the following expression:

Dab =
(

ΣN
i=1d

a
i

ΣN
i=1d

b
i

) 1
a−b

(3.12)

According to this formula, D10 is the arithmetic average including all
spray drop diameters, and D30 is the size of a drop whose volume, if mul-
tiplied by the overall number of drops in the spray, represents the total liquid
volume of the spray. In the same way, many additional diameters may be
defined. Among the numerous potential definitions, the D32, also known as
Sauter mean diameter (SMD), is widely used in combustion applications since
it is most relevant to evaporation and combustion rates [17]. SMD denotes
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the diameter of a droplet whose volume-surface area ratio equals the volume-
surface ratio of the complete spray.

D32 = ΣN
i=1d

3
i

ΣN
i=1d

2
i

(3.13)

Moreover, Dc (where c is a real value between 0 and 1) is often used to
indicate the size such that the ratio of the volume of droplets with a size
less than Dc to the entire volume of the spray equals c. For example, D0.632
is the droplet diameter such that droplets of smaller diameter comprise 63.2
percent of the total liquid volume. The parameter X of the Rosin-Rammler
Distribution (Equation 3.14), described in the following section, is equivalent
to D0.632. Finally, in a droplet size-frequency distribution curve, Dpeak is
utilized to identify the most probable diameter.

Finally, a mean size is required to provide a measurement of the spray’s
spread. Some parameters can be recognized, but in most cases, the variation
between two distinct diameters (e.g., D0.9 and D0.1) or the dispersion factor
of a distribution function (for example, q in the Rosin-Rammler formulation)
are adequate.

3.3.2 Mathematical distributions

In the absence of a complete explanation of the atomization process, different
functions have already been developed, each of which is based on probability
and empirical factors that are validated by experimental observations. Stan-
dard spray formulas comprise normal, log-normal, chi-squared, and Rosin-
Rammler distributions. Generally, the formulation that must be selected is
the one that best fits the experimental diameter distribution. A short ex-
planation of the Rosin-Rammler distribution is following presented, whereas
further information about other formulations is detailed in [4].

The Rosin-Rammler function [18] is an empirical distribution which can
be expressed in the following form (cumulative distribution):

1−Q = exp

[
−
(
d

X

)q]
(3.14)

where Q is the portion of the overall volume included in drops with sizes
less than d,X is the droplet size such that droplets with smaller diameters
contain 63.2 % total liquid volume, and q is a measurement of droplet size
dispersion. The larger the value of q, the more homogenous the spray, as
depicted in Figure 3.5.
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a) b)

Figure 3.5: Examples of Rosin-Rammler distribution. a) Cumulative distri-
butions, b)Frequency distributions. (Extracted from [7])

The two parameters X and q in the Rosin-Rammler distribution definition
may be related to the most fundamental definition of representative sizes using
the following expressions:

D32
X

=
[
Γ
(

1− 1
q

)]−1
(3.15)

Dpeak

X
=
(

1− 1
q

) 1
q

(3.16)

where Γ represents the Gamma function. SMD is often provided in ex-
perimental correlations in order to compare different injectors, hence if the
dispersion parameter is given (According to Lefebvre and McDonell [4] “for
most sprays q ranges between 1.5 and 4.0”), Equation 3.15 can be employed
to calculate the parameter X. Figure 3.6 shows an example of the position of
the most relevant diameters along the drop size-frequency distribution curve.

3.4 Evaporation process
Predictive models of evaporation and heating of the fuel droplet are important
to understand how drops interface with the gas phase, exchange mass, momen-
tum, and energy during their dynamics. Because a dilute spray is assumed,
the inter-particle spacing may be considered sufficiently large to remove the
impact of neighbor particles on droplet dynamics. In the instance of evapora-
tion, for example, if the inter-spacing is minimal, the liquid mass evaporated
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Figure 3.6: Position of different representative diameters throughout a Rosin-
Rammler frequency distribution. (Extracted from [7])

from a droplet may impact the evaporation of nearby drops because the evap-
orated liquid increases the liquid mass fraction at the drop surface [7]. The
dilute spray approach allows us to ignore drop interactions, and models es-
tablished for a single drop may be used to the entire spray. Suitable models
to manage the most essential interactions will be introduced in the following
sections.

3.4.1 Drag forces

Gas-phase and droplet transfer momentum through drag force, which defines
the aerodynamic interaction between both phases. The drag force is commonly
expressed as follows:

FD = 1
2CD

πd2

4 ρg(ũ− vp)‖ũ− vp‖ (3.17)

where vp is the particle velocity, ũ velocity derived from the gas-phase so-
lution, CD is the drag coefficient which is calculated through equation derived
for spheres with an additional correction to take into account the effects of
particle distortion due to the interaction with the gas-phase (Particle shape
may be significantly distorted and, if the distortion reaches a critical value,
breakup may occur). The drag coefficient strongly dependent on particle
form, measuring the impacts of droplet deformation is desirable. Meanwhile,
the possibility of droplet deformation during the breakup process is consid-
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ered, assuming that the drag coefficient changes linearly between the values
of a sphere and a disk [19]:

CD = CD.sphere(1 + 2.632y) (3.18)

where y is the droplet distortion from sphericity, and which varies between
0 and 1. This value is calculated through the method implemented in the
Taylor Analogy Breakup (TAB) model developed by O’Rourke and Amsden
[20]. As regards the drag coefficient of a sphere, the following definitions have
been employed [21–23]:

CD.sphere =


24
Rep

(1 + 1
6Re

2/3
p ) Rep ≤ 1000

0.424 Rep > 1000
(3.19)

3.4.2 Evaporation models

Predictive models of fuel drop heating and evaporation are critical in sev-
eral power systems that use spray combustion. Drop-to-drop interactions are
important in the evaporation process because fuel atomization produces nu-
merous droplets of different sizes. As a result of the high level of complexity
involved in real configurations, developing models to analyze the evapora-
tion process in a realistic spray is challenging. Consequently, most of the
models implemented for real combustion chamber calculations ignore these
interactions. In recent years, theoretical and experimental studies have been
conducted to investigate these interactions. Castanet et al. [24] used an exper-
imental and numerical method to study the interaction process that affects
mass and heat transmission in a chain of regularly arranged monodisperse
drops.

The droplet evaporation process has been widely studied by Miller et al.
[25]. In this study, some models of drop evaporation, which are grouped into
three types of models and here are globally described.

The models shown in Table 3.1 can be divided into three classes in which
the complexity increased in ascending order. The evaporation models are
globally described for each group, and the principal assumptions are provided.

• TYPE 1: The temperature of the fuel drop is maintained constant
throughout the evaporation process. The droplet temperature is uni-
form inside it and constant along the time, as seen in Figure 3.7. Fur-
thermore, various models of type 1 assume spherically symmetric fuel
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Table 3.1: Nomenclature of models reported in [25].

Type Model Name

Type 1 M1 Classical rapid mixing
Type 1 M2 Abramzon-Sirignano
Type 2 M3 Mass analogy Ia
Type 2 M4 Mass analogy Ib
Type 2 M5 Mass analogy IIa
Type 2 M6 Mass analogy IIa
Type 3 M7 Langmuir-Knudsen I
Type 3 M8 Langmuir-Knudsen II

vapor diffusion in the carrier phase. The classical rapid mixing model,
commonly known as the d2 law, is based on kept drop temperature and
comprises the quasi-steady assumption with infinite conductivity or the
fast mixing model (T = cste) [25]. The model developed by Abramzon
and Sirignano studies the rapid mixing model, incorporating evapora-
tion adjustments on mass transfer and heat, including the impacts of
Stefan flow.

• TYPE 2: The temperature within the drop is still consistent, but it
varies with time, as shown in Figure 3.7. It is expected that the drop is
warmed up to its boiling point before evaporating. The ambient energy
transferred to the drop promotes its evaporation. Recent models [21, 26]
incorporate correction variables in the spherically symmetric model for
fuel vapor diffusion, which is different from type 1. These models also
add the influence of convection around the drop in order to calculate
the interface between the surrounding flow and the fuel vapor created
by the evaporation process. Models M3-M6 are indeed variants on a
simple heat-mass transfer analogy model that may be obtained immedi-
ately from the droplet’s vapor fraction boundary condition. These are
classified as TYPE 2 models.

• TYPE 3: In this sort of evaporation model, the gradient temperature
within the drop is taken into account in addition to the temporal devel-
opment of the droplet temperature (Figure 3.7). These models can be
solved using a variety of approaches. For example, resolving the Navier
Stokes equations within and outside the drop allows for an accurate de-
termination of the droplet temperature inside a given environment. It is
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essential to note, nevertheless, that this model is computationally highly
costly and hence rarely applied in LES.

T(r,t)

T0 ≈ Tsat

r(t)

T(r,t)

T0 
r(t)
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T2(r) ≥ T1(r)

TYPE 1

TYPE 2

TYPE 3

Figure 3.7: Schematic representation of spatial and temporal temperature
evolution for three different droplet evaporation models. (Extracted from [2])

Finally, the first models (M1 to M6) are transient classical models with
a heat-mass transfer analogy, but the latter two models (M7-M8) are non-
equilibrium models based on the Langmuir-Knudsen evaporation law. The
computation of the heat and mass transport terms differs between the eight
models. A short overview of the different models was provided; however, they
are extensively discussed in [25].

During the droplet evaporation, many simultaneous processes are acting
[16]:

• “Heat transfer between carrier phase and droplet. ”
• “Mass transfer between gas-phase and droplet. ”
• “Heat transfer by convection and conduction inside the droplet. ”
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• “Mass transfer inside the droplet (only for multi-component fuels).”
• “Phase change at the droplet interface.”

Generally, a real model of the drop evaporation should consider all the
transport processes inside and around the drop. Nevertheless, models able to
take into account all relevant events are extremely complicated and imply high
computational cost. Thus, they cannot be implemented for the calculation of
spray evaporation. Therefore, in practical cases are used for the study the
evaporation of a single droplet. If it is possible to identify some dominant
transport processes, simplified models can be developed.

Droplet Biot number is generally implemented as a simplified measurement
of the relative impact between internal conduction and outside heat transfer
from the gas-phase to the drop:

Bi = hd

2λd
(3.20)

where h denotes the heat transfer coefficient and λd denotes the liquid con-
ductivity. If the Biot number is low (Bi→ 0) heat conduction within the drop
takes priority over outside heat transfer, and the temperature within the drop
rapidly levels out. uniform temperature models, in which the temperature of
the drop is assumed to be constant and hence no internal transform is solved,
can be employed in this scenario. Otherwise, when the Biot number is very
large (Bi→∞), the conduction process within the drop is quite low, and only
the drop surface may be considered heated by external heat transfer. The thin
skin approach can then be used. In intermediate instances, conduction within
the drop must be resolved, implying a considerable computational effort [7].

The temperature model usually results in a good explanation of evapo-
ration in conditions of concern for jet engine applications, while requiring a
minimal computational cost [16].

3.4.3 Spray-turbulence interactions

Interactions between the turbulent carrier phase and fuel spray can strongly
influence the trajectory and motion, these interactions have been previously
reported by Balachandar and Eaton [27]. The modulation intensity of the
turbulence by droplets is affected by both the quantity and size of drops.
Certainly, turbulence modulation is double. Firstly, friction at the droplet
surface reduces the local turbulent kinetic energy. The turbulent kinetic en-
ergy is dissipated at the drop’s surface. In fact, the preferred segregation of
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drops is mostly determined by the interaction between turbulence and spray.
Therefore, these interactions have been investigated numerically [28–30] and
experimentally [31, 32].

In a turbulent gas flow, in which the drops are exposed to turbulent velocity
fluctuations. It has been observed that small droplets have more tendency to
follow the turbulent velocity fluctuation than the large droplets. Therefore,
The Stoke number (St) has been created, which describes the inertia of the
droplet compared to the carrier phase. i.e., the ratio of the aerodynamic
response time (τp) of a droplet suspended in a flow field and the time scale
associated to the large-scale flow vortices:

St = τp
τf

(3.21)

where τp = ρdD
2
d

18µg
rdenotes the relaxation time, which is the time required

for drops to adjust to the new surrounding airflow velocity after a rapid change
and τf is the characteristic time of the flow. Droplets that present low Stokes
numbers (St << 1) tend to precisely follow the changes of the gas flow. On
the other, droplets with a large Stokes number (St >> 1) hardly follow the
fluctuations of the gas flow. This is typically the case for large droplets with
ballistic trajectories. Droplets with a large Stokes number have difficulty fol-
lowing the variations of the gas flow. This seems to be common for big drops
with ballistic trajectories.

3.5 Turbulence-gaseous flame interactions
Turbulent combustion is the consequence of a two-way interaction between
chemistry and turbulence.

• The effect of flame on turbulence. When a flame interacts with a tur-
bulent flow, the processes can either (i) produce turbulence, known as
“flame-generated turbulence,” or (ii) dampen turbulence by relaminar-
ization because of the high temperature.

• Turbulence effect on the flame structure. Turbulence may modify the
flame structure through wrinkling and straining processes [33–35], im-
proving the chemical reaction, but it can also inhibit it and lead to flame
quenching due to the critical value of turbulence.
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Damköhler [36] was the first one to define turbulent combustion and in-
clude wrinkling as one of the primary processes influencing the impact of
turbulence on flame fronts. It is important to examine different time scales
in order to characterize the interactions between combustion and turbulence.
To explain flame-vortex interactions, The Damköhler and Karlovitz number
are used.

Da = τt
τc

= lt/u
′

δ/s0
L

(3.22)

Ka = τc
τk

(3.23)

The Damköhler number (Da) is determined for the largest eddies and
corresponds to the ratio of τt to τc, which are the integral and chemical time
scales, respectively. The Karlovitz number (Ka), which is the ratio of the
chemical time scale τc to the Kolmogorov time τk, represents the smallest
eddies. The chemical time is greater than the turbulent time for Da <<
1. Turbulence controls the mixing of the burnt gas and fresh air, whereas
chemistry controls the total reaction rate. This is known as the Well stirred
reactor regime. The chemical time scale, on the other hand, is less than the
integral turbulence time when Da >> 1. In this scenario, turbulence has no
effect on the flame, and the burning rate is identical to that of a laminar flame.
This is known as a flamelet regime, and the turbulence can wrinkle the flame
front. These characteristics time have been used by some authors [37, 38] to
explain the premixed turbulent combustion regimes illustrated in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8 shows several combustion regimes identified in terms of lenght
(lt/δ) and velocity (u′/s0

L) ratios.

• When“the Reynolds number is less than one, the premixed combustion
regime is laminar. Nevertheless, the regime turbulent controls the other
four regions.”

• When“the Ka value is less than one, the flame thickness is less than
the lowest turbulent scale. Furthermore, all turbulent time scales are
less than the chemical time scale. The flame front is narrow, near
to a laminar flame, and wrinkled by the turbulence in this condition.
This flamelet regime is separated into two regions: (i) Wrinkled flamelet
regime, which corresponds to situations in which turbulent motion is
insufficient to wrinkle the flame front. The flame is somewhat wrinkled
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Figure 3.8: Diagram of combustion regimes and turbulent flame structure
for pre-mixed flames.

in this configuration, and the structure is similar to that achieved in the
laminar regime. (ii) Corrugated flamelet regime. The flamelet regime re-
mains valid in this circumstance, but bigger turbulence structures might
react with the flame front, leading to the creation of pockets of fresh or
burnt gases.”

• The“thickened flame regime, also known as distributed reaction zones.
When Ka > 1 and Da > 1, this regime arises. The turbulent integral
time scale is still bigger than the chemical time scale throughout this
regime, but the Komolgorov scales are shorter than the flame thickness
and can perturb the flame front until it quenches if the stretch exceeds
a critical threshold.”

• For Damkölher numbers less than one, turbulent motion is lower than
chemical time. The mixing is extremely fast, and the reaction rate is
restricted by chemistry.

Other significant turbulence-flame interactions result in the risk of extin-
guishing the flame due to high turbulence intensity. In fact, flame quenching
happens when a flame front is exposed to external disturbance, such as heat
losses or sufficiently significant aerodynamic stretch, which causes the reaction
rate to drop. It should be noted that the reduction in reaction rate might be
caused by either thermal quenching caused by interactions of the flame-wall
and low drop temperature or by strain quenching. When the local stretch
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caused by turbulent movements on the flame front exceeds a certain value,
the flame is extinguished. The combustion is modified at a specific point, and
the new reactants mix with the products without combustion.

3.6 Spray combustion
Spray turbulent combustion is a complex process because it involves several
physical phenomena that can interact and influence the local and global flame
structures. Spray combustion is distinguished by the fact that the fuel is in-
jected in the liquid state, and evaporation and dispersion of fuel vapor into
the surrounding gas phase occur before chemical interactions between oxidizer
and fuel. As a consequence, spray combustion involves aspects of both pre-
mixed combustion and non-premixed [39]. Lefebvre and McDonell [4] defined
two different limiting cases:

• Heterogeneous combustion.
• Homogeneous combustion.

Although some authors have classified the two-phase flow combustion in
three interaction levels [2, 40], as shown in Figure 3.9.

Evaporation zone

Homogeneous
reaction zone Pre-evaporation

Preheat zone 
Isolated
droplet
combustion

Heterogeneous
reaction zone

a) b) c) 

Figure 3.9: Illustration of the various interaction levels in two-phase combus-
tion. a) Pre-vaporized flame. b) Homogeneous combustion. c) Heterogeneous
combustion. (Adapted from [40])
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In pre-vaporized flame, the combustion occurs after the complete droplet
evaporation. This configuration results in a pure gaseous mixture at the front.
This usual spray flame is only used to create a tiny, homogeneous droplet with
a low density.

In homogeneous two-phase combustion, a concentrated and uniform spray
of drops constantly supplies the flame front. Before reaching the reaction zone,
the evaporation is not complete, and some drops interact with the flame front.

In heterogeneous two-phase combustion, the existence of drops has a sig-
nificant wrinkling effect on the flame front. Furthermore, some of the biggest
drops can exceed the reaction zone and burn in distinct combustion regimes,
which will be discussed further below.

3.6.1 Combustion regime

The spray flame classification given by Chiu et al. [41] is a common one. The
flame structure propagating throughout a drop spray within a pre-heated fuel
at rest is defined in this classification. The combustion regimes are classified
using a group number indicated G. The ratio between characteristic evapora-
tion velocity to and the temperature diffusion velocity is represented by the
number G. Candel et al. [42] provides the number of group G as a function
of two parameters:

G ≈ 5N
2/3

S
(3.24)

where N is the total number of drops and S is the separation factor, which is
the ratio of the mean inter-droplet separation deltas to the flame radius δs that
surrounds the single drop. If S decreases, the flame topology can transform
from an individual combustion regime to a group regime. In Figure 3.10, two
main types of spray flame may be recognized by fixing the separation number
and changing the total number of droplets.

The first case is represented by G >> 1. Since the droplets are so close
together, thermal diffusion inside the cloud is unlikely. Only an exterior fuel
vapor layer is present in this configuration. Therefore, the flame occurs near
the edge of the drop cloud. In the second instance, G1, it suggests that
drops are sufficiently separated for hot gas to enter into the cloud. Each
drop evaporates independently during this process, and combustion occurs
surrounding each drop. Chiu (1982) incorporated novel combustion regimes.
The first mode is characterized as external, while the second one as internal.
In order to include the effect of the surrounding flow, Borghi [37, 43] completed
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the initial classification proposed by Chiu et al. [41]. He incorporated three
other parameters, which are: τf the characteristic time for combustion, δf is
the flame thickness and τv the mean evaporation times of drops. If τf >> τv
the droplets evaporate quickly, and combustion is performed under a premixed
regime.

In Figure 3.11 can be observed the combustion regimes proposed by Borghi
[37, 43]. The organization of the droplets, which might be arbitrary, demands
categorizing the mist of droplets into three groups:

• S < 0.41: The space between droplets is large enough for certain drops
to burn independently.

• 0.41 < S < 0.73: The existence of gas pockets and drop aggregation
may be seen. The spray is comprised of dense and diluted regions.

• S > 0.73: Because of the drop concentration, combustion is difficult.

Individual droplet burning

Internal group combustion Single droplet combustion

Main flame

Vaporizing droplets

non-Vaporizing 
droplets

External flame

External sheath combustion External group combustion

G>>1 G>1

G<<1G<1

Figure 3.10: Schematic representation of the regimes of two-phase combus-
tion based on the group number G. (Extracted from [41])
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Figure 3.11: Borghi’s diagram for laminar spray flames propagating through
uniform and polydisperse drops. (Extracted from [43])

Some authorts recently made an improvement on the two previous ap-
proaches [44, 45]. Previous approaches proposed by Chiu and Borghi, in fact,
are based on two significant assumptions: (i) the flow is initially at rest, and
(ii) the concept of equivalence ratio is not incorporated. Domingo et al. [44]
and Reveillon and Vervisch [45] offer three categories for combustion regime
based on numerical studies and comparisons with the experimental work con-
ducted by Cessou [46]. When the equivalency ratio is maximum, the external
combustion regime is presented. The group combustion regime shows that
drops form a rich zone in which combustion takes place first in premixed and
subsequently in diffusion. The droplet groups burn under premixed condi-
tions in this configuration, however, the large equivalence ratio restricts the
diffusion flame’s percolation inside the drop spray.

3.7 Soot formation
The use of liquid fuels in several applications is related to soot production,
these fuels must be atomized and burned to perform a specific task, resulting in
heterogeneous combustion, which generates favorable conditions that promote
particle nucleation from Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) and their
subsequent growth [47]. The significant amount of soot results from interac-
tion among several processes involved in real devices such as fuel evaporation
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and combustion, convection, and radiation. Moreover, these phenomena occur
simultaneously, being almost impossibility to decouple them, and making the
direct investigation of such systems a truly challenging task.

In an attempt to understand the droplet combustion dynamics and soot
formation, several computationally studies have been performed through Com-
putational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) codes [48–51]. Some investigations have
been directed towards the combustion of simpler, idealized systems like spher-
ical droplets in microgravity conditions. Although they do not consider some
phenomena and the sizes are still significantly larger, they give fundamental
information about the complex coupling between the involved physical and
chemical processes. For this reason, several experiments on soot formation
in spherical droplets was performed through reduced-gravity experiments [52,
53]. The structure of the flame surrounding the droplet was next investigated
by Mikami et al. [54], who used hooked thermocouples to show that the great-
est temperature area, i.e., the reaction region, is situated outside of the yellow
luminous zone, whose color is created by soot radiation. The transient evolu-
tion of soot volume fractions was quantified in succeeding investigations [55–
57]: the highest values were found to be between 10 and 100 ppm, which is
more than one order of magnitude larger than what was observed in gas-phase
diffusion flames with the same fuels [58, 59].

Soot is a solid carbonaceous material formed during the pyrolysis of fuel
at high temperatures [60, 61]. Soot is mostly formed of carbon, being C8H
a common empirical formulation [62]. However, additional elements can be
detected in minimum amounts [62]. In terms of soot’s structure, it is composed
of soot particles grapes-like clusters of small spheres denominated primary
particles or spherules [63, 64]. Recent studies in soot structure description
have revealed that, despite the large diversity in spherule size, there is a
relationship with aggregate size. These researches suggest that the growth of
soot particles in conventional combustion systems follows a similar relation.

Although certain aspects remain unclear, significant research has con-
tributed to the conclusion that soot formation originates with the formation
of gas-phase molecular species from fuel, followed by the development of incip-
ient rings, PAH growth, particle nucleation, heterogeneous surface reaction,
and particle interactions [65]. Figure 3.12 depicts a theoretical schematic of
this general physicochemical process, which is a frequently reviewed subject,
with new results being added regularly.
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Figure 3.12: Schematic of overall pathways for soot formation. (Extracted
from [65])

3.7.1 Gaseous soot precursors formation

The formation of PAHs is a crucial step between the solid soot particles and
the gaseous fuel molecules. PAHs are produced from unsaturated hydrocar-
bons under fuel-rich conditions and serve as a basis upon which soot grows.
Acetylene is the most important species among unsaturated hydrocarbons,
not only for the production of PAHs and also for its growth [63, 66].

The formation of single-ring aromatic species is the initial point in the
development of PAHs. While benzene is the initial aromatic ring, the chem-
ical pathway to PAHs also includes the phenyl group and cyclopentadienyl.
Numerous reactions have been proposed to define the first aromatic cycle gen-
eration, but it is still research in progress [67].

3.7.2 Physical phenomena

Figure 3.13 shows a graphical overview of the physical processes involved
with the transition from gaseous soot precursors to the solid phase, with the
consequent collisional phenomena. It includes processes that affect the overall
mass-generated (nucleation and condensation), as well as processes that affect
the soot number density (coagulation and agglomeration).

The appearance of the first soot particles is driven by nucleation. Several
authors have underlined that even today particle nucleation is not well-known,
and it is a frequent remaining review subject to understand the soot produc-
tion. Glassman and Yetter [62] reported that nuclei do not contribute much to
overall soot mass but are essential for mass expansion through surface growth.
In fact, the rate of nuclei production is proportional to the amount of soot
generated.
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Figure 3.13: Physical phenomena in soot production. (Extracted from [68])

Both chemical growth and PAHs collision are the most fundamental mech-
anisms for explaining particle nucleation. In the first situation, nuclei arise as
a consequence of PAHs chemical coalescence [69, 70], whereas, in the second
instance, nuclei form as a result of physical coalescence [71, 72]. Neither of
these pathways is capable of explaining the complex nucleation process on its
own. On the one hand, the chemical coalescence pathways fail to describe
nucleation in the presence of low H radical concentration. Nucleation through
physical coalescence, on the other hand, is constrained by the necessity for
difficult-to-form big PAHs, according to Wang and Chung [65].

Considering its limitations, physical coalescence of PAHs has been largely
accepted as the primary source of soot nucleation. Pyrene dimerization has
been frequently used in this context to describe the transition from the gaseous
soot precursor phase to nuclei. Both computational and experimental results
indicate that collisional events involving pyrene are an appropriate approach
to synthesis the particle nucleation process [72–75].

Condensation is defined as the collision of PAHs in the gaseous phase with
soot particles, and it is a process that contributes to the increase in soot
mass. However, recent research has suggested that the condensation process
is, to some extent, reversible [76]. These researches inspired computational
investigations that provided promising findings while emphasizing the need
for more research on the subject [73, 77–79].

Coagulation is the process through which soot particles collide with one
another, which controls the soot number density, but it does not affect the total
amount of soot generated. The border between colliding particles dissolves
during the coagulation process, resulting in the formation of a new particle
and a reduction in total surface area. According to Wang [47], the coagulation
is more likely to produce a big soot particle (with a large surface area) and
a compact soot particle (higher velocity in comparison to a big particle). As
particles age, soot-soot interactions may result in an aggregation of stuck
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particles rather than a new larger particle [80]. The latter stage is known as
agglomeration, and it is a subprocess of coagulation.

3.7.3 Chemical phenomena

Surface growth and oxidation are two chemical processes that occur on the
surface of soot particles. Both processes have an insignificant effect on soot
number density, but their balance determines the majority of the overall soot
mass-produced.

Surface growth is the process of adding mass to soot particles by the ad-
sorption of gas-phase species, with acetylene being the most common con-
tributor [81–83]. The surface growth process is not completely understood,
although experimental studies have led to semi-empirical models based on
first-order kinetics [83, 84]. Several authors [81, 85, 86], have suggested the
presence of aging phenomena that produces surface growth rate to decrease
with particle growth extent, adding to the subject’s complexity.

Soot oxidation is known as the last phase described, despite the fact that
it begins as soon as nuclei are formed and continues throughout the whole
soot formation process. This is the only method that decreases the overall
quantity of soot generated. Some species have been implicated in soot oxi-
dation. Wang and Chung [65] suggested that OH and O2 as the dominant
species. According to Prieto [68], the first species is especially important for
high-temperature oxidation. The second species demonstrated two different
phenomena, one involving a reduction in reactivity as oxidation progressed and
the other involving quicker oxidation for particles having curved PAH struc-
tures as opposed to planar PAHs. Several authors [63, 87, 88] have highlighted
that OH an O2 predominate on soot oxidation with less relevant contribution
from O.

3.8 Summary
This section presented the fundamentals related to atomization, evaporation,
spray combustion, and soot formation. The primary and secondary atom-
ization regimes are defined and the factors that influence the atomization
performance. Then, the mathematical functions used to describe diameter
distributions are included. In order to understand how droplets, interact with
the gas phase, exchange mass, energy, and momentum, the predictive models
of evaporations and heating of the fuel droplet are also described. Addition-
ally, essential characteristics of spray combustion are defined. Finally, soot
formation and the pathways for soot are introduced.
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Chapter 4

Review of experimental
configurations and annular
spray burner design

4.1 Introduction
Experimentally research is essential to understand the theoretical issues of
spray combustion and necessary to support engine suppliers in designing high-
performance, low-emission combustors for engine propulsion systems. It is
becoming more important to do research work in combustion sciences and
exploratory development of combustors for gas turbine systems. Therefore,
several experimental test benches have been developed to work at extreme
conditions (i.e., high temperature and high pressure) found in both ground
and aeronautical gas turbines. Nowadays, several test facilities capable of
recreating these extreme operating conditions are now available at various
combustion research institutes throughout the world. In Table 4.1 are listed
some facilities with similar operational capabilities and combustion chamber
sizes.

In facilities listed in Table 4.1 and others, Lean-Premixed (LP) aero-engine
injection system has been investigated experimentally through optical tech-
niques. Therefore, several experiments are carried out under appropriate op-
erating conditions up to high pressures and utilizing commercial kerosene as
fuel [5]. Nevertheless, because of critical conditions such as high pressure
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Table 4.1: Summary of high-pressure and high-temperature facilities, where
h, w, and l are the height, width, and length of the combustion chamber,
respectively.

Image
Investigation center (test bench)

Maximum
air mass flow
rate [kg s−1]

Maximum
Pressure
[MPa]

Maximum
air inlet
temp. [K]

Chamber
size

(h, w) l [mm]

CORIA (HERON)

0.3 2 900 (90, 100)
l= 50

DLR (BOSS)[1]

2.3 2 900 (140, 140)
l= 50

ONERA (LACOM) [2]

1 5 900 (105, 105)
l= 82

NASA Glenn Research
Center (CE-5) [3]

4.5 2.5 870 (76, 76)

LUND (HPC rig) [4]

1.3 1.6 650 (100, 100)

and temperature, optical diagnostics are more difficult to implement than on
canonical setups, and some diagnostics would not be conducted under these
conditions. Furthermore, these extreme conditions demand the use of a com-
bustion chamber design able to resist these critical conditions. In most situa-
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tions, combustion chambers have very limited optical access to conduct laser
diagnostics, and combustion chamber confinement is necessary to support the
load produced by the pressure. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has
taken an active essential role in the design of modern aircraft engines in the last
decades, particularly in the development phase. These studies have confirmed
that numerical simulations are efficacy for understanding the mechanisms that
control the combustion process. Nowadays, the numerical results accord with
the experimental measurements for the description of the carrier phase and
dispersed. Nevertheless, because of the complexity of the combustion models,
predicting flame structures is more challenging. The absence of experimental
results in the real configurations complicates the task of selecting the ap-
propriate model. In this context, many laboratories have produced several
experimental measures in order to have a better understanding of the mecha-
nisms of combustion. Finally, when novel diagnoses are developed, databases
are becoming more prevalent. The following section provides a review of some
current test benches for studying the spray jet flame; these studies provide
databases to contrast the CFD results. Also, this section introduces the annu-
lar spray burner design, injection system and high-flow and high-temperature
facility.

4.2 Spray jet flame experimental configurations

4.2.1 Unconfined burners

To overcome the difficulties encountered in real geometries (e.g., small opti-
cal accesses and measurements that are likely affected by extreme conditions
such as pressure and temperature), the spray flame structure is mostly ex-
plored experimentally through canonical setup. This configuration consists
of a central pressure swirl atomizer or air-blast atomizer surrounded by an
air co-flow stream with varying thermo-physical characteristics (temperature,
composition, and velocity). This co-flow allows for the stabilization of a flame
downstream of the injection with a wide range of flame structures. The pio-
neer works of Cessou [6] and Goix et al. [7] investigated the flame structures in
the stabilization zones of a two-phase jet flame atomized by a coaxial air-blast
atomizer. They proposed that the flame had a structure of two diverging and
opposing diffusion-like fronts based on quantitative OH-PLIF observations.
They also observed that both the atomization process and the spatial distri-
bution of fuel drop had a significant impact on flame structures. Friedman and
Renksizbulut [8] also observed that the spray flame in their jet spray flame
burner working with a pressurized fuel injector and a big bluff-body had a
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double reaction zone structure with air co-flow off but a single reaction zone
with air co-flow on (Figure 4.1).

Honeycomb

Spray nozzle

Bluff body

Fuel inlet

Air diffuser

25

100

25

50.4
63.6

Figure 4.1: Burner system cross section studied by Friedman and Renksizbu-
lut [8] with all dimensions in millimeters.

Marley et al. [9, 10] studied the impact of air co-flow rate in a spray burner
designed to provide a flat air velocity profile at the exit of the co-flow region,
and the conclusions were slightly different. They observed through OH-PLIF
measurements distinct flame behaviors for co-flow and no co-flow conditions
because of the changes in the oxidizer flow field. A double flame structure,
visible as two diverging flame fronts, was also seen, comprised of an outer dif-
fusion flame and an interior structure that changes from mixing governed to
partially premixed combustion downstream of the leading edge. The structure
was modified in the absence of co-flow, and a double reaction zone was still
detected, but with an inner structure that burned sporadically with areas of
local extinction, which occurred often at the most upstream places towards
the leading edge. Cléon et al. [11] examined experimentally the influence of
CO2 dilution on the structure and stability of a spray oxyfuel flame experi-
mentally. The amount of CO2 had a significant impact on the chemical time
and flame temperature, as well as the vaporization time and size dispersion
of fuel droplets. Reddy et al. [12] studied experimentally the effect of co-
flow conditions, fuel injection pressure and nitrogen dilution on liquid spray
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flame characteristics, reporting that increasing the SMD causes variations in
the lifted flame’s stability point. The flame lift-off height increases with N2
dilution as contrasted to ambient air co-flow. Preheating the co-flow stream
improves drop evaporation and mixing, resulting in increased flame stability.
Experiments using academic setups like counterflow flames [13], have also been
conducted, allowing for the study and isolation of specific physical processes
to help to understand such as flame structure and stability.

Several investigation institutions have designed new experimental facil-
ities to conduct measurements of the disperse and carrier phase, for both
non-reactive and reactive conditions, in order to better understand the
droplets/turbulence/flame interactions and to enhance the modeling capa-
bilities of turbulent spray reacting flows. Most of these recent researches have
been coordinated by international workshops on Turbulent Combustion of
Sprays (TCS) [14].

Sydney Spray Burner designed by Masri and co-workers [15–17], is pre-
sented in Figure 4.2. It includes a pilot spray burner in which liquid fuel
(ethanol or acetone) is atomized into the air co-flow by a nebulizer positioned
upstream within the spray nozzle. Their study has generated large data on
the phenomena of interest in dilute sprays, including drop dispersion, drop
evaporation, turbulence/drop interaction, and drop/flame interactions. Sev-
eral of the experimental conditions are concerned with the extinction limits
close to the blow-off limits. Broad OH areas, and also holes in the OH profile
indicate potential local extinction. Additionally, a detailed study of the spray
boundary conditions was conducted, including a systematic modification of
variables, resulting in a large database suitable for rigorous validation tests of
spray flame models.

Figure 4.3 shows the CORIA Rouen Spray Burner (CRSB) developed in
CORIA research institute, which is an atmospheric unconfined burner, com-
posed of an external annular non-swirling air co-flow and a pressurized swirl
injector to atomize liquid fuels. This burner has been used to study the spray
combustion, from the carrier and dispersed phase characterization to the flame
and stabilization mechanisms. Verdier et al. [18] used laser techniques such
as PDA, Laser-Induced Fluorescence of OH radical (HS-OH-PLIF) and High-
Speed Particle Image Velocimetry (HS-PIV) to measure drop size and veloc-
ity, flame structure and velocity fields, respectively, of an n-Heptane spray jet
flame. They observed a double flame structure with inner and outer reactions
zones, where fuel drops are still present and interact with the reaction zones.
Additionally, Verdier et al. [19] also employed Global Rainbow Refractom-
etry Technique (GRT) to measure drop temperature in different regions of
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the Sydney University spray burner [15].

the spray jet flame, reporting that the fuel temperature distribution near the
flame front has a bimodal structure. It is primarily due to the contribution of
drops placed in fresh gases as well as drops that may have already exceeded
the flame front.

Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of the CORIA Rouen Spray Burner
with relevant dimensions in millimeters [18].

Figure 4.4 depicts a schematic of the Delft Spray burner, which was de-
signed by Gounder et al. [16] and Correia Rodrigues et al. [20] to study spray
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combustion in Moderate or Intense Low-Oxygen Dilution (MILD) conditions,
which are based on the massive recirculation of hot combustion products into
the reactants. The burner consists of a pressure-swirl atomizer that produces
a spray of fine fuel droplets issuing in a co-flow of either air or hot combustion
products, which are generated by a secondary burner. It consists of a hexag-
onal packing arrangement of identical 5mm diameter vertical pipes with each
end welded to perforated plates. Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA), Phase
Doppler Anemometry (PDA) and Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering
(CARS) techniques were used to evaluate the spray flame structure and pro-
vide an explanation of the stabilization characteristics of sprays. They found
that the variation of both oxygen dilution and co-flow temperature generates
a change in the local flame type. They also observed an increase of the flame
lift-off height for lower co-flow bulk temperatures, which was related to the
increased in the time needed for the droplet vaporization and an increased in
the chemical time scale.

Figure 4.4: Schematic of the burner facility with relevant dimensions in mil-
limeters [20].
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4.2.2 Confined burners

In order to increase the performance and reduce emissions of the combustion
chambers, new experimental configurations have been explored, as well as new
combustion methodologies, which will use in the next generation of gas tur-
bines. The LDI combustion technology is designed to operate under extreme
operating conditions (compression ratios up to 60:1 and peak temperature of
approximately 1900K)[21]. In the LDI combustor, all the air flow is forced
to pass through an air swirler and the fuel-air mixing process is carried out
inside the combustor without premixing. In this part, homogenous and quick
mixing of the fuel is decisive for the combustion performance and emission
production. For this aim, several research groups have designed atmospheric
confined test benches supplied with swirling air co-flow for various purposes,
such as providing a database for numerical analysis on the LDI combustion, to
understand the fuel-air mixing process in a specific configuration and provide
a departure point for future combustor design.

The Cambridge Spray Burner presented in Figure 4.5 consists of a confined
swirl burner arrange with a pressurized swirl hollow cone injector to produce
an n-Heptane spray flame. Yuan et al. [22] used some optical techniques
such as high-speed OH-PLIF and joint PLIF measurements of CH2O and OH
in a spray flame at conditions close to the extinction to explore the local
flame structure, the reaction zones and local extinction holes. They found
that CH2O × OH regions followed very well the OH regions, indicating that
high-speed OH-PLIF measurements could be a reliable marker for heat release
regions in swirling spray flames.

ONERA has designed the Mercato test rig to study two-phase combustion
in a realistic helicopter engine configuration [24]. This experimental facil-
ity can operate at pressures ranging from 0.5 to 1 bar and air temperatures
ranging from 233 to 473K, allowing it to simulate high altitude conditions
and therefore test the reignition reliability. The fuel is liquid kerosene that
is atomized at temperatures ranging from 233 K to ambient temperature.
The combustion chamber is a square section chamber of 130×130mm2 and
incorporates Quartz windows for optical access. The air is injected into the
plenum via a channel before passing through the swirler, where it is forced
into a rotating motion. A Simplex pressure-swirl atomizer injects fuel into
the chamber at the intake. Finally, for ignition, a spark plug installed on
the combustion chamber’s wall is employed. Figure 4.6 shows a schematic of
the test rig. Despite its simplicity, the Mercato design includes a swirler, an
injection system, and a spark plug, all of which are typical of true aviation
engines.
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Figure 4.5: Swirling spray burner geometry of the Cambridge University with
relevant dimensions in millimeters [23].

Figure 4.6: Schematic representation of the Mercato test rig [24].

The single-injector KIAI-Spray facility in CORIA research lab is the two-
phase flow version of the original KIAI burner, which was designed to operate
in gaseous configuration, previously investigated by Cordier [25]. The burner
consists of a square section chamber of 100×100mm2 and a height of 260mm,
as shown in Figure 4.7. The burner has been equipped with an exhaust con-
vergent nozzle at the top of the chamber to avoid possible external air entries.
In addition, the swirl co-flow is generated by a radial swirler coupled at the
air duct and composed of 18 rectangular channels inclined at 45°. The injec-
tor system has been provided with a simplex pressure swirl injector, which
atomized a hollow cone spray pattern with an 80° opening. Marrero-Santiago
et al. [26, 27] investigated the spray ignition and local fuel flow properties of
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an n-heptane spray flame under ultra-lean conditions (φglobal = 0.61) through
different optical techniques (e.g., PIV, PDA and Toluene-PLIF). They found
that the outer recirculation zone (ORZ) has a flammability factor close to
1 and is the region with the highest ignition probability of success (∼80%).
They also reported a very high correlation between de ignition probability and
the air velocity and turbulent kinetic energy.

a) b) c)

Figure 4.7: a) Original KIAI burner [25], b) Render of the KIAI-Spray
burner CAD design with detail of the air plenum and fuel injection system,
c) photograph of the burner during the PDA measurements [28].

The Institute of Propulsion Technology at the German Aerospace Cen-
ter (DLR) has also developed an Atmospheric Primary Zone (APZ) test rig
in order to investigate and characterize the burner flow filed at atmospheric
pressure, depicted in Figure 4.8, in which the single fuel nozzle is located in
the center of the square base area. Additionally, this test bench has been used
to study air-blast atomizers, cooling methods, and wall materials. Willert et
al. [29] performed an experimental investigation using both PIV and Doppler
Global Velocimetry (DGV) to obtain volumetric, three-component velocity
data sets of reacting flow field.

To evidence the potential of the LDI combustor, the NASA Glenn Research
Center has extensively investigated this type of combustor, both experimen-
tally and computationally. Tacina et al. [21] studied the LDI concept in a
single injection configuration for both reactive and non-reactive conditions at
ambient pressure and temperature. Figure 4.9 shows the single-element LDI
test bench (flame tube), which consists of a fuel injection system, air swirler,
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Figure 4.8: Atmospheric Primary Zone (APZ) and three stereoscopic PIV
configurations [29].

and a converging-diverging venturi. The air swirler is a vane-annular swirler
including six helicoidal axial vanes with downstream vane angles of 60°. They
conducted Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA) measurements to deter-
mine the spray velocity and droplet size distribution at different axial locations
within the combustion chamber. They also reported that the strong swirl flow
produced by the helicoidal vanes affects the mean droplet diameter profiles,
resulting in more uniform drop sizes. Finally, they found that the interaction
between liquid and gas phases produces a decrease in the recirculation zone
during the combustion process.

x

z

y

Simplex fuel atomizer
and venturi

Converge-diverge
venturi

Simplex fuel atomizer

Swirler (6 vanes)
Exit plane (Z=0)

3
0
0
 m
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Figure 4.9: NASA’s single-element LDI burner [21].
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4.3 Spray burner design
As was mentioned previously, the LDI concept is a potential technology to
replace the existing combustion systems for aircraft engines. This technology
has evidenced a promise reduction of NOx emissions more than the systems
used currently in the aero gas turbine. Additionally, the experiments have
demonstrated good flame-holding ability and extensive stability limits. The
results are very encouraging, but the measurements are limited and complex
to perform (i.e., the experiments have not described completely the mixing
and combustion processes). The experiments for the single-element LDI are
necessary to validate the computational models and then move much more
complex configurations. Therefore, the interest in continuing investigating
this type of technology, leading to consider the present research to aim to un-
derstand the fundamental characteristics of the LDI concept, which contribute
to the reduced NOx emissions. In this regard, a combustor has been designed
to investigate experimentally under both non-reacting cold flow and reacting
spray combustion. The design was based on the burners presented previously
introduced [21, 25] and was designed in such a manner that a wide number of
geometrical configurations can be employed.

Previously to the design step, some computational analyses were performed
in ANSYS fluent model to study the flow dynamics at non-reacting conditions.
In addition, the modeling results may provide an understanding of the flow
structures generated in the combustion chamber as well as the probable impact
on fuel/air mixing. Furthermore, a parametric analysis of several geometrical
configurations of swirler/venturi was conducted, which can be employed to
evaluate the operational capability of the chosen design and the diversity of
experiments the hardware might be capable of with basic modifications. For
the modeling mesh, a similar geometry of the atmospheric single injection
test bench from the NASA Glenn Research Center was reproduced. This
geometry was chosen by the simplicity of the design and the availability of
both computational and experimental results [21], allowing us to compare the
results and to evaluate additional configurations.

Figure 4.10 shows an example of the computational results, where the
swirler blade angle at the inlet was modified by varying the flow’s tangential
component direction. Swirler blade angle was varied from 40 to 65°, producing
a swirl number range of 0.62 to 1.59. The swirl number, SN , can calculated
by

SN = 2
3

[
1− (Di/Do)3

1− (Di/Do)2

]
tanα (4.1)
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where α is the vane angle of the swirler, Do and Di are the outlet diameter
and internal diameter of the swirler, respectively. Considerable changes oc-
cur when the swirler blade angle is modified from 40 to 60°, as depicted in
Figure 4.10. In terms of overall flow structure, there is little to no difference
between 60 and 65°. Additionally, a core recirculation zone was identified at
swirl angles equal to or higher than 50° was observed, as a consequence of a
vortex breakdown phenomenon caused by the strong whirling flow. The over-
all size of the central recirculation region grows as the swirl angle increases,
whereas the corner recirculation zone region decreases. Although weaker in
terms of backflow, a single central recirculation will be more beneficial in cre-
ating a homogenous mixture, particularly at the combustor’s entrance area,
where ignition occurs. The flow patterns of the 60 and 65 ◦ swirlers are ben-
eficial in that they draw the flow back into the burn region of the combustor
and prevent corner recirculations (as observed in the 50 and 55° flow patterns)
which force the fuel away from the burn zone. Furthermore, it can be noted
that the 40 and 45° swirler blade angles are inadequate to create any recircu-
lation, with all axial flow in the positive direction. This is due to the swirling
flow being unable to provide a sufficient adverse pressure gradient to induce a
recirculation zone. A swirl angle of 50° created a favorable pressure gradient
large enough to cause recirculation in the combustion chamber.

Several venturi angles were also computationally investigated and the con-
figurations were chosen to study the effect that the converging/diverging ven-
turi has on the overall flow structure. The converging venturi section ac-
celerates the flow while simultaneously increasing the length of the vortex
breakdown bubble. Some configurations appear to allow the flow to properly
flow around the corner as it diverges, pushing the air to the outside of the
chamber and allowing the larger center recirculation zone to start.

After performing the initial computational study, the design was adapted
to allow the use of commercial injectors. Therefore, it was necessary to scale
the characteristics dimensions of the initial geometry used for the computa-
tional study in order to keep the same cross-section. Additionally, both the
cross-section size and length of the combustion chamber were also modified.
The cross-section was increased up to 70×70mm to keep the initial relation-
ship and it is also in the range of cross-sections of the burners previously
reviewed that use similar atomizers. In addition, this dimension is essential to
avoid that the fuel being sprayed on the silica windows. The windows length
was reduced up to 180mm to minimize both the price and the complexity
of manufacturing weak windows. Since these geometrical modifications could
affect flow dynamics within the combustion chamber, both were computation-
ally studied before the test bench design to observe that the new design will
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Figure 4.10: Axial velocity comparison of varying inlet swirl numbers.

present a similar fluid dynamic as the ones used by the initial computational
study, an example of the comparison is shown in Figure 4.11.

a) b)

51 mm

5 10 15mm

70 mm

Figure 4.11: a) Chamber size comparison, b) Axial velocity profiles compar-
ison at different downstream distances from the injector tip.
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In Figure 4.11 both cross-section chamber sizes are compared to observe
the differences between them and check if both present similar flow dynamic
structures, in Figure 4.11.a are compared the magnitude of velocity. Addi-
tionally, three lines were plotted at different lengths from the nozzle tip to
compare the axial velocity at these distances, as depicted in Figure 4.11-b,
where colors refer to the distance along the axis. There are no significant dif-
ferences in both figures, besides a slight variation in the axial velocity profile
close to the burner axis, which is more noticeable at 15 mm from the nozzle
tip.

After testing that the variations of the length and cross-section of the com-
bustion chamber do not affect the fluid dynamics considerably, the test bench
design is performed, which is based on the single point LDI test bench iden-
tified in the literature [21], but also in other similar as [25, 29]. Dimensions
for important pieces such as swirler inner and outer hub diameters, venturi
throat/exit regions, and fuel nozzle offset were supplied. An important aspect
of the test bench design must be optical access using silica windows in the im-
mediate entrance to the chamber. These optical accesses allow using different
optical techniques such as Schlieren, DBI, PVI, LDA to measure density gra-
dients, spray silhouette, velocities fields and droplet properties, respectively.
This must extend from the venturi’s mouth to the end of the flame burn zone.
Silica glass, which is employed in many other combustion chambers, was cho-
sen as a suitable window material. It is ideally suited for this application due
to its remarkable optical and thermal characteristics, high compressive stress,
and machinability. The windows were designed to be exchangeable with steel
plates during testing in order to avoid excessive wear of the glass. The final
design has to be adaptable while minimizing the need to completely rebuild
the combustor or modify significant components between tests. For this rea-
son, a modular design was used so that the specific functional requirements
of each module could be explicitly outlined and designed appropriately and
then integrated. In this way, the number of permanent components might be
increased while ensuring the interfaces with interchangeable parts have similar
joining techniques, as shown in Figure 4.12.

Since of their proximity, the venturi and swirler were considered as a single
sub-system. To maintain flow velocity, the air must enter the combustion
chamber quickly after passing through the swirler, therefore the venturi nozzle
is located as near to the swirler outlet as possible. The fuel supply pipe runs
through the center of the swirler hub, with the nozzle tip positioned near the
venturi’s throat, as illustrated in Figure 4.12. Additionally, the swirler is fixed
through the screw mechanism to avoid rotational and translational movement.
The venturi is designed as an individual piece, which is coupled to the plenum
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Figure 4.12: Annular spray burner and multiple components.

that is positioned at the immediate entrance to the combustion chamber.
Figure 4.13 shows some swirler/venturi configurations, which were designed
in order to investigate their effect on the flow structure and therefore fuel
atomization and combustion. These components can be replaced easily and
can be arranged in multiple configurations. In addition to the configurations
depicted in Figure 4.13 a non-swirl flow and rounded shape at the exit of the
burner can also be arranged to explore additional flow structures.

Venturi = 45 - 45o 
Swirler = 30o

Venturi = 45 - 0o

Swirler = 30o

Venturi = 45 - 45o

Swirler = 60o

Figure 4.13: Swirler/venturi configurations.

The optical section had the greatest number of design requirements re-
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garding the size and positioning of the windows. The chamber has a square
section of 70×70mm and a heigh of 180mm and is composed by three large
quartz windows and one metallic, which enclose the combustion chamber and
providing full optical access. The metallic window is used to install the spark
plug, pressure sensor sampling, and thermocouple. A window cooling system
has been installed on the burner to protect the windows from hot combustion
gases and to prevent fuel from being sprayed on the silica windows. The air is
supplied as a film (thickness of 1mm) to all four sides at ambient temperature.
Mass flow of the cooling can be regulated independently. Therefore, the effect
of the cooling air on combustion is limited and can also be investigated. De-
pending on the operating conditions, the cooling air mass flow ranges between
10% and 30% of the main air mass flow. In addition, an exhaust convergent
nozzle is incorporated at the top of the chamber to avoid possible air entries.
The burner is equipped with one thermocouple in the airflow, close to the exit
of the air duct, in order to control the inlet co-flow temperature. Additionally,
the burner can be arranged without walls to perform a no flow confinement
configuration and therefore investigate the more canonical configuration for
the study of spray flame, removing the flow/wall interactions. In the confine-
ment flow configuration, the optical access to the spray/flame is possible from
three sides over the full width of the combustion chamber. At the fourth side
is placed an stain steel plate to install some devices. The Figure 4.14 shows
both flow configurations.

No �low con�inement Flow con�inement

Figure 4.14: No flow confinement and flow confinement configurations.
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The airflow enters the burner horizontally and must be redirected to create
an ascending flow inside the inner cylinder. Figure 4.15 shows how the airflow
is forced to change direction by a succession of elements, including a volute,
a metallic grid, and a space filled with 3mm diameter stain steel spheres
(red region in Figure 4.15), which are used to break any large turbulent flow
structures. Finally, it flows through guiding vanes to ensure a uniform flow
structure and continues toward the upper end of the plenum where is forced
to enter the axial swirler, which is composed of 6 vanes inclined at a certain
angle. This part is placed around the fuel injection system, on top of the
atomizer holder and the liquid spray is immediately surrounded by the airflow
after entering the chamber.

Figure 4.15: Airflow trajectory.

In order to avoid the heat losses of the heated air co-flow, an isolating
material was placed between the main air duct and the external casing and
also to prevent the external casing from heating up. Also, a layer of isolat-
ing material was installed between the air duct and fuel line to prevent the
overheating of the fuel.

4.3.1 Injection system

The fuel injection system consists of a pressurized vessel (2 L capacity) that
can be pressurized up to 5MPa through a nitrogen bottle couple with an
extra bottle to minimize the pressure fluctuations. Pressure is maintained
through a pressure regulator. The vessel has been provided with multiple input
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connection ports, allowing to attach different sensors (e.g., thermocouples,
pressure sensor) and valves to it. A safety valve also has been installed to
prevent an over-pressure in the system, releasing the pressure when it reaches
7MPa. An electronic Coriolis mass flow meter (Bronkhorst, CORI-FLOW)
has been arranged at the fuel pipeline for accurate measurement of the fuel
mass flow rate. Additionally, two electro-valves were installed upstream of
the injector to control the fluid flow through it; during the injection event,
the first one allows passing the fuel meanwhile the second valve is closed, to
stop the injection event, the first one closes meanwhile the second one is open,
releasing the pressured fuel to the ambient to prevent the dribble effect in the
injector. The fuel temperature was measured with a K-type thermocouple at
a point just before entering the nozzle. The fuel is injected through a hollow
cone spray injector. The subsection 5.2.1 describes the injector characteristics
used in the experiments in detail.
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Figure 4.16: Pressurized system schematic diagram.

4.3.2 High-flow and high-temperature facility

A schematic layout of the facility used to study the behavior of the atomiza-
tion and combustion processes in spray flames at atmospheric conditions is
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Figure 4.17: Schematic representation of the high-flow and high-temperature
facility.

presented in Figure 4.17. Air co-flow is supplied through a centrifugal blower
with an air blowing capacity of 0 - 400 kg h−1 and measured through a flow
meter. A 15 kW electric heater has been installed at the air pipeline to in-
crease the air temperature up to 673K, allowing to investigate its effect on
the combustion and atomization processes. The air co-flow temperature is
measured with K-type thermocouples at different locations and controlled by
a PID module. The burner is located after the electric heater and also under
an extraction combustion gases system, which evacuates the gases during the
combustion studies. The burner can be fitted with a particle seeder system to
seed particles in the main air stream to apply the PIV technique.

Another important system is the fuel supply, which consists of pressurized
lines and a pressurized vessel fitted to a nitrogen bottle at high pressure, as
was described in subsection 4.3.1.

4.4 Summary
This chapter presents a literature review of several test benches around the
world used to study both the atomization and combustion process at atmo-
spheric conditions and different experimental configurations, mainly no con-
finement and confinement flow configurations. The next section presents
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the annular spray burner design, introducing the different setups such as
swirler/venturi, confinement or no confinement flow, and also examples of
results of a computational fluid dynamics study into various geometrical con-
figurations of the swirler/venturi to investigate the operational capacity of
the chosen design. Finally, the injection system and high-flow and high-
temperature facility are included, describing each component and its function.
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Chapter 5

Experimental tools and
methodologies

5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, all the experimental tools and analytical methodologies are
described. First, the pressure swirl injector specifications and two different
techniques to measure the internal geometry of the injector orifice are detailed.
Then, the annular spray burner configuration used to perform the experiments
is presented, detailing mainly the conditions of the air co-flow and diameters
at the burner exit. Finally, the optical setups and image processing strategies
carried out to measure each parameter are explained. It is also important
to mention that all measurements were performed in the facilities of CMT-
Motores Térmicos.

5.2 Fuel atomizer
Fuel needs to be atomized into the ambient at specific conditions (e.g., pres-
sure, mass flow rate). Additionally, these conditions need to be stable, to some
extent, through a wide range of operating conditions. To this end, the injection
system is composed mainly of a pressurized vessel, Coriolis mass flowmeter,
and a simplex pressure-swirl injector, as was detailed in subsection 4.3.1.
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5.2.1 Simplex pressure-swirl atomizer

The injector chosen to perform all the experiments is a Fluidics simplex
pressure-swirl injector with the following fabrication specifications: 0.57 kg h−1

at 1MPa for calibration fluid (ISO 4113), hollow cone with an 80° opening.
Figure 5.1 presents a schematic cut view of this injector type on the left side
and a real image on the right side. The main components of the atomizer are
the primary filter, secondary filter, swirler, and head. The swirler part has
three slots that guide the flow tangentially into a small swirling chamber and
a tiny conical opening in which the swirling liquid is forced to exit.

Primary 
filter

Secondary 
filter

Swirler

Slot

Head

Figure 5.1: Pressure-swirl atomizer.

The small dimensions inside the injector promote high liquid velocities at
the injector outlet. Since the fluid flow in the atomizer chamber has a strong
rotational motion, pressures at the centre are forced to decrease and the liquid
spills out of the conical opening along the cone walls, forming a thin liquid
conical sheet (80°) immediately at the atomizer outlet. The injector was se-
lected in order to provide good atomization quality and low fuel mass flow
rate, allowing us to generate lean mixtures in the burner to approach the
principle used in lean-direct-injection combustion systems. Furthermore, the
injector provides other advantages such as simplicity of its construction, reli-
ability, and good quality atomization with low pumping power requirements.
Figure 5.2 shows from a frame recorded through the Microscopic Diffused
Back-Illumination technique (MDBI) how the liquid-sheet evolves. Filaments
can be appretiated at the first 2mm (primary atomization). Then the sec-
ondary atomization takes place until ≈ 4mm, where no further ligaments are
observed, and the majority of droplets are already spherical. It is important
mentioning that the atomization process is due to the velocity difference be-
tween air and fuel, and the fuel velocity is caused by the pressure differential.
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Figure 5.2: Liquid-sheet evolution. The frame shown is at first millimeters,
for n-Heptane fuel, injection pressure of 1MPa, air mass flow of 0.5 kgmin−1

and temperature of 328K.

Since the notorious effect of the injection pressure and liquid type on the
atomization process and injection performance, the pressure swirl atomizer
was tested at different injection pressure levels, measuring the mass flow rate,
as depicted in Figure 5.3. Moreover, the experiment was carried out with
several liquid types, which have different physical properties. From Figure 5.3
can be appreciated that as the injection pressure is increased, the mass flow
rate increases. This figure also shows the effect of the liquid type on the mass
flow rate.

5.2.2 Injector orifice

Since the injector orifice diameter has a notorious effect on the atomization
process, different experimental techniques such as x-ray tomography, silicone
moulding, or optical microscopy have been developed to measure internal ge-
ometry, and thus allowing to measure relevant dimensions of the orifice. For
this aim, silicone and x-ray were used and introduced following.

Silicone methodology

This methodology is based on the one developed to measure the internal ge-
ometry of the diesel injectors [1], which uses a specific type of silicone to
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Figure 5.3: Injector performance, mass flow rate for different liquids at dif-
ferent levels of injection pressure (Ambient pressure = 0.1MPa).

introduce inside the injector and thus obtain the internal geometry. Once
the molds are obtained and extracted, they are coated with gold to create an
electricity conductive layer, allowing to image them by Scanning Electronic
Microscope (SEM) as depicted in Figure 5.4. The result will not be affected
by this gold deposition because the thickness of the gold coating is less than
0.1 µm. Finally, CAD software was used to measure the dimensions of the
orifice, taking into account the reference dimension (magnification factor) on
the images to load them with the appropriated scale factor.

X-ray tomography

Static x-ray tomography was used in order to characterize the three-
dimensional internal shape of the pressure swirl injector, mainly at the outlet
section, as shown in Figure 5.5. For this task, a commercial x-ray tomography
system Nikon XT H 160 was used, which was equipped with 160 kV/60W
micro-focus x-ray tube to view the internal geometry of the injector from
multiple viewing angles. Finally, the tomography images were loaded and an-
alyzed through a volume graphics software, allowing to measure the internal
geometry (especially the outlet diameter and angles).
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7
Figure 5.4: SEM images of the internal geometry of the pressure-swirl atom-
izer; external cone and orifice a) and internal cone b).

Angle 1: 80º

Angle 2: 79º

Caliper 2: 0.35 mm

Caliper 1: 0.12 mm

Figure 5.5: X-ray images of the internal geometry of the pressure-swirl at-
omizer.

The characteristic dimensions of the internal geometry of the pressure swirl
injector measured through both silicone technique and X-ray tomographic are
summarized in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Characteristic dimensions of the internal geometry of the pressure
swirl atomizer.

Parameter SEM images X-ray
Internal cone 76° 80°
External cone 79° 79°
Orifice diameter [µm] 117 120

From the results of both techniques to measure the internal geometry
of the injector, the diameter of the injector orifice can be considered to be
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approximately 120 µm and opening angle of 80°. This small dimension in the
diameter orifice results in high liquid velocities at the exit.

5.3 Annular spray burner
A new high-flow and high-temperature facility was used to perform the exper-
imental measures, allowing visualization and characterization of both spray
and flame. The test facility is described section 4.3 and was designed to sup-
ply air at high-flow and high-temperature to the burner, enabling to test a
wide range of co-flow conditions. The test section, where the spray flame takes
place, is fully accessed optically, allowing to set up different optical techniques,
even simultaneously.

The burner design is modular, as shown in Figure 5.6, allowing rearranged
the burner easily to simulate various air co-flow configurations, as was previ-
ously explained in section 4.3. For this work, the burner was settled vertically
in order to have full access to the spray/flame and to avoid the gravity effect
on the spray flame, also no confinement and no swirler flow configurations
were chosen to perform the experimental campaign. In addition, two air out-
let diameters were tested 19mm and 21mm, which have a rounded shape, as
depicted in Figure 5.6. In order to avoid heat loss, a cross-section of insulating
material was settled between the external housing and the internal flow duct,
likewise between the co-flow channel and the fuel line avoiding the fuel heat-
ing. Finally, the injector was placed such that it was flush with the air outlet
diameter piece, allowing the whole spray to be registered from the nozzle tip.

5.4 Measured parameters through optical tech-
niques

In this section, the optical techniques and image processing methodologies are
detailed, which are classified regarding the parameter to measure. Optical
diagnostic is usually implemented to investigate several parameters, consider-
ing a useful tool, as they generally yield a non-intrusive way for experimental
investigation. Furthermore, with recent advancements in cameras, laser, x-
ray, optics, and illumination technologies, different optical arrangements are
possible, depending on the variable to be measured in the spray flame, such
as droplet size and velocity, spray angle, flame lift-off height, velocity fields,
soot concentration, and others. The methodology for image processing de-
pends substantially on the parameters to extract from the images recorded.
For the non-reactive conditions, the primary aim is the segmentation of the
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Figure 5.6: Annular spray burner and both air outlet diameters.

spray and the background, and for reactive conditions, it is the segmenta-
tion of the combustion phase and liquid phase. All the routines were purpose
programmed with PYTHON. For this work, the Microscopic diffused back-
illumination (MDBI), PIV, Diffused back-illumination extinction (DBI), and
OH* chemiluminescence techniques were used to measure droplet size and
droplet velocity, velocity fields, soot concentration, and flame lift-off height,
respectively.

5.4.1 Velocity fields

The PIV method was used to obtain instantaneous velocity fields. The PIV
measurement can be used to calculate 2D velocity fields. This diagnostic
consists of capturing two consecutive frames with a CCD camera separated by
a time interval ∆t that varies depending on the experimental settings (i.e., flow
velocity, magnification ratio). The signal recorded by the camera corresponds
to the Mie scattering of particles illuminated by a thin laser sheet. The optical
arrangement shown in Figure 5.7 was used to carry out this technique. A
double-head 15Hz Nd: YAG laser with 135MJ/pulse at 532 nm gave two
laser beams separated by ∆PIV = 15µs). The Mie scattering signal from
droplets is collected with a TSI PowerView Plus 4MP camera equipped with
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a Nikon f/1.4 50 mm objective coupled with a narrow band-pass filter with a
wavelength of 532 nm.

Annular burner

POWERVIEW
TM
PLUS

nanopiv

530 ± 5 �ilter

PowerView Plus 4MP camera

Nano PIV Litron laser

Air �low

Nikon objective

Figure 5.7: Schematic diagram of the particle image velocimetry setup.

The camera resolution was set at 2048×2048 pixel, leading to a magnifi-
cation ratio equal to 19 pixelmm−1. The post-treatment was performed with
PIV-lab code, which was developed in MATLAB by Thielicke and Sonntag
[2], with a cross-correlation algorithm with a window size of 32×32 pixel and
a 50% overlap. Finally, a coherent filter is also applied to correct isolated
false vectors. It should be noted that the PIV technique does not estimate the
velocity of individual particles, but instead the velocity of a group of particles.
Taking particle displacement and the ∆t into account, a velocity vector can
be calculated for each interrogation window through the following equation:

u = ∆xt+∆t
t

∆t (5.1)

where u, ∆xt+∆t
t , ∆t are the velocity vector estimated in one interrogation

window, the statistical displacement of particles, and the time between the
two images recorded, respectively. To calculate the statistical displacement
of particles in all interrogation windows, the cross-correlation technique and
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the position of the correlation peak were employed [3]. The schematic repre-
sentation of the concept of PIV measurements, including the cross-correlation
technique, is shown in Figure 5.8.

Cross-correlation

Interrogation 
windows

t

t+Δt

Velocity vector

Figure 5.8: Principle of PIV measurement, extracted from [4].

PIV is based on a simple principle, but it must be appropriately imple-
mented in order to get reliable measurements and decrease uncertainties. Spe-
cial consideration should be given to the many aspects that might influence
the PIV technique results. The size of the interrogation window, out-of-plane
particle motion, signal-to-noise ratio, and flow seeding affect the final velocity
vector field [3, 5, 6]. In the present configuration, the aerodynamic of the flow
is measured in nominal condition with fuel droplets, i.e. the droplets were
used as tracers. Indeed, in this setup, the poly-disperse spray distribution
produces small drops along the centerline axis, while the most of the mass
is distributed as big droplets around the spray borders. The relatively small
droplets in the center have a Stoke Number of << 1, implying that they com-
pletely follow the co-flow of air. The big inertial droplets are placed outside
the air co-flow and have enough velocity to be tracked by the ∆PIV imposed
to collect information in the spray’s center. It is important to remember that
the velocity vector fields provided in the following study are the results of
droplet velocity.

5.4.2 Droplet size and droplet velocity

Droplet size and droplet velocity were measured throughout the Microscopic
diffused back-illumination technique (MDBI), which is based on the principle
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of measuring the amount of light attenuated or extinguished by the interfer-
ence of some features like droplets, soot particles, etc. In this case, when
the background is illuminated by a diffused light, the droplets and ligaments
appear as black silhouettes. The MDBI setup was composed of a light source,
diffuser, field lens, long-distance microscopic lens, and a high-speed camera, as
shown in a simplified schematic diagram in Figure 5.9. The camera (Phantom
VEO640) and light source were arranged on opposite sides of the liquid spray,
allowing a line-of-sight visualization arrangement. The camera was coupled
with a microscopic lens (Infinity K2 Distamax) that allows the magnification
of the field of view and therefore record the droplets. Furthermore, a white
LED unit capable of producing short and high-power pulses of light at high
repetition rates was used as a light source. The light rays from the LED were
directed to an engineered diffuser with 20.5° of divergence angle and 100mm
of diameter. The light was then projected on a Fresnel lens (focal length of
67mm) to reproduce and concentrate the diffused illumination at the middle
plane of the spray.
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Figure 5.9: Schematic diagram of the Microscopic diffused back-illumination
setup.

This technique has been arranged to capture the microscopic features of the
liquid spray (droplets, filaments). Therefore, the camera was run at full-frame
(2560x1600 pixels) and an acquisition rate of 1,000 frames per second (fps).
This relatively low camera acquisition rate was chosen to be able to use all the
camera sensor. Energizing time of the LED was set to 300 ns as a compromise
between the illumination intensity and the recording speed. Therefore, this
speed must be sufficient to “freeze” the droplet, and the illumination needs to
be relatively good to provide acceptable contrast at the middle plane of the
spray near the nozzle exit. The camera captures the light that is not blocked
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by the spray (i.e., droplets, and ligaments), and thus rendering the liquid phase
of the spray as a shadow or dark pixels in the images. The use of high-speed
pulsating LED as a light source makes this optical setup the best option for
liquid phase visualization. This technique also allows capturing images sharper
than continuous light sources, reducing the spatial uncertainties [7, 8].

This optical technique is also used to estimate the droplet velocity, as seen
in section 6.3, which is calculated by recording two consecutive frames with a
small time gap between them and controlling the background illumination by
the LED pulses, similar to the principle implemented in the PIV technique.
Therefore, to achieve this small time gap between consecutive frames, the ex-
posure time of the camera was set to PIV mode to provide a high resetting
velocity of the sensor and therefore minimize the time gap between the con-
secutive frames. Figure 5.10 shows a schematic representation of the camera
and LED pulses. Note that an LED pulse is sent at the end of frame A and
the following one at the start of frame B, resulting in two frozen instants of
the droplets separated by a relatively short time (2.5 µs).

Camera
pulse

LED
pulse

Frame A Frame B

Small temporal gap

Δt=2.5μs

300ns

Figure 5.10: Schematic diagram of both the camera and LED pulses.

During the experimental campaign, different fields of view (FOV) were
tested in order to find one with sufficient magnification but also an adequate
FOV size. Figure 5.11 shows two magnifications FOV evaluated. The big one
has a width of 14mm and height of 9mm, resulting in a digital resolution
of 5.6µm per pixel. The other FOV has a width of 3.5mm and a height
of 5.5mm, resulting in a digital resolution of 2.1 µm per pixel. As can be
observed in Figure 5.11.a provides a good size of the FOV, enabling to record
a suitable spray length. However, it can not record the smallest droplets.
Therefore, FOV with the highest magnification was chosen to perform the
main study of the droplet size and droplet velocity due it can record those
smallest droplets. Furthermore, since the sprays show a high symmetry, as
shown in Figure 5.11.a, the FOV was located on the right side of the spray to
take advantage of the highest length recording the spray evolution vertically.
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Figure 5.11: Two FOVs with different digital resolution; 5.6 µm per pixel (a)
and 2.1 µm per pixel (b). The frame shown is a n-Dodecane spray at air
surrounding temperature of 328K.

After defining the FOV, which was located to register the first millimeters
of the jet spray, registering from 2 mm above the injector tip with a FOV of
5.5mm height and 3.5mm width, which provides a pixel size of 2.1 µm, the
images were recorded, using the technique previously detailed, which used a
K2 DistaMax microscopic lens to provide a large magnification. This magnifi-
cation allows recording the droplets generated during the atomization process.

5.4.3 Image processing

This section presents the image processing methodology used to identify the
droplets in the focused plane and then measure the diameters and velocities
of these droplets. Figure 5.12 presents an example of the processing steps for
the frame depicted in Figure 5.12.a and the steps are the following:

• Figure 5.12.b: is the raw image of the spray recorded through the MDBI
technique.

• Figure 5.12.c: is the frame after the background subtraction (i.e.,
Iinv = I0 − Iraw). This to remove both reflections and background
objects, which could generate bad estimations of the spray characteris-
tics. Additionally, the subtraction was computed in that way to obtain
the particles as white features, as presented in Figure 5.12.c. The back-
ground was determined as an average of the images captured before the
start of the injection (I0).
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• Figure 5.12.d: a rolling average was computed for resulting images from
the previous step (Iinv) in order to smooth the images (Ismooth), i.e.,
reduce the image noise. Then, a subtraction was carried out (Iclean =
Iinv − Ismooth) to filter out the blurred/cloudy areas, which have a low
frequency and thus highlight particles with higher frequencies.

• Figure 5.12.e and Figure 5.12.f: a gradient estimation was calculated
for each particle (Igrad) to identify which ones are located at the middle
plane of the spray jet (i.e., focused particles), the depth of field is ap-
proximately 0.032mm. High gradients represent particles defined and
focused, as shown in Figure 5.12.e. Additionally, a one-step dilation
was used to move the maximum intensity of the gradient to the particle
center (Idilgrad).

• Figure 5.12.g: a method was established to select both the valid and
focused particles and hence no considering the other ones not in the
focus plane. They are fleeting peaks in brightness that are not actually
particles. Thus, in order to determine the “good” particles at the central
plane, it was used some thresholds and the information from Iinv, Iclean
and Idilgrad. Then, the coordinates of the center for each particle were
calculated through the determination of the local maximum intensity.

• Finally, after distinguishing real particles from invalid ones with the
criteria presented previously, the droplet locations ([x, y]) in the mea-
suring plane are determined. Then, using the image moment principle
with the intensity of the pixels, several characteristics of the droplet can
be calculated.

Droplet size and droplet position

After distinguishing the valid particles in the captures by using the previously
described methodology, the particles bigger than 5 µmwere identified and their
location in the measuring plane. However, the small particles (lower than
5 µm) were not treated. The particle size captured is limited by the optical
setup, which was optimized to favor the size of the field and hence recording
a reasonable spray length. Additionally, a method based on a threshold is
used to determine the pixels that belong to the droplet and which are around
the location of maximum intensity. Finally, multiple droplet properties, such
as equivalent diameter, mass center, eccentricity, and so on, may then be
calculated for these pixels using the image moment concept. Figure 5.13 shows
an example of the droplet size distribution for each fuel at given operating
conditions.
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Figure 5.12: a) Raw image of the n-Dodecane spray jet at an injection pres-
sure of 1.1MPa, air flow of 28.5 kg/h and air temperatures of 328K using
MDBI technique and FOV of 14mm × 9mm, the dashed rectangle in the
figure indicates the location of the next images, only to appreciate easily the
procedure followed. b)Section of the raw image. c) Image with background
subtraction and inverting of the pixels. d) Smoothing background subtrac-
tion. e) The gradient for each particle was calculated. f) Dilate in order to
move the maximum intensity of the gradient. g) Particles that overcome the
thresholds set.

Droplet tracking

After separating the good droplets from the spurious ones, it is necessary to
find the most likely set of assignments that match each droplet in the previous
frame with its counterpart in the current frame. This is not always trivial: the
correct match for a droplet is not always the one closest in distance, and some
droplets disappear or are introduced with each new frame, leaving droplets
without counterparts. Therefore, a Python package was used for this task,
Trackpy, which was developed by Allan et al. [9]. The tracking algorithm, at
its simplest level, takes each particle in the previous frame and tries to find
it in the current frame. This requires knowing where to look for it; if we find
an actual particle near that spot, it is probably a match. The basic algorithm
(Crocker & Grier) was developed to track particles undergoing Brownian dif-
fusion, which ideally means that a particle’s velocity is uncorrelated from one
frame to the next. As a result, the best prediction for where a particle will
move is that it will be close to its most recent position, as shown in Figure 5.14.

After identifying which particles are matched in both frames, the trajectory
of them can be determined. Additionally, taking into account the time gap
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Figure 5.13: Mean droplet distribution per frame for n-Heptane, n-Decane
and n-Dodecane fuels at different air co-flow temperatures: 328K a), 373K
b), and 423K c).
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Figure 5.14: Location and identification of the particles in Frame A and
frame B (images captured through the MDBI technique). The frame shown
is a n-Dodecane spray, for an injection pressure of 1.1MPa, air co-flow of
28.5 kg h−1 and air co-flow temperature of 328K. Please note that the darker
regions or spots captured in the pictures are not necessarily focused droplets.

between the two frames allows calculating the droplet velocity. Figure 5.15
shows droplets of two successive frames, droplets in the initial time are colored
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in green and the ones after the delay time between two consecutive frames in
purple. Arrows and their color represent the magnitude of the droplet velocity.

Figure 5.15: Droplet trajectory obtained through MDBI. The frame shown is
a n-Dodecane spray, for an air mass flow of 11.9 kg h−1 , and fuel mass flow
of 135mg s−1 and air surrounding temperature of 328K.

5.4.4 Soot formation

The soot formation in the spray flames was measured through the diffused
back illumination technique, which is based on using a visible wavelength
light as the source of illumination to observe any feature that attenuates this
illumination. Nowadays, diffused back-illumination is widely employed in ex-
perimental setups that enable line-of-sight visualization. In this technique, the
light extinction is the physical process, the optical depth (τ) or optical density
is the metric to measure it, for instance, thus using the Beer-Lambert law, this
extinction can be determined for each frame with the following equation:

I

I0
= e−τ (5.2)

where I is the current pixel-wise intensity distribution of the frame that ac-
counts for spray attenuation and I0 is the background intensity without any
attenuation. However, since the technique is used to measure the soot forma-
tion in a spray flame, some adjustments to the original technique were neces-
sary. On the one hand, to measure the broad-band intensity from the flame
(If ) recorded and needed for calculating light extinction by the soot cloud,
the light source was set to in an on-off configuration, i.e., the camera records a
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frame with the light-on and the consecutive one with the light-off. Therefore,
to include the broad-band intensity from the flame, the Equation 5.2 becomes

I − If
I0

= e−τ (5.3)

where If accounts for the light emitted by the flame for the same time step with
light-off. On the other hand, thanks to the advancement of new technologies
such as fast light-emitting diodes (LED), it is now possible to improve the
quality of images generated using the DBI technique. Since the light pulse
duration may be adjusted to very low values (nanoseconds), the quantity
of light available for each frame from the LED is controlled by the pulse
length, but the light from soot incandescence is controlled by the camera’s
shutter time. Therefore, a DBI configuration was chosen for qualitative or even
quantitative measurements of the soot concentration [10–13], as the optical
thickness can also be represented as:

τ = K · L (5.4)

where K is the dimensional extinction coefficient, and L is the path length
through the soot. Thus, conditions with higher concentrations present a higher
KL factor, although it is limited to the dynamic range of the images gathered.
Furthermore, in the case of soot formation, it is essential to minimize the
quantity of light captured by the camera from the flame; thus, the following
configurations were used: First, a color LED unit was used as a light source,
and a narrow band-pass filter with the same wavelength of the LED unit
was coupled to the camera in order to record only a narrow portion of the
broadband luminosity from the flame. Second, a short light-pulse was set,
allowing to reduce the exposure time of the camera, thus recording less light
from the flame. However, the configurations adopted to avoid recording the
broad-band intensity from the flame are insufficient, and some of this intensity
is captured by the camera, requiring removal in the image processing step by
using Equation 5.3. Therefore, a LED pulse configuration was implemented
(see Figure 5.16) to measure the light emitted from flame, which is estimated
when the LED is turned off. The LED pulse configuration consists of 600
frames with LED-on and 600 frames with LED-off (recorded in successive
batches of 20 frames as depicted in Figure 5.16), which were averaged to
obtain proper mean images of the flame. A graphic explanation of how the
KL factor was calculated for the case of the soot concentration is presented
in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.16: Schematic representation of the camera and LEDs pulses,
movies consist of successive batches of 20 frames with LED-on and the fol-
lowing 20 frames with LED-off up to record 1200 frames.
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Figure 5.17: a) Raw image, b) Light attenuation by the soot cloud, I , c)
Light emitted by the flame, d) Result from the subtraction of c) to b), true
attenuation, e) Reference illumination, I0, f) Optical thickness. Frames b),
c) and d) same level of intensity. The frame shown is a Dodecane flame, for
an injection pressure of 0.91MPa, an air mass flow of 0.2 kgmin−1 , and
fuel mass flow of 135mg s−1 and air surrounding temperature of 328K.

The optical setup is formed mainly of a light-emitting diode (LED) as
an illumination source and a high-speed camera (Photron SAZ) on opposing
sides of the spray flame in a line-of-sight arrangement, as shown in a simplified
schematic diagram Figure 5.18. A blue LED unit with a wavelength centered
at 460 nm was mounted to the rays were directed to a Fresnel lens, with a focal
length of 67mm. Then a big square diffuser was placed in such a manner that
the diffused background created was relatively large (more than 100mm in
diameter) and uniformly at the optical test plane of the spray flame. This
blue LED unit can produce short and high-power pulses of light, with a high
rate of repetition, the duration of the pulse was set at 20 µs, as a compromise
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between intensity illumination and camera speed. Also, it allows for a higher
signal-to-noise ratio in soot DBI measurements [14].
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Figure 5.18: Schematic diagram of a simple diffused back-illumination setup.

The camera was equipped with a 24 - 70mm Sigma lens, adjusted at a focal
length of 60mm. The camera was set with an acquisition rate of 250 fps and
an exposure time of 40 µs to acquire the full period of the LED illumination.
To effectively image the extinction signals, a filter must be placed in front
of the camera objective. Therefore, a bandpass filter that transmits from
455 nm to 465 nm (measured at FWHM) was selected, which rejects most of
the broadband luminosity from the flame. This technique has limitations, one
of them is that some cameras have problems with fully resetting the sensor
after the readout process when recording at relatively high speeds, as depicted
in Figure 5.19. For such reasons, the movies were recorded in packs of 20
repetitions up to record 1200 frames and then averaged them, removing the
first frame after each pack to avoid this effect. Manin et al. [15] studied this
effect, highlighting the complexity of the process and the difficulty to quantify
them.

After setting as well possible configuration to measure the soot attenu-
ation as 1 explained previously, the images must be processed. However,
quantitative soot measurements as a measure of the light extinction can be
dominated by large uncertainties. For example, the calculation of the dimen-
sionless optical extinction coefficient (ke) can be mentioned. This coefficient
has considerable control over the result of the soot volume fraction (fv). This
uncertainty comes from the dependence on a high number of parameters (e.g.,
soot morphology, the complex refractive index of soot, fuel sooting propensi-
ties) and the complexity to measure them experimentally. For these reasons,
the present work presents the results related to the light extinction measures
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Figure 5.19: Schematic diagram of the camera performance.

in terms of the dimensional extinction coefficient, K. The dimensional ex-
tinction coefficient was calculated through the Abel Transform on the KL
image results, which were obtained with the Equation 5.4, for which several
methods have been developed. This makes it challenging to select the proper
method for a specific application. Therefore, three methods (Basex, Onion
peeling, Three points) out of the eight methods implemented in the PyA-
bel open source package for Python [16] were compared at random height.
They are depicted as a yellow line in Figure 5.20.a and are commonly used
in the analysis of flames and plasma plumes. Firstly, the inverse transform is
computed at this height, i.e. it takes a 2D projection of the object to calculate
a slice of the 3D object (Figure 5.20.b). Secondly, the forward transform is
calculated for the previous step, i.e. to transform a slice of a 3D object into a
2D projection of the object (Figure 5.20.c). For this work, the Basex method
was chosen and the “Tikhonov regularization” was set to 50, which provides
reasonable noise suppression while still preserving the fine features in the im-
age, as depicted in Figure 5.20. Furthermore, this method is computationally
cheap.

Next to computing the Abel transform, a slice of the flame at the focal
plane is obtained. As shown in Figure 5.21.a, light attenuation by both liquid
phase and soot cloud appears in this slice. Therefore, as the combustion zone
is the zone of interest, the following methodology was used to find the border
between the two zones through a thresholding method: First, a threshold
was set to split the image into two zones (as seen in Figure 5.21.b). Then,
the border between them was then determined using a purpose algorithm.
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Figure 5.20: a) Soot attenuation presented in terms of the optical thickness
(KL), yellow line represents the height to compute the Abel transform, b)
Inverse transform computed at the chosen height, c) Forward transform of
the inverse results presented in b). The frame shown is a n-Dodecane flame
with an air surrounding temperature of 328K, for an injection pressure of
0.1MPa, an air mass flow of 0.2 kgmin−1 and fuel mass flow of 135mg s−1.

Finally, the picture was masked such that just the combustion zone could be
seen (Figure 5.21.c).

5.4.5 Flame lift-off height

The flame lift-off height was measured by recording the OH* Chemilumi-
nescence, which is defined as a light emission phenomenon resulting from a
chemical reaction, commonly associated with a release of heat. This technique
has been extensively used in combustion research since OH radicals emit lu-
minescence when they decay at their ground state. This luminescence can be
captured and used in several diagnostics such as detection of high-temperature
regions and estimations of the equivalence ratio [17–19]. OH* chemilumines-
cence occurs mostly at high-temperature stoichiometric combustion, and it
is present in the flame stabilization region of lifted flames. The OH radical
has the strongest emittance band at approximately 306 nm far away from the
soot incandescence as shown in the right side of Figure 5.22. Thus, with the
suitable optical setup, OH* chemiluminescence is an excellent marker to de-
termine the flame lift-off height [20]. Therefore, an ICCD Andor iStar camera
equipped with a 100mm f/2.9 UV-capable lens and with the corresponding
filter for OH* chemiluminescence (narrow band-pass filter of 310 ± 5 nm).
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Figure 5.21: Example of the segmentation algorithm: Abel transform image
a), combustion and liquid regions b), and combustion region c). The frame
shown is a n-Decane flame, for an air mass flow of 0.2 kgmin−1, and fuel
mass flow of 135mg s−1 and air surrounding temperature of 328K.

The camera was arranged shaping a slight angle to the optical axis to avoid
the diffuser used to DBI technique. The chemiluminescence configuration has
been extensively reported in the literature [20–26].
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Figure 5.22: Example of the light spectrum distribution of a diffusive flame
(left) [27], with peak injection pressure of 68MPa, chamber density of density
of 16.6 kgm−3 and temperature of 900K. Emission wavelengths and relative
radiation intensities of species in different phases of ignition and combustion.
Emission wavelengths and relative radiation intensities of species in different
phases of ignition and combustion (right) [28, 29].
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As mentioned previously, the field of species concentration can be recorded
by viewing the reacting zone through an appropriate optical band-pass filter,
allowing only the spectrum of light emitted by the species of interest to pass.
Nevertheless, such an image contains the concentration of the entire volume,
since each pixel captures the integrated light from the entire volume passing
through its line of sight. In order to resolve an axisymmetric integrated line-
of-sight data distribution to one at a given azimuthal plane, the mathematical
Inverse Abel Transform was used [30]. This method takes a 2D projection and
reconstructs a slice of the cylindrically symmetric 3D distribution as shown
in Figure 5.23. Since the spray flame is not completely axisymmetric, the
Abel transform was computed for each half of the image separately, as shown
in Figure 5.23.b. The Figure 5.23 also shows that the flame shape is well
defined, suggesting that the effects of the non-axisymmetric do not seem to
modify the flame morphology. The inverse Abel method plays a significant
role in analyzing the projection flames [30–32]. Therefore, the processing step
started by calculating the Abel inversion, using the Basex method, which
provides appropriate advantages for this study, as described in the preceding
section, for each recorded frame of OH* chemiluminescence.
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Figure 5.23: a) Raw image of OH* chemiluminescence, b) OH* chemilumi-
nescence image after computing the Inverse Abel Transform, using a Basex
method, c) Contour of the flame at central plane (image b) with a set thresh-
old. The frame shown is a n-Dodecane flame, for an air mass flow rate of
0.2 kgmin−1, and fuel mass flow rate of 135mg s−1 and air co-flow temper-
ature of 328K.

The flame lift-off height is determined by averaging 30 OH* chemilumines-
cence frames per operating condition. These frames were captured through an
ICCD camera for each stabilized period of the combustion in order to obtain
a proper mean image of the flame. The exposure time of the camera was set
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at 0.3 s, integrating the flame radiation for a long time gap thus averaging
turbulent fluctuations of the flame lift-off height. The images then represent
spatial and temporal averages of radiation. The processing methodology to
measure the flame lift-off height has been done following the methodology pro-
posed by Siebers [33] for diesel fuel jets. After computing the Abel transform
and averaging all repetitions, both sides of the resultant image are averaged
and filtered with a Gaussian filter. Then, the mean intensity is traced for
each height position, generating an intensity profile of the flame. Finally, two
thresholds are defined as 25% and 50% of the difference between the first
levelling-off peak and background noise. The background noise is calculated
by averaging the first 7mm from the nozzle tip, where no flame is present.
The flame lift-off height is defined as the distance between the nozzle tip and
the closest point in the flame above the calculated thresholds as shown in
Figure 5.24.b. Even though no large differences in LOH were found when
processing with the two chosen thresholds, the results presented in chapter 7
correspond to the threshold of 25%, which is slightly more sensitive to the
intensity changes.

Mean intensity[a.u.]x103

Figure 5.24: a) OH* chemiluminescence image after computing the Inverse
Abel Transform, using the Basex method, b) Intensity profile of averaged
flame, dashed lines represent the flame lift-off measured with both thresholds.
The frame shown is a n-Decane flame with an air surrounding temperature of
328K, for an air mass flow of 0.23 kgmin−1 and fuel mass flow of 189mg s−1.
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5.4.6 Simultaneous optical setup

All the techniques previously introduced were performed simultaneously (not
the PIV technique) in order to measure the same injection event. PIV was
implemented previously to this setup and was used to measure the velocity
field of the atomization process. Additionally, taking advantage of the DBI
configuration implemented to measure the soot concentration, the setup was
also used to try determining the droplet concentration and was carried out
simultaneously with Microscopic diffused back-illumination (MDBI) used to
determine the droplet diameter and droplet velocity at the first millimeters
near the nozzle exit, before the combustion zone (i.e., upstream the flame). In
the case of the reactive spray diagnostic the MDBI, DBI, and OH* chemilumi-
nescence techniques were carried out simultaneously and just after recording
the frames at non-reactive conditions. MDBI was used to measure the diam-
eter and velocity of the droplet at the region upstream from the flame lift-off
height where there is no combustion. Likewise, DBI was applied to study
the soot concentration within the spray flame. Finally, an ICCD Andor iStar
camera, with the corresponding filter for OH* chemiluminescence, was posi-
tioned to the spray flame with a slight angle to avoid the diffuser of the DBI
setup and thus record the OH* images to determine the flame lift-off height.
Figure 5.25 shows a schematic representation of the optical setup used to carry
out the simultaneous measurements of the different parameters.

The camera configurations for each optical technique used in the experi-
mental campaign are summarized in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Summary of the configuration settings for each of the optical tech-
niques performed.

Parameter MDBI DBI OH*

Camera Phantom VEO 640 Photron SAZ Andor iStar

Camera lens K2 DistaMax Sigma 24-70
mm f/2.8

100mm
f/2.9 UV

Frame rate [fps] 1000 250 30∗
Exposure [µs] PIV mode 40 3×104

Field of view [pixels] 2560x1600 1024x1024 1024x1024
Pixel-mm 465 7.45 9.45
Filter CWL [nm] - 460 310
∗ Per injection event.
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Figure 5.25: Schematic representation of the optical setup used to measure
simultaneously MDBI, DBI, and OH* chemiluminescence.

5.5 Summary
This chapter presents all the experimental tools, optical setups and data pro-
cessing routines used throughout the experimental campaign. First, the speci-
fications of the injector and its internal geometry determination were detailed.
The next section presents the annular spray burner, detailing the configura-
tion used to perform the experimental campaign. Then, the optical diagnostic
setups image processing methodology are discussed for each parameter mea-
sured, i.e., droplet velocity, droplet diameter, velocity fields, soot formation,
and flame lift-off height, detailing cameras settings and the measuring strate-
gies (e.g., synchronization of the light source signal and the camera). Finally,
the optical arrangement used to carry out simultaneously the MDBI, DBI,
and OH* chemiluminescence is introduced with a table that summarizes the
camera’s settings for the three techniques.
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Chapter 6

Experimental study of the
atomization process

6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the findings of using the Microscopic diffused back-illumination
(MDBI) optical technique described in section 5.4 to measure the parameters
related to the droplet properties (i.e., size and velocity) are introduced. The
tests were conducted for both non-reactive and reactive conditions, but no
significant differences were found since the field of view (FOV) was too close to
the injector tip and therefore far away from the combustion area and thus, the
data reported in this chapter correspond to non-reactive conditions. Previous
to the MDBI study, a small PIV study was performed in order to investigate
the effect of the co-flow conditions and fuel type on droplet velocities of the
global spray since the MDBI technique was carried out only for a small region
close to the tip of the injector. The chapter is organized as follows: First, the
results of the PIV technique, which was used to measure the velocity fields
formed by the liquid atomization in a wide range of operating conditions
and three fuels (n-Dodecane, n-Heptane, and n-Hexadecane), are presented.
Then, the results of droplet size and droplet velocity for three fuels (n-Decane,
n-Dodecane, n-Heptane) are presented, which were measured by using the
MDBI technique and also carried out for a wide range of operating conditions,
however, the conditions are different to the ones used to perform the PIV
study because the first ones do not provide conditions to stabilize the flame.
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Furthermore, a comparison between measured and calculated SMD is included
to compare theoretical and experimental results. The chapter ends with a
summary and conclusions.

6.2 Velocity fields
As described in section 5.4, the PIV technique was used to measure 2D ve-
locity fields using liquid droplets as tracers and was applied to investigate
the global spray characteristics. Therefore, the conditions listed in Table 6.1
were selected to investigate the effect of co-flow temperature, injection pres-
sure, and fuel type on droplet velocity in a long FOV (105 ×105mm). The
proposed test matrix has 72 test points and was performed for three different
fuels, n-Heptane, n-Dodecane, and n-Hexadecane, which were chosen to cover
a wide range of physical properties (provided in Table 6.2), such as density,
viscosity, and surface tension. However, some operating conditions at high
temperatures were not measured for the n-Heptane fuel since these conditions
promote the complete evaporation of the fuel practically instantly after the
fuel injection. PIV technique was carried out before performing simultane-
ously the MDBI, DBI, and OH* chemiluminescence techniques as the first
approach to understand the behavior of the spray with the variation of the
parameters tested.

Table 6.1: Test plan for PIV campaign.

Parameter Value Units

Air temperature (Tair) 328 - 373 - 423 - 473 K
Injection pressure (Pinj) 1.1 - 1.7 - 2.9 MPa
Air mass flow 26.4 - 34.2 - 44.4 kg h−1

Air outlet diameter 19 and 21 mm

Table 6.2: Physical and chemical properties of the fuels. Most of the proper-
ties were extracted from the NIST database at normal temperature an pressure
(i.e., 293.15K and 1 atm) [1].

Properties n-Heptane n-Dodecane n-Hexadecane

Formula C7H16 C12H26 C16H34
Density (ρl) [kgm−3] 683.94 749.5 773.7
Dynamic viscosity (µl) [Pa s] 0.00041 0.00149 0.00349
Surface tension (σl) [Nm−1] 0.0206a 0.0254a 0.0275a

a Along the saturation curve
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6.2.1 Results

As a result of applying the PIV technique, which provides velocity fields of the
two mean velocity components (radial and axial) of the carrier phase of the
fuel droplets, as shown in Figure 6.1. However, to compare the effect of varying
the parameters on the droplet velocity effectively, the data provided in this
section are presented in terms of velocity profiles at various spray jet heights
(see Figure 6.1). Consistent with earlier works [2–5], the mean axial co-flow
velocity provides two peaks at the exit of the injector. Further downstream
(Z > 30mm), the co-flow air jets merge to produce a unique larger jet with
a flat axial velocity profile at the core of the jet. Note that the air co-flow jet
also generates radial velocities, approximately 5 times smaller than the axial
velocities at Z = 10mm, which rapidly decrease down to zero at Z = 30mm.

x

a) b)

Figure 6.1: Mean components of fuel droplet velocity obtained with PIV tech-
nique; mean radial velocity a) and mean axial velocity b). The frame shown
is a n-Hexadecane spray with an air surrounding temperature of 328K, for
an air mass flow of 0.44 kgmin−1 and injection pressure of 1.1MPa.

The liquid spray exhibits a complex heterogeneous distribution, with
droplets sizes between 2 and 80µm. The mean velocity profiles at three dif-
ferent heights, Z = 10, 20 and 30mm are represented in the following Figures
(6.2, 6.3, 6.4). Droplets are atomized at a cone with a 80° aperture, in a
direction that forces them to interact with the air co-flow rapidly. Because of
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the centrifugal movement induced by the swirling fluid injection inside the at-
omizer, the center area has a very low number of small droplets. Due to their
low Stokes number, the smallest droplets formed by the liquid jet breakup
are sensitive to the air velocity field and follow the flow. Additionally, in this
area, the extremely small drops constitute only a small proportion of the liquid
mass and evaporate slowly, resulting in a lean heterogeneous mixture near to
the lean flammability limit [6]. Nevertheless, larger drops with higher Stokes
numbers are less influenced by aerodynamic conditions and follow ballistic
trajectories.

Figure 6.2 depicts that the droplets are expelled from the injector with
relatively high radial velocities mainly at the spray borders where the big
droplets are located, forming two radial velocities peaks and a central region
at constant velocity formed by the small droplets. At the height of 10mm,
the droplets exhibit important radial velocities but father downstream small
droplets adjust their velocity to the air co-flow. Big drops follow more ballistic
trajectories and maintain radial centrifugal velocities until Z = 30mm. When
the spray is overlapped to the air stream, the droplet axial mean velocities are
lower for the spray than for the air, and as a result, small droplets are signif-
icantly accelerated by the co-flow, while big droplets continue to fly at slower
speeds until farther downstream. When fuel droplets leave the high-velocity
zone, they enter a quiescent zone where they may decelerate. Additionally, it
can be noted that air co-flow temperature, air co-flow and injection pressure
variations at Z =30mm do not affect significantly the radial velocity since, at
this height, the radial component of the droplet velocity has been reduced by
the airflow an droplets are controlled by the air stream.

Figure 6.3 shows the effect of the variation of the air co-flow temperature,
injection pressure, and air co-flow on the axial velocity at different heights
of the spray jet. By increasing the air co-flow temperature, the air density
is decreased, and thus the air co-flow velocity is increased for a fixed cross-
section, resulting in a higher axial droplet velocity. The air mass flow rate
is directly related to the axial velocity, i.e., increasing the air mass flow rate,
the co-flow velocity increases. In Figure 6.3, it is evident this parameter has
an important effect on the axial velocity. On the other hand, there are no
significant differences in the axial velocity with the variation of the injection
pressure, it only slightly at the first millimeters. The velocities profiles were
calculated, recording the light scattering of all droplet sizes in a field of view
(FOV) of 105 ×105mm. However, measures were not possible at heights lower
than Z = 10mm due to the high concentration of fuel droplets and ligaments
that avoid tracking the particles properly.
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Figure 6.2: n-Dodecane sprays at constant conditions to observe the influence
of co-flow temperature (a), injection pressure (b), and air mass flow rate (c)
on the mean radial velocity at three different heights.

Figure 6.4 shows the axial velocity for three different fuels (n-Dodecane,
n-Heptane and n-Hexadecane). When comparing fuel droplet profiles, it can
be observed that n-Heptane droplets follow more closely the air velocity due
to the small droplet size, as shown in section 6.3. Large droplets such as those
generated by atomizing the n-Dodecane and n-Hexadecane fuels follow more
ballistic trajectories and continue to present significant axial and centrifugal
velocities until Z = 30mm, where they nearly join the other groups. The
differences in droplet size for the different fuels are associated with the physical
property variations, especially differences in density, viscosity, and surface
tension, as shown in Table 6.2. The effect of the co-flow rate can also be
observed in Figure 6.4, evidencing its direct influence on the axial velocity
of the droplets for all fuels, i.e., increasing the air mass flow rate the droplet
velocity increases.

373 373
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Figure 6.3: n-Dodecane sprays at constant conditions to observe the influence
of co-flow temperature a), injection pressure b), and air mass flow rate c) on
the mean axial velocity.

Figure 6.4: Fuel comparison at air surrounding temperature of 423K and
injection pressure of 1.7MPa and different air mass flow rate 26.4 a), 34 b),
and 44 kg h−1 c).

373 373
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6.3 Droplet size and droplet velocity
After applying the PIV technique, which was used to study the global spray
properties (velocity fields), the MDBI technique was carried out to measure the
droplet size and droplet velocity in the region close to the injector tip (2mm
above the injector tip). Furthermore, The MDBI technique was performed
for both non-reactive and reactive conditions. The results in this section,
however, only refer to non-reactive conditions since no significant differences
were found, which is likely due to the FOV was located so close to the nozzle
tip and thus far away from the combustion zone. Figure 6.5 shows examples
of the raw images captured through the MDBI technique, which records a
FOV of 3.5×5.5mm positioned on the right side of the spray concerning the
spray axis, as was explained in section 5.4. Also, it is important to remember
this technique is based on recording two consecutive frames with a small time
interval between them, allowing to measure the droplet displacement and thus
droplet velocity.
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Figure 6.5: Raw images at fixed conditions for the three fuels: n-Heptane a),
n-Decane b), and n-Dodecane c). The frames shown are sprays with an air
surrounding temperature of 423K, for an air co-flow velocity 12.6m s−1 and
a global equivalence ratio of 0.6.
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The MDBI technique was performed for a wide range of operating con-
ditions summarized in Table 6.3, which includes three air temperatures (328,
373 and 423K) and nine global equivalence ratios (which are directly related
to air mass flow rate, injection pressure and fuel type) for each air outlet diam-
eter. Note these conditions are different from the ones used to carry out the
PIV study since they did not provide conditions to stabilize the flame. Addi-
tionally, All experiments were performed for three different fuels (n-Heptane,
n-Decane, and n-Dodecane) injected through a commercially hollow cone spray
injector, described in section 5.2.

Table 6.3: Test conditions matrix.

Parameter Value

Fuel mass flow rate (ṁl)[mg s−1]
(130, 159, 187.6)a

(130.8, 159.83, 188.89)b

(131.23, 160.4, 189.54)c

Air mass flow rate (ṁair) [kg h−1] 11.9, 13.6, 15.6

Global equivalence ratio (φglobal)
0.45, 0.52,0.55,
0.6, 0.63, 0.65,
0.73, 0.75, 0.86

Co-flow temperature (Tco−flow) [K] 328, 373, 423
Air outlet diameter (øoutlet) [mm] 19 and 21

a n-Heptane, b n-Decane, c n-Dodecane

In Table 6.3, the global equivalence ratio (φglobal) is defined as the ratio of
the actual fuel/air ratio to the stoichiometric fuel/air ratio and was calculated
as follow:

φglobal =
ṁl
ṁair(
ṁl
ṁair

)
St

(6.1)

where ṁ is the mass flow for air and fuel, St, refer to stoichiometric conditions.
The equivalence ratio was varied in a range of fuel-poor conditions from 0.45 to
0.86. Note that the fuel mass flow rate is controlled by the injection pressure.
Since the air equivalence ratio and the air co-flow velocity are directly linked,
the co-flow velocity was theoretically calculated at the burner outlet as

Vco−flow = ṁair

A · ρair

[
m

s

]
(6.2)

where ṁair is the air mass flow rate, A is the area of the cross-section of the
burner exit, and ρair is the air density. This velocity has a strong effect on the
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flame lift-off height (and hence soot formation, as will be seen in chapter 7) and
it also significantly varies as a result of the variation of some parameters such
as the air co-flow temperature. Note these parameters were varied throughout
this study (see Table 6.3), resulting in a wide range of velocities that covering
from 7.5 to 20.5m s−1.

Three hydrocarbon fuels were used in this study: n-Heptane, n-Decane,
and n-Dodecane. The fuels were chosen to cover a wide range of physical
properties (summarized in Table 6.4), such as density, viscosity, and surface
tension, which influence the atomization (i.e., SMD), along with vapor pres-
sures (Pv) and normal boiling temperatures, which impact the vaporization
of the fuel. n-Heptane is the most volatile fuel, followed by n-Decane and
then n-dodecane, which has a normal boiling higher than the other fuels. The
reactivity of the fuel is marked by the laminar flame speed (SL), which is a
significant factor that can influence the flame stability, especially flame lift-off.

Table 6.4: Physical and chemical properties of the fuels. Most of the proper-
ties were extracted from the NIST database at normal temperature an pressure
(i.e., 293.15K and 1 atm) [1]. Laminar flame speed values were reported in
previous works at 400K, at 1 atm, and stoichiometric equivalence ratio [7,
8].

Properties n-Heptane n-Decane n-Dodecane

Formula C7H16 C10H22 C12H26
Density (ρl) [kgm−3] 683.94 730.53 749.5
Dynamic viscosity (µl) [Pa s] 0.00041 0.00091 0.00149
Surface tension (σl) [Nm−1] 0.0206a 0.0238a 0.0254a

Normal Boiling point [K] 371.53 447.27 489.3
Pv [kPa] 160b 16,5b 3.8b

SL[m s−1] 0.6413 0.6410 0.6405
Stoichiometric fuel/air ratio 1/15.1 1/15 1/14.95

a Along the saturation curve, b At 387 K

6.3.1 General considerations

Using the MDBI technique and the processing methodology, the droplet size,
position and velocity can be determined, as was previously described in sec-
tion 5.4. For example, Figure 6.6 shows a scatter representation of the results
applying this technique, which records droplets resulted from the atomiza-
tion process at the first millimeters of the spray for the three fuels at fixed
operating conditions. Figure 6.6 exhibits that fuel spray presents a complex
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heterogeneous distribution, with droplets ranging from 2 to 80 µm, and with
most of the droplets and mainly the big ones at the spray borders, which is
expected due to the hollow spray pattern of the pressure swirl atomizer used.
Additionally, it can be observed that droplets close to the spray axis are mostly
small since the droplets are expelled from the injector with a spray opening
angle of 80°, forcing them to interact quickly with the air co-flow, which drags
the small ones to this region. Finally, from the figure can be noted that as
lighter the fuel, the opening angle of the spray increases and also produces a
higher quantity of droplets.

Figure 6.6: Schematic representation of the droplet size at fixed conditions
for the three fuels: n-Heptane a), n-Decane b), and n-Dodecane c).

The MDBI technique was used to record 300 pairs of consecutive frames,
which allows performing and statistical analysis, such as calculating mean
droplet diameter, Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD), and mean velocities. There-
fore, the frame’s domain has been split into cells to calculate a specific param-
eter in each one. Figure 6.7 shows the SMD in each cell for the three fuels at
the same operating conditions, evidencing again that most of the big droplets
are at the spray borders and also that the heavier fuel (n-Dodecane) produces
bigger droplets, followed by n-Decane and then n-Heptane.

Regarding the droplet velocity, it was calculated in the same way that the
SMD, i.e., calculating the mean droplet velocity for each cell. Consequently,
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Figure 6.7: SMD calculated for each cell and for each of the three fuels at
the same operating conditions.

the results presented throughout this section correspond to velocity in the
cells at a certain height, resulting in a droplet velocity profile at this selected
height. Previous to the results, it is significant to mention some relevant facts
such as the droplet trajectory behavior regarding its size, as shown schemati-
cally in Figure 6.8, where it is represented the mean velocity for small and big
droplets. This behavior is due to the centrifugal movement inside the atomizer
that forces the liquid to be expelled in a hollow cone pattern with most of the
droplets at the spray borders and relatively few droplets at the core zone (see
Figure 6.6). The ones that appear in the spray core are mainly small, which
are more influenced by the air co-flow that drives them to follow its streamline
due to their small Stokes number, as shown in Figure 6.8, where both green
and blue arrows represent the trajectory and velocity of the small droplets
(i.e., droplet diameters below 12 µm). Furthermore, in this area, drops ac-
count for just a minimal portion of the liquid mass and evaporate slowly,
resulting in a lean heterogeneous mixture close to the lean flammability limit
[6]. Nevertheless, larger drops with higher Stokes numbers are less influenced
by the aerodynamic conditions and follow ballistic trajectories, as observed in
Figure 6.8, where red arrows represent the velocities and trajectories of the
big droplets (droplet diameters above the 14 µm).

From these results, they can be represented such as histograms or profiles
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Figure 6.8: Droplet trajectories for n-Dodecane fuel; red arrows represent the
trajectory of droplets with a diameter higher than 14 µm and blue or green
arrows diameters lower than 12 µm.

of the droplet sizes or droplet velocities, like the example shown in Figure 6.9,
where a comparison of these histograms for both droplet size and droplet
velocity and even a combination of both in a 2D representation for the three
fuels can be seen, evidencing the significant differences in droplet sizes and
theirs velocities regarding the fuel type. Another important point to mention
is that the global equivalency ratio was chosen as the constant parameter in
order to compare the fuels because it is widely used in combustion research
to compare different fuels. However, when this parameter is chosen, the fuel
mass flow rate must be higher for the fuel with a lower stoichiometric fuel/air
ratio, leading to an increase in injection pressure to supply this demand and
therefore increasing droplet ejection velocity (see Anexo 6.A), which is higher
for n-Heptane fuel, followed by n-Decane and then n-Dodecane, as shown
in Figure 6.9. Nevertheless, this trend regarding droplet velocity does not
coincide with the findings stated in the PIV results (see section 6.2) likely
due to the measurements were performed at heights above 10 mm where the
droplets are more influenced by the air co-flow than the results presented
throughout this section, which are more related to the droplet ejection velocity
since it was measured very close to the injector tip (2 mm above the injector
tip), also, the PIV study was performed at higher both injection pressures and
air mass flow rates. In addition, Figure 6.9 shows that for any fuel, the small
droplets with low Stokes numbers have lower velocities than the big ones with
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higher Stoke numbers and also that the heavier fuel promotes the formation
of bigger droplets (n-Dodecane).
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Figure 6.9: Probability density function for the three fuels at fixed conditions.

The last relevant fact is related to the classification of the breakup regimes,
which were introduced in section 3.2. Regarding this classification, all oper-
ating conditions tested are controlled by the second wind-induced regimen,
which is characterized by the small droplets generated by the unstable growth
of short waves on the jet surface by the interaction between the jet and the
surrounding air, as shown in Figure 6.10. The droplets generated under this
regimen are much smaller than the initial jet diameter, and the breakup occurs
several diameters downstream of the nozzle exit. The atomization characteris-
tics were observed experimentally, showing that n-Heptane fuel generates the
smallest droplet diameters since it was injected at a higher pressure, which in-
creases both higher liquid ejection velocity and Reynolds number. Therefore,
n-heptane is the closest to the Prompt atomization regime, which produces a
droplet size much less than the jet diameter.

The following findings presented throughout this section result from using
the microscopic diffused back-illumination technique and the image process-
ing methodology to measure droplet size and droplet velocity, as described
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Figure 6.10: Classification of the breakup regimes for the three fuels at fixed
conditions.

in section 5.4, and showing the effect of air co-flow conditions (temperature
and velocity), fuel mass flow rate, air outlet diameter and fuel type on the
droplet characteristics (i.e., diameter and velocity). The SMDs presented in
the following figures are the mean of the cells, as was explained previously.
However, only the cells between R=0 to R=3.1mm and Z=2.1 to Z=3.5mm
were averaged in order to compare a spray region with similar characteristics
and thus avoid the spray behavior stated before that the fuels produce dif-
ferent opening angles of the spray. Furthermore, since the droplet velocity
measurements were performed close to the injector tip, they are affected by
the aerodynamic close to the injector tip. Therefore, a small study of the
aerodynamic conditions at exit of the burner and close to the injector tip is
first introduced in order to help to understand the following results.

Aerodynamic conditions at the burner exit

As was mentioned previously, the droplet velocity profiles presented following
are affected by the flow dynamic close to the burner exit since the measure-
ments of spray characteristics were carried out very close to the injector tip,
where the air recirculation are stronger. Therefore, a small aerodynamic study
was performed in this region in order to determine the effect of the injector
geometry on the air stream. This study comprises a basic computational
simulation of the airflow and focuses on evaluating the flow dynamics. The
findings exhibit that a recirculation zone close to the injector tip is formed,
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which affects the droplet velocity profiles presented in the following section.
Figure 6.11 shows that increasing the air mass flow rate or reducing the air
outlet diameter, the recirculation zone is intensified, which is due to the ac-
celeration of the surrounding air stream. Additionally, the Figure 6.12 depicts
the axial velocity profile at the height of 3.8mm above the injector tip, ex-
hibiting that as the co-flow velocity is increased (e.g., by an air mass flow
rate increased or air outlet diameter reduction), a more intense recirculation
zone close to the injector tip is created. However, regardless of the operating
condition, the size of the vortex is only slightly affected, as seen in Figure 6.12.

⌀outlet = 21 mm

Tco-flow = 328 K

mair = 11.9 kg h-1

⌀outlet= 19 mm

Tco-flow= 328 K

mair = 11.9 kg h-1

⌀outlet = 21 mm

Tco-flow = 328 K

mair= 11.9 kg h-1

⌀outlet = 21 mm

Tco-flow = 328 K

mair = 15.6 kg h-1

a) b)

Figure 6.11: Axial velocity map at constant co-flow temperature of 328K,
and different test conditions: two air outlet diameter a) and two air mass
flow rate b).

6.3.2 Results

The effects of varying the co-flow conditions, fuel type, and air outlet diameter
on both droplet size and droplet velocity are presented following. The results
shown through this section are presented in terms of the Sauter mean diam-
eter (SMD) for droplet size and the velocity data through velocity profiles at
different heights. Each parameter has been isolated so that its influence on
the droplet characteristics may be easily identified.
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Figure 6.12: Axial velocity profile of air flow at height of 3.8mm, constant
co-flow temperature of 328K, and different test conditions: two air outlet
diameter a), and two air mass flow rate b).

Effect of air mass flow rate and fuel mass flow rate on the droplet
diameter

Figure 6.13.a shows the SMD variation with the air mass flow rate for a given
fuel (n-Decane) at a co-flow temperature of 328K and three different fuel mass
flow rates. On the other hand, Figure 6.13.a shows the SMD variation with
the fuel mass rate for both the same fuel and co-flow temperature and three
different air mass flow rates. Figure 6.13.a exhibits that the droplet diameters
for a given fuel mass flow rate are slightly affected by the air mass flow rate
(i.e., co-flow velocity), it is likely due to the measurements were performed very
close to the burner exit, (2mm above the burner exit), and thus the differences
are almost imperceptible. Please note that a related work [9] reported that
as a result of the vaporization of smaller droplets by increasing the air mass
flow rate, the mean droplet size increases. In general, increasing the fuel mass
flow rate, the SMD decreases, as shown in Figure 6.13.b. This is due to the
pressure rise across the nozzle orifice, which enhances the atomization process
of the liquid fuel and generates smaller droplets, and therefore the global SMD
is reduced.

Figure 6.14.a shows the effect of varying the air mass flow rate on droplet
velocity for a given fuel mass flow rate and n-Decane fuel. In general, the
mean droplet velocities experience a dramatic rise, as the radial position is
increased, which is expected due to the spray pattern that promotes the long
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Figure 6.13: Variation of SMD with the air mass flow rate a), and fuel mass
flow rate b), both for n-Decane fuel and a fixed air co-flow temperature of
328K.

droplets at the outer edge of the spray (droplets with high Stokes number).
Surprisingly, the mean droplet velocity decreases as the air mass flow rate is
increased, especially at the centerline of the spray, and becomes nearly similar
after the radial distance of 1.5mm. This behavior is due to the recirculation
zone formed close to the injector tip and which is intensified as the co-flow
velocity increases, as was previously explained (see Figure 6.12).

The influence of varying the fuel mass flow rate on the droplet velocity
was analyzed at a constant air mass flow rate (e.g., 11.9 kg h−1). The mean
droplet velocities increase as the fuel mass flow rates are increased, as shown
in Figure 6.14.b, which is attributed to the increase in droplet ejection velocity
caused by increasing the fuel mass flow rate and so injection pressure. Re-
garding the mean velocity profiles for the case of the 188.9mg s−1, it exhibits
a drastic rise after passing the radial position at 1.6mm. [9, 10] used pres-
sure swirl nozzle and annular spray burners to perform similar experiments,
reporting similar trends of the effect of the fuel mass flow rate on both droplet
size and droplet velocity.

Effect of co-flow temperature on the droplet diameter

Figure 6.15.a shows the effect of varying the temperature of the air co-flow
on the SMD at fixed air mass flow rate (e.g., 11.9 kg h−1). For a constant
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Figure 6.14: Droplet velocity profiles at height of 3.4 mm for different air
mass flow rate a) and different fuel mass flow rate b), both for n-Decane fuel
and a fixed air co-flow temperature of 328K.

fuel mass flow rate, increasing the co-flow temperature results in a significant
reduction in the SMD caused by the enhancement in the droplet evaporation.
In addition, there is an SMD difference between the different fuel mass fuel
rates due to the variation in the injection pressure and its effect on the atom-
ization quality. This difference becomes lower at high temperatures since its
dominant influence on droplet evaporation. However, it is important to note
that the previously observed trend is likely affected by the co-flow velocity:
increasing the co-flow temperature reduces the air density, and therefore the
co-flow velocity increases (9.8, 11.1 and 12.6m s−1 for the co-flow temperatures
328, 373, and 423K, respectively).

In order to isolate the effect of the co-flow temperature on SMD, the Fig-
ure 6.15.b was introduced, where it can be seen that, for a constant air co-flow
velocity, increasing the co-flow temperature significantly reduces the SMD.
This trend is due to the droplet vaporization rate is enhanced by increasing
the co-flow temperature, resulting in an SMD reduction [11]. Furthermore,
it is interesting to notice that at the co-flow temperatures of 328 and 373 K,
increasing the co-flow velocity reduces the SMD because increasing the co-flow
velocity enhances the fuel jet breakup, resulting in smaller droplets diameters
and therefore SMD values (see Figure 6.15.b). However, the previous trend is
not observed with the co-flow temperature of 423 K likely because the high
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Figure 6.15: Variation of SMD with the air co-flow temperature a) and co-
flow velocity b), both for n-Decane fuel.

co-flow temperature enhances the droplet evaporation, mainly the small ones,
which keeps the SMD values almost constant regardless of the co-flow velocity.
To further understand why SMD decreases as co-flow temperature increases,
the droplet size histograms for each fuel are shown in Figure 6.16, to support
the facts previously stated.

By increasing the co-flow temperature for each fuel, the evaporation pro-
cess is enhanced, affecting principally the small droplets and resulting in a
general reduction in the number of droplets. Furthermore, it is worth not-
ing that for the n-Decane and n-Dodecane fuels, the effect of increasing the
co-flow temperature is observed in droplets with small diameters(i.e., lower
than 18µm). However, for the n-Heptane fuel, although the bigger effect is
observed in the smaller droplets, there is also a noticeable effect in big ones
(i.e., higher than 18 µm), which is due to the physical properties of the fuel,
mainly the volatility. Finally, Figure 6.16 exhibits that n-Heptane fuel pro-
duces smaller droplets than the other two fuels, increasing the quantity of the
droplets.

To observe the effect of varying co-flow temperature on the droplet velocity,
in Figure 6.17 the various velocities profiles at different co-flow temperatures
were shown for two different fuel mass flow rates at a constant air mass flow
rate. As shown in Figure 6.17, the mean droplet velocities increase as the
co-flow temperatures are increased. For a given air mass flow rate, increasing
the co-flow temperature leads to a reduction of the air density, which results
in a raising of the co-flow velocity since the cross-section of the burner exit
was kept constant. Figure 6.17 also shows that increasing the fuel mass flow
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Figure 6.16: Mean droplet distribution variation per frame with the co-flow
temperature for the three fuels: n-Heptane a), n-Decane b), and n-Dodecane
c) at same operations conditions.

rate, the mean droplet velocity is raised, which is caused by the increase of the
injection pressure (i.e., fuel mass flow rate) that enhances the droplet ejection
velocity. Please note that velocities profiles shown correspond to at the height
of 3.5mm above the injector tip.

Effect of fuel type on the droplet size and droplet velocity

Figure 6.18 shows the influence of the fuel type on SMD, in which the fuels ex-
hibit different droplet sizes for a constant fuel mass flow rate, with n-Dodecane
presenting the largest droplet sizes of the group. This variation is due to the
difference in the physical properties, specifically differences in density, viscos-
ity, and surface tension. Since n-Dodecane has the highest viscosity, density
and surface tension (see Table 6.1), it generates droplets with relatively big
droplet size, compared to n-Decane and n-Heptane. These physical properties
influence the global SMD, as was reported in three well-known correlations to
predict the global SMD in pressure swirl atomizers [12–14].

The droplet velocity profiles plotted versus the radial positions for the
three fuels are shown in Figure 6.19. n-Hepatne exhibits higher mean droplet
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Figure 6.17: Mean radial profile profiles of droplets velocities for two fuel
mass flow rates 130.8 a), and 159.83mg s−1 b), both for n-Decane fuel.

k k k

Figure 6.18: Variation of SMD with the fuel type at different co-flow tem-
peratures of 328K a), 373K b), and 423K c).
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velocity, followed by n-Decane and then n-Dodecane. This trend is caused by
the increase of the droplet ejection velocity, which is assumed to be related to
the injector pressure drop, ∆P . Calculating the total velocity through Equa-
tion 6.6 and k value of 0.7, the resultant values are: 47.7, 45.3 and 41.6m s−1

for the conditions shown in Figure 6.19.a and 60.2, 53.1 and 50.1m s−1 for the
conditions shown in Figure 6.19.b, for n-Heptane, n-Decane and n-Dodecane,
respectively. These differences in the droplet ejection velocity among the fuels
explain the trends observed in Figure 6.19.

Figure 6.19: Variation of droplet velocity profiles for the three fuels at differ-
ent fuel mass flow rates: 159.8mg s−1 a), and 187.6mg s−1 b).

Diameter outlet effect on the droplet diameter

The effect of replacing the air outlet diameter on the droplet size is depicted
in Figure 6.20 for the three fuels at constant conditions. The trends observed
in the figure can be due to two factors. On the one hand, the effect of the
co-flow velocity, which increases when the air outlet diameter is reduced since
the cross-section at the burner exit is smaller, accelerating the airflow and
therefore enhancing the droplet evaporation, particularly the small droplets.
This tendency is more notorious for n-heptane and n-Decane fuels because
they produce smaller droplets than the n-Dodecane fuel, which exhibits larger
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droplets in size and also is the less volatile fuel (see Table 6.1). On the other
hand, due to the shape of the burner exit and also to the increase in the
co-flow velocity, by the reduction in the cross-section at the burner exit, the
airflow drags more droplets of higher size to the spray core, displacing the
SMD profiles to the left side, it for of the lowest air outlet diameter, i.e., for
the air outlet diameter of 19 mm regards to the air outlet diameter of 21 mm.
This trend is more clear for the n-heptane fuel since it presents the lowest size
droplets, as seen in Figure 6.21, which is a schematic representation of the
droplets for n-Heptane and n-Dodecane fuels and the two air outlet diameters
at same operation conditions.

Figure 6.20: Mean radial droplet diameter profiles at constant co-flow temper-
ature of 328K at height of 2.8mm for the three fuels: n-Heptane a), n-Decane
b), and n-Dodecane c).

When the air outlet diameter changes from 21 mm to 19 mm, the external
spray borders shift to the left side, and several droplets from the exterior edge
drag close to the spray axis, increasing droplet concentration in the spray core
(see Figure 6.21). These tendencies result from the cross-section reduction
at the burner exit, which accelerates the airflow, as was previously explained.
Furthermore, in Figure 6.21 is observed again that the n-Heptane fuel produces
more droplets with a lower diameter regards the n-Dodecane fuel.
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Figure 6.21: Droplet representation at constant co-flow temperature for n-
Heptane and n-Dodecane fuels and both air outlet diameters.

Figure 6.22 shows the effect of varying the air outlet diameter of the burner
on the mean droplet velocity at constant conditions of air mass flow rate and
fuel mass flow rate. The mean droplet velocity increases as air outlet diameter
decreased (smaller cross-section at the burner exit) since the air mass flow rate
was kept constant. However, close to the spray axis, an opposite behavior is
observed, which is caused by a recirculation zone formed close to the injector
tip. This region is formed by the interaction between the air stream and the
injector geometry and intensified by increasing the co-flow velocity, as was
explained previously.

6.3.3 Comparison between measured and calculated SMD

For comparison between the measured and calculated SMD results, a global
Sauter Mean Diameter (SMDglobal) is defined as a single parameter to de-
scribe the global spray droplet size. Note that related works refer to this
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Figure 6.22: Droplet velocity profiles at constant co-flow temperature of 328K
at height of 3.8mm and two different fuel mass flow rates: 130.8mg s−1 a)
and 159.8mg s−1 b).

parameter such as integral, or overall SMD [15–17]. SMDglobal was calculated
through Equation 3.13. The measured SMDglobal using microscopic diffused
back-illumination technique, described in section 5.4, comparing the SMD cal-
culated by three well-known correlations for pressure swirl atomizer: Radcliffe
[12], Jasuja [13], and Lefebvre and McDonell [14].

SMDRadcliffe = 7.3σ0.6
l ν0.2

l ṁ0.25
l ∆P−0.4 (6.3)

SMDJasuja = 4.4σ0.6
l ν0.16

l ṁ0.22
l ∆P−0.43 (6.4)

SMDLefebvre = 2.25σ0.25
l µ0.25

l ṁ0.25
l ∆P−0.5ρ−0.25

air (6.5)

where σl is the liquid surface tension, µl and νl are the dynamic and kinematic
liquid viscosities, respectively; ṁl is the liquid mass flow rate, ∆P is the
pressure drop across the spray nozzle and ρair is the surrounding air density.
All properties used in the SMD calculations are listed in Table 6.1. Since
the fuel injection is in the ambient, the pressure drop is measured through a
pressure sensor installed upstream from the nozzle.

The measured SMDglobal for three fuel mass flow rates are compared to the
predicted SMD in Figure 6.23. These correlations have been widely used in
both experimental [10, 18] and computational [19] studies, and the predicted
SMD followed the same trends between the different fuels observed in the
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measurements. The fuels show different droplet sizes at an almost constant
fuel mass flow rate: n-Dodecane exhibits the largest droplet sizes, followed
by n-Decane and then n-Heptane. This variation is due to the differences
in physical properties, particularly ones which are included in Equations 6.3-
6.5 (density, surface tension, and viscosity). Amongst the fuels, viscosity is
the property that varies more importantly. Since n-Dodecane has the high-
est viscosity (see Table 6.4), it exhibits the largest droplet size. Figure 6.23
also shows the effect of modifying the fuel mass flow rate on SMD, evidenc-
ing that increasing ṁl reduces the SMD. This fact can be directly related to
the associated increasing injection pressure, which enhances the atomization
quality. Despite the fact that the global value of the measurements is more
than the predicted diameters, the predicted SMD closely follows the measure-
ment trend. The differences between the measured and predicted SMDs are
lower for n-Dodecane fuel at every fuel mass flow rate, indicating that corre-
lations are more accurate for heavier fuels. Consistently, the SMD predicted
by Radcliffe’s correlation is closest to the measured values, follow by Jasuja’s
correlation and then Lefebvre’s correlation.

6.4 Summary and conclusions
This chapter collects all the results describing the spray characterization such
as droplet size and velocity for multiple operating conditions. The measure-
ments were carried out in an annular spray burner, with the Microscopic
diffused back-illumination technique to visualize both droplet size and droplet
velocity for n-Heptane, n-Decane and n-Dodecane hydrocarbon fuels. The
field of view allowed for an optical limit of 3.25×4.75mm width and height,
respectively. The field of view achieved is relatively big, allowing the measure-
ment of the initial droplet sizes and their velocities, i.e., close to the injector
tip and after the primary breakup. In general, the trends follow the expected
behavior by the variation of the co-flow conditions, fuel mass flow rate and
fuel type. Based on the results and observations, the following conclusions
can be drawn:

• The spray pattern promotes big droplets at the edge of the spray and
small droplets close to centerline, larger droplets with higher Stokes num-
ber are less affected by the aerodynamic conditions and follow ballistic
trajectories.

• Isolating the effect of the air mass flow rate, it has been observed that
varying the air mass flow rate, the global SMD is only slightly affected.
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a) b) c)

l
l

l

Figure 6.23: Comparison between the measured an predicted SMD for a con-
stant air mass flow rate of 11.9 kg h−1 and different fuel mas flow rates:
130mg s−1 a), 159mg s−1 b), and 1187.6mg s−1 c). The accurate fuel mass
flow rates for each fuel are listed in Table 6.3.

This behavior is likely due to the fact that those measurements were
carried out very close to the injector tip, where the influence of the air
co-flow on global SMD is minimal. Furthermore, as the air mass flow
rate increases, the droplet velocity is increased. This is attributed to
an increase in the co-flow velocity that accelerates the droplets since the
cross-section at the burner exit was kept constant. However, a recircula-
tion zone was formed close to the injector tip that influences the droplet
velocity profile and is intensified by increasing the air mass flow rate.

• The influence of the fuel type on the global SMD is clear, and it is related
to the physical fuel properties, especially differences in density, viscosity
and surface tension. n-Dodecane exhibits the largest droplets, followed
by n-Decane and then n-Heptane. Moreover, n-Dodecane droplets ev-
idence lower velocity since the droplet ejection velocity is lower than
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the other two fuels since the fuel mass flow rate is lower and thus the
injection pressure.

• For constant operating conditions, it has been observed that as the air
outlet diameter reduces, the global SMD is reduced. This trend is at-
tributed to the increase in the co-flow velocity that enhances the evap-
oration rates of the fuel droplets, especially the smaller ones, resulting
in a larger global SMD. As a result of reducing the air outlet diameter,
the air co-flow velocity is increased. Therefore, the droplets are also
accelerated, exhibiting higher droplet velocities.

• The correlations do well at predicting the relative change of the SMD
with varying the fuel mass flow rate. However, since the correlations
do not take to account the influence from the co-flow conditions, the
current formulas do not predict the variations in the global SMD when
the air mass flow rate or co-flow temperature are raised.

6.A Appendix: velocity of the liquid film
In the current work, the velocity of the liquid film (Ul) is given by the following
equation:

Ul = kv

√
2∆P
ρl

(6.6)

where ∆P is the pressure differential and kv is a multiplying factor. The
actual definition of “kv,” a scale value for estimating the liquid film velocity,
was given by Lefebvre [20], who noted that kv is a function of the injector
design and injection pressure. However, later Senecal et al. [21] and Schmidt
et al. [22] found that Lefebvre’s correlation led to unphysical values, such as
velocity coefficient being greater than 1. Equation 6.7 is then an expression
for the coefficient of discharge for the swirl ports, assuming that most of
the pressure drop through the injector occurs at the ports. The discharge
coefficient for a single-phase nozzle with sharp inlet corners and a L/D of 4 is
typically 0.78 or less by reported by Senecal et al. [21] and under cavitation
it can be as low as 0.61. Therefore, 0.78 should be a practical upper bound
for k. Considering 10% loss in discharge coefficient due to other momentum
losses across the injector, Senecal et al. [21] calculated a value of 0.7 as the
upper limit, the same valued used in this study. Furthermore, there are some
physical limits on k such as that it must be less than unity by conservation of
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energy, and it must be large enough to permit sufficient mass flow. To satisfy
that the size of the air core non-negative, the following expression is used:

kv = max

[
0.7, 4ṁl

πd2
0ρlcosθ

√
ρl

2∆P

]
(6.7)

where ṁl is the liquid mass flow rate and θ is the spray half-angle. In our
experiments, we found this value to be always 0.7.
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Chapter 7

Spray combustion

7.1 Introduction
The fuel atomization process was discussed in the previous chapter, showing
the effects of the variation of several parameters on the droplet size and droplet
velocity. In this chapter, the results of also varying these parameters on the
combustion process are presented. Therefore, the operating conditions and
fuels are the same ones used in the atomization study, which are summarized
in Table 6.3 and Table 6.4, respectively. The test matrix comprises the vari-
ation of the fuel mass flow rate, air co-flow temperature, air mass flow rate,
and air outlet diameter. First, the lift-off height measurements were intro-
duced, which were determined by recording OH* chemiluminescence by using
a suitable optical setup. Then, the soot measurements resulted from applying
the diffused back-illumination technique are presented. The quantification of
light extinction by the soot cloud is given in terms of K or KV (i.e., after
computing Abel inversion transform on the KL extinction images). Finally,
the chapter ends with a summary and conclusions.

7.2 Lift-off height
This section presents the results of varying different parameters on the flame
lift-off height, which have been determined by recording the OH* chemilumi-
nescence with a suitable optical setup, as was described in section 5.4. Fig-
ure 7.1 shows examples of the raw images captured through this technique for
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the three fuels, recording 30 frames for each operating point. These frames are
then averaged to measure the flame lift-off height, which is the point where
the local flame propagation speed and the air-fuel mixture velocity are the
same. This point can be affected by the interconnection of several processes,
such as atomization, vaporization, and chemical kinetics, which are in turn
influenced by the operating conditions tested and fuel type. Therefore, the ef-
fects of varying these parameters on the flame lift-off height will be addressed
throughout the current study.

n-Decane n-Dodecanen-Heptane

a) b) c)

Figure 7.1: Raw images of the OH* chemiluminescence for the three fu-
els: n-Heptane a), n-Decane b), and n-Dodecane c). The frames shown are
sprays with an air surrounding temperature of 328K, an air mass flow rate
of 11.9 kg h−1 and a fuel mass flow rate of 131mg s−1.

7.2.1 Results

By recording the OH* chemiluminescence and using the processing methodol-
ogy, the flame lift-off height is measured for a wide range of operating condi-
tions and different fuels. Figure 7.2 shows a representation of how the flame
lift-off was determined. The flame lift-off height was measured in each Abel
inverted image and then all results were averaged, as explained previously in
section 5.4. Finally, the following results are presented in such a way that the
effect of each variable on the flame lift-off height can be easily observed. Note
that the flame lift-off heights in the following results have a maximum relative
standard deviation from the mean value equal to 2%.

Effect of fuel mass flow rate and air mass flow rate on the flame
lift-off height

Figure 7.3 shows the effect of varying the air mass flow rate (Figure 7.3.a)
and fuel mass flow rate (Figure 7.3.b). Meanwhile, co-flow temperature and
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a) b)

Mean digital level[cgs]

Figure 7.2: Image processing methodology; Abel inverted image a) and inten-
sity profile on the resultant from the abel inverted image b). The frame shown
is a n-Decane spray flame with an air surrounding temperature of 328K, an
air mass flow rate of 11.9 kg h−1 and a fuel mass flow rate of 131mg s−1.

air outlet diameter, were kept constant. Please note that Figure 7.3 only
show results for the n-Decane fuel, allowing to readily visualize the trends.
The other two fuels follow the same trends presented here. Some observations
from Figure 7.3 can be made:

• In Figure 7.3.a, it is seen that the flame lift-off height has a direct re-
lationship with the air mass flow rate, which is in turn related to the
co-flow velocity calculated at the exit burner through Equation 6.2 (for
this case 9.8, 11.1 and 12.6m s−1 for the air mass flow rates, i.e., 11.9,
13.6 and 15.6 kg h−1, respectively). Various works [1–3] reported the
same trend. Please note that the droplets move in a co-flow field with a
resultant velocity (Vr), which is the resultant of droplet ejection velocity
(Vdroplet) and the air co-flow velocity (Vco−flow). Assuming both con-
stant fuel mass flow rate (i.e., same injection pressure) and air co-flow
temperature for a specific fuel, as the air co-flow velocity increases the
resultant velocity of the mixture drives the droplets straight to a down-
stream position. As a result, the flame stabilization point changes (i.e.,
higher flame lift-off height). Additionally, Kumar et al. [3] introduced
the effect of the air co-flow velocity on the computational estimation
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k

Figure 7.3: Variation of the flame lift-off height with the air mass flow rate
a) and fuel mass flow rate b), both for n-Decane fuel and a fixed air co-flow
temperature.

of the flame lift-off height, finding that increasing this velocity leads to
an increase in the chemical time scale, thus reducing the global reaction
rate of the mixture. This leads to a reduction of the laminar flame speed
(SL) and hence an increase in the flame lift-off height.

• Figure 7.3.b shows the effect of increasing the fuel mass flow rate on
the flame lift-off height. In this study, the variation in the fuel mass
flow rate is generated by varying the injection pressure of the system.
Please recall Figure 6.13 that increasing the fuel mass flow rate for a
given fuel leads to a reduction in the SMD [4, 5]. Thus, the droplet
evaporation time is reduced, which should result in a decrease in flame
lift-off height (this trend was reported by Reddy et al. [1], who used a
similar injector type but with a bigger injector orifice diameter, lower
injection pressures, and also lower velocities of co-flow). However, the
trends shown here do not follow this criterion. This is most probably
due to the fact that increasing the fuel mass flow rate at a constant air
mass flow rate increases the velocity of droplet ejection (Vdroplet), thus
increasing Vr [5] moves the flame stabilization point to a downstream
position (i.e., higher flame lift-off height). Furthermore, it can be noted
that as the air mass flow rate increases, the resultant velocity Vr is
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mainly controlled by the co-flow velocity rather than the droplet ejection
velocity, e.g., for an air mass flow rate of 11.9 kg h−1, increasing the fuel
mass flow rate results in a significant variation in flame lift-off height,
which is due to the droplet ejection velocity still ha a significant effect on
Vr, however, this effect for the case of the air mass flow rate of 15.6 kg h−1

is almost negligible since the Vr is mainly controlled by the air-co-flow
velocity.

Effect of the co-flow temperature on the flame lift-off height

Figure 7.4.a shows the effect of varying the air co-flow temperature on the
flame lift-off height at fixed air mass flow rate (e.g., 11.9 kg h−1) and different
fuel mass flow rates. By increasing the fuel mass flow rate at constant co-
flow temperature, the flame lift-off increases due to the increases in the fuel
injection pressure, as was observed in the previous statement. However, in
Figure 7.4.a co-flow temperature for any of the fuel mass flow rates does not
exhibit a significant influence on the flame lift-off height, which is unusual.
This effect can be explained by the co-flow temperature modifies the co-flow
velocity, i.e., increasing the co-flow temperature reduces the air density, thus
increasing the co-flow velocity (9.8, 11.1 and 12.6m s−1 for the co-flow temper-
atures 328, 373, and 423K, respectively), masking the real effect of the co-flow
temperature on the flame lift-off height. Therefore, to isolate the effect of the
co-flow temperature on flame lift-off height, the Figure 7.4.b is introduced,
where it can be seen that, for a constant air co-flow velocity, increasing the
co-flow temperature significantly reduces the flame lift-off height. This fact
evidences again that the stabilization position of the flame strongly depends
on the fuel vapor/air mixture formation and its resultant velocity (Vr). The
droplet vaporization rate is enhanced by the increasing the co-flow tempera-
ture, which purely depends on droplet number density and entrainment rate of
hot co-flow [1]. On the other, increasing the co-flow temperature increases the
laminar flame speed (SL), which in turn affects the rate of flame propagation
through the spray as will be explained in section 7.3. To calculate this flame
propagation through the quiescent multi-droplet mist, Myers and Lefebvre [6]
derived a correlation to predict it, Sspray, taking into account the evaporation
rates and chemical reaction rates (related to SL). As the laminar flame speed
increases, Sspray also increases, causing stabilization of the flame closer to the
injector tip (i.e., lower flame lift-off height) [2].
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Figure 7.4: Variation of the flame lift-off height with the air co-flow temper-
ature a) and co-flow velocity b), both for n-Decane fuel.

Effect of fuel type on the flame lift-off height

Since previous subsections have not yet shown the effect of the fuel type on
the flame lift-off height, this subsection has been introduced. In Figure 7.5,
flame lift-off height is plotted against air mass flow rate for the three co-flow
temperatures tested. From the results, it is possible to observe some trends
previously discussed, such as the air mass flow rate influence, but the purpose
here is to remark the effect of fuel type on the flame lift-off height.

In general, larger droplet sizes and less volatile fuels exhibit higher lift-off
heights as depicted in Figure 7.5. For instance, this is seen for a fixed nozzle
size in the n-Dodecane fuel (the volatility of the fuel is represented by the
fuel vapor pressure in Table 6.4 and it was described in subsection 6.3.3, the
droplet size depending on fuel properties such as density, viscosity and surface
tension). This is due to n-Dodecane needing more time/length to evaporate
and generate enough vapor to stabilize the flame against the incoming reactant
stream. n-Heptane exhibits a lower lift-off height, which can be attributed to
its higher volatility and its smaller droplet size, which enhances the fuel/air
mixing, resulting in a higher fraction of localized pre-mixed fuel-lean regions
[7, 8]. The same behavior was noticed in a related work [2]. Since the n-Decane
presents intermediate values of both volatility and droplet size, it is expected
for n-Decane to present intermediate lift-off heights, as shown in Figure 7.5.
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k k k

Figure 7.5: Flame lift-off heights against the air mass flow rate for the dif-
ferent fuels, at co-flow temperatures of 328K a), 373K b), and 423K c) at
constant fuel mass flow rate (accurate values for each fuel are listed in Ta-
ble 6.3). Symbols correspond to the fuel type and fit lines were plotted for
each fuel.

Air outlet diameter effect on the flame lift-off height

The effect of replacing the air outlet diameter on flame lift-off height is shown
in Figure 7.6 for the three fuels and the three air mass flow rates tested under
fixed conditions of fuel mass flow ratre and air co-flow temperature. Figure 7.6
also shows fit lines for each outlet diameter. In order to examine the effect that
the air outlet diameter over the lift-off height, the co-flow velocity must remain
constant. For every fuel shown in Figure 7.6 and a fixed co-flow velocity, the
flame lift-off height increases as the outlet cross-section is increased (i.e., air
outlet diameter). The difference between these points is the global equivalence
ratio, which in the case of the air outlet diameter of 21 mm is considerably
leaner than for the 19 mm one. This reduction is attributed to the increase
in the air mass flow rate needed to achieve the same co-flow velocity. Myers
and Lefebvre [6] reported that flame speed (Sspray) increases with the overall
equivalence ratio up to the stoichiometric value for a wide range of fuels and
test conditions. Consequently, as the flame speed increases, the flame lift-off
height decreases [2]. Myers and Lefebvre [6] also observed that for heavier
fuels, the flame speed is more sensitive to the fuel/air ratio.
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Figure 7.6: Flame lift-off heights against the co-flow velocity for the different
fuels, n-Heptane a), n-Decane b), and n-Dodecane c) at constant fuel mass
flow rate and co-flow temperature.

7.2.2 Experimental correlation

The wide range of operating conditions tested allows performing a statisti-
cal analysis in order to establish an empirical correlation from the variables
set throughout the experimental campaign. Empirical correlations have been
used by many researchers as an attempt to explain the effect of varying the
surrounding conditions, injection pressure, and fuel type on the flame lift-off
height [1, 9–11]. From the results presented earlier, it can be assumed that the
flame lift-off height is probably controlled by the air co-flow velocity, fuel type
(droplet size and volatility), co-flow temperature and also the global equiva-
lence ratio. Reddy et al. [1] studied the effect of these parameters on the lift-off
height, reporting that the lift-off height is a strong function of co-flow veloc-
ity and Sauter mean diameter. The first statistical analysis was performed
individually for each fuel and each air outlet diameter. With the rest of the
parameters, the outcomes showed that only air co-flow velocity and co-flow
temperature are significant in the flame lift-off height estimation as presented
in Equation 7.1:

LOH ∝ T aco−flow · V b
co−flow (7.1)
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where LOH [mm] corresponds to the flame lift-off height, Tco−flow [K] to air
co-flow temperature, and Vco−flow [m s−1] corresponds to mean air co-flow ve-
locity at the burner exit. Equation 7.1 seems to be reasonable due to the
fact that the droplet evaporation time is a function of the air temperature,
droplet diameter and air entrainment, which in turn depends on co-flow ve-
locity. Therefore, the variation of the coefficients between fuels (Table 7.1), is
likely related to fuel volatility and reactivity on the one hand, and to droplet
size (which is a direct function of all liquid properties, i.e., surface tension,
density, and viscosity), mass flow rate and the injection pressure on the other
hand. Table 7.1 summarizes the results from Equation 7.1 for each fuel and
both air outlet diameters. From the results, it is observed that the flame lift-
off height varies linearly with the air velocity, whereas the air temperature has
an inverse effect as expected by the findings mentioned earlier. In any case,
the values of R2 confirm the good repeatability and reliability of the results
gathered. Nevertheless, there is relatively less reliability for the air outlet di-
ameter of 19mm, as seen in Figure 7.7. This is because a significant number
of operating conditions are close to the conditions that promote the blow-off
phenomenon, leading to flame instabilities. This blow-off phenomenon occurs
when the fuel vapor-air mixture is too lean to burn and the co-flow velocity is
too high to stabilize the flame. It was principally observed for n-Heptane fuel
at both high co-flow velocities and high co-flow temperatures. Hence, many
points for the n-Heptane fuel under these conditions could not be measured.

Table 7.1: Results of empirical correlation for flame lift-off height.

Fuel Air outlet diameter a b R2

n-Heptane 19 mm -0.874 1.205 0.94
21 mm -0.67 1.0977 0.97

n-Decane 19 mm -0.82 1.09 0.95
21 mm -0.963 1.14 0.98

n-Dodecane 19 mm -0.655 0.953 0.8
21 mm -0.9307 1.06 0.96

As the second attempt to explain differences in flame lift-off height regard-
less of the fuel type, the Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) was used to correlate
them, as reported in Reddy et al. [1]. Since SMD is a direct consequence of
all liquid characteristics (i.e., density, surface tension, and viscosity), injection
pressure, the effect of the fuel type and its mass flow rate is included in the
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Figure 7.7: Comparison between experimental results and the correlation ones
for the air outlet diameters of 19 mm a), and 21 mm b), all fuels, and all
operating conditions.

calculation of the SMD. Thus, including SMD in Equation 7.1, it becomes

LOH ∝ T aco−flow · V b
co−flow · SMDc (7.2)

where SMD [µm] is the Sauter mean diameter. Table 7.2 summarizes the
results from Equation 7.2 for each air outlet diameters. From the results, it
is observed that the flame lift-off height varies linearly with the air velocity
and SMD, whereas the air temperature has an inverse effect, as expected
by the findings mentioned earlier. In any case, the values of R2 confirm the
good repeatability and reliability of the results gathered. Nevertheless, there is
again less reliability for the air outlet diameter of 19mm, as seen in Figure 7.8,
and due to the facts previously explained. Additionally, the p-values of the
variables reported in Equation 7.1 and Equation 7.2 are long lower than 0.05,
evidencing that the variables included in the correlation are quite significant.

In order to correlate all the experimental data regardless of the operating
condition, fuel type, and air outlet diameter, the global equivalence ratio was
included to explain the differences in flame lift-off height between the two
air outlet diameters. However, the results exhibit that the equivalence ratio
does not completely explain the difference between them (R2 = 0.53), which
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Table 7.2: Results of empirical correlation for flame lift-off height.

Air outlet diameter a b c R2

19 mm -0.83 1.15 0.19 0.87
21 mm -0.83 1.25 0.7 0.91

Figure 7.8: Experimental flame lift-off heights plotted against predicted flame
lift-off heights using Equation 7.2.

suggests that there is another fact, such as the velocity profiles at the burner
exit, that could explain the differences between the two air outlets’ diameters.

7.3 Flame propagation speed
As was previously mentioned, the flame lift-off height has a significant rela-
tionship with the laminar flame speed and hence, with the rate of the flame
propagation through a quiescent multi-droplet mist. Therefore, a correlation
derived by Myers and Lefebvre [6] is introduced, which accounts for the ef-
fect of the droplet sizes on the rate of flame propagation through quiescent
multi-droplet mists in concern with the gas phase flame speed. Since this
correlation involves the fuel vapor mass fraction and the droplet diameter
just before entering the flame, the following section introduced the droplet
evaporation evolution necessary to calculate both using the d2 law.
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7.3.1 Droplet evaporation

The droplet evaporation is a source of fuel vapor that burns with the surround-
ing oxidant. The local flame structure influences the evaporation process [12]
and the burning characteristics. To explain the effect of the droplet diameter
and fuel type on droplet evaporation, droplet lifetime has been calculated us-
ing d2 law for different initial droplet diameters (see appendix 7.A). Figure 7.9
shows the droplet lifetimes for different initial droplet sizes and also for the
SMDs measured through the MDBI for different fuel mass flow rates, the plot
has divided by the fuel type, note that the x-axis scale is different since the
enormous differences in the evaporations time due to the variations in fuel
properties. Here it is noticeable that smaller droplets (e.g., 5µm) take less
time compared to the larger droplet (e.g., 25µm) as a result of the differences
in the surface area-to-volume ratio. In addition, it is clear that n-Heptane
droplets evaporate quickly compared to n-Dodecane droplets since the fuel
properties are different and as well the initial droplet size. It is worth noting
that the lifetime of the droplets presented in Figure 7.9 does not consider con-
vection or radiation and thus should not be applied to represent the complete
dynamics of droplets here but serves the primary purpose of highlighting the
non-linear time scales that govern droplet evaporation.

During their dynamics, droplets interact with the gas phase, exchanging
mass, energy, and momentum. Since a dilute spray is considered, the inter-
particle spacing can be considered sufficiently high to make negligible the
influence exerted on the droplet dynamics by the neighbor particles. For
example, as mentioned by Giusti [13], in the case of evaporation, if the inter-
spacing is small, the fuel mass evaporated from a particle could influence the
evaporation of the near droplets since the evaporated fuel enhances the fuel
mass fraction near the droplet surface.

7.3.2 Flame propagation speed

The following correlation was derived by Myers and Lefebvre [6] to consider
the effect of the droplet sizes on the rate of propagation through the quiescent
multi-droplet mist concerning the gas phase flame speed:

Sspray = αg

[
(1− fv)ρFD2

8ρ2
g ln(1 +B) +

α2
g

S2
L

]−0.5

(7.3)

In Equation 7.3, Sspray is the two-phase flow (spray) flame speed, αg and
ρg are the thermal diffusivity and density of the air, respectively, at an average
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Figure 7.9: Lifetimes for different droplet sizes calculated using d2 law for
the three fuels: n-Heptane a), n-Decane b) and n-Dodecane c). The accurate
fuel mass flow rates for each fuel are listed in Table 6.3.

temperature ∼ 1200K, which was suggested by Myers and Lefebvre [6] and
Neophytou and Mastorakos [14], fv is the fuel vapor mass fraction andD is the
droplet diameter at the preheated zone (just before to enter the flame), both
estimated using the d2 law, as was explained previously. The initial droplet
sizes (D0) used in the evaporation model were taken from the Microscopic
Diffused Back-Illumination measurements. the values for each parameter are
listed in Table 7.3. The residence time (from the injector tip to flame preheated
zone) used to predict fv and D was estimated based on the measured drop
velocity and the location of the primary zone from the nozzle exit, ρF is the
fuel density at 298K, and B is the heat transfer number (Spalding number),
calculated using the following formula:

B = cpg(T∞ − Tboil)
hfg

(7.4)

where cpg is the specific heat of the fuel at average temperature (e.g., T =
T∞−Tboil

2 ) and was taken from the NIST database [15]. Tboil and T∞ are the fuel
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boiling temperature and the temperatures of the preheated zone (∼ 1200 K),
respectively, and hfg is the fuel’s heat of vaporization. All of the parameters
used in Equation 7.3 and 7.4 are listed in Table 6.4 and 7.3.

Table 7.3: Some values of parameters used in Equation 7.3 to calculate the
spray flame speed, at air mass flow rate of ≈11.9 kg h−1, fuel mass flow rate
of 131mg s−1 and co-flow temperature of 328 kelvin.

Fuel n-Heptane n-Decane n-Dodecane

Measured droplet diameter at nozzle exit (Do)
[µm] 19.4 23.74 26.45

Predicted droplet diameter at preheated zone
(D) [µm] 15.9 23.4 26.35

Predicted vapor volume fraction entering the
flame (fv)

0.45 0.04 0.02

Specific heat (Cp) [kJ kg−1 K] at average tem-
perature (T ) 3.37 3.42 3.47

Air density (ρair) at 1200K [kgm−3] 0.2902
Air thermal diffusively (αair) at 1200K [m s−1] 2.24E-04

Figure 7.10 shows the effect of the air mass flow rate and co-flow tem-
perature on the Sspray for a constant mass flow rate and all fuels tested. n-
Heptane fuel exhibits the highest Sspray, followed by n-Decane fuel and then
n-Dodecane fuel. The reason for this can again be attributed to the differences
in the fuel physical properties and initial droplet size.

Figure 7.10 also shows the effect of the co-flow temperature, which in-
creases slightly the Sspray as a result of the droplet evaporation enhancement.
Note that some operating conditions did not promote conditions for the flame
stabilization, resulting in a lack of points in Figure 7.10 for n-heptane and n-
Decane. The effect of varying the fuel mass flow rate on the Sspray for a given
fuel (e.g., n-Dodecane) is shown in Figure 7.11. Since the fuel mass flow rate
is controlled by the injection pressure, increasing the fuel mass flow rate, the
atomization quality is enhanced, which results in a droplet diameter decreases.
This decrease in the droplet size increases the Sspray. In Figure 7.11 exhibits
again the effect of the co-flow temperature, which was described previously in
the explanation of the Figure 7.10. Figures 7.10 and 7.11 show that enhancing
the droplet evaporation propensity, by either increasing the co-flow tempera-
ture or using more volatile fuels, the flame propagation speed increases (e.g.,
Figure 7.10.a n-Dodecane vs n-Heptane).

Normalizing the flame lift-off height measurements by the two-phase flame
speed, calculated from Equation 7.3, resulted in a linear correlation with R2
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k k k

Figure 7.10: Flame propagation speed against air mass flow rate for three
different co-flow temperatures: 328K a), 373K b) and 423K c).

b c

k k k

Figure 7.11: Flame propagation speed against air mass flow rate for three
different co-flow temperatures: 328K a), 373K b) and 423K c).
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range from 0.72 to 0.94, as shown in Figure 7.12. The results exhibit that the
ratio between the co-flow velocity and the Sspray can be enough to predict the
spray flame lift-off height. As was observed in section 7.2, there is relatively
less reliability for the air outlet diameter of 19mm, as seen in Figure 7.12.
This is because a significant number of operating conditions promote the flame
blow-off phenomenon for the air outlet diameter of 19mm and was principally
observed for n-Heptane due to its high volatility and the increase in co-flow
velocity.
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Figure 7.12: Flame lift-off heights plotted against Vco−flow/Sspray for both
air outlet diameters 19 mm (top) and 21 mm (bottom), all fuels, and all
operating conditions.

Since the significant relationship between the flame lift-off height and
Sspray, this variable is included in the Equation 7.1, which accounts for the
droplet size in concert with the gas phase flame speed. Therefore, Equation 7.1
becomes

LOH ∝ T aco−flow · V b
co−flow · Scspray. (7.5)

Table 7.4 summarizes the results from Equation 7.5 for both air outlet diam-
eters. Note that comparing the values between Table 7.3 and Table 7.4, the
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coefficient for the co-flow velocity remains almost similar. Additionally, the
coefficient of the Sspray is negative, which is expected since it goes upstream
regards the fuel stream. However, the coefficient of the co-flow temperature
decreases because part of its effect is included in the Sspray effect. As seen
in Figure 7.13, comparing the experimental flame lift-off height and the pre-
dicted flame lift height, using Equation 7.5, seems to be a good predictor with
R2 = 0.88 and R2 = 0.93 for the air outlet diameter of 19 mm and 21 mm,
respectively. Additionally, the p-values are long lower than 0.05, evidencing
that the variables included in the correlation are quite significant.

Table 7.4: Results of empirical correlation for flame lift-off height.

Air outlet diameter a b c R2

19 mm -0.84 1.15 -0.36 0.88
21 mm -0.87 1.17 -1 0.93

Figure 7.13: Experimental flame lift-off heights plotted against predicted
flame lift-off heights using Equation 7.5.

Again, in order to correlate the data regardless of the air outlet diameter,
the global equivalence ratio was used. However, the results exhibit that the
global equivalence ratio does not completely explain the difference between
them, as was informed in section 7.2.
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7.4 Soot measurements through diffused back-
illumination

This section presents the results of varying different parameters on the soot
formation, which have been measured by recording the light attenuation by
the soot cloud using a suitable optical setup, as was described in section 5.4.
Figure 7.14 shows examples of the raw images captured through this technique
for the three fuels, recording 1200 frames for each operating point in batches
of 20 frames with LED-on and LED-off. These frames are then averaged
to calculate the optical thickness (KL), which accounts for the quantity of
light attenuated. This attenuation is affected by the operating conditions and
mainly by the fuel type. Therefore, the effects of varying these parameters on
soot formation will be introduced throughout the current study. According to
Figure 7.14, the fuel that produces the most soot under identical conditions
is n-Dodecane, followed by n-Decane, and then by n-Heptane.

a) b) c)

Figure 7.14: Raw images of the soot attenuation of the three fuels: n-Heptane
a), n-Decane b), and n-Dodecane c). The frames shown are sprays with an
air surrounding temperature of 328K, an air mass flow rate of 11.9 kg h−1

and a fuel mass flow rate of 188mg s−1.

7.4.1 Results

In order to help to understand the influence of the parametric variations on
soot formation, the effects are isolated regarding each parameter. The re-
sults presented throughout this section are the result of processing the images
captured by the diffused back-illumination extinction technique and following
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the methodology detailed previously in section 5.4. Furthermore, the results
are given in terms of the amount of light attenuated (by the soot cloud) in
a horizontal sheet-of-sight perspective (KA), i.e., the KL resultant image has
been divided into rows, calculating the attenuation for each one and thus, al-
lowing to obtain an attenuation profile through the flame height (blue line in
Figure 7.15.b). The total amount of soot (KV ), is calculated by summing the
values from each row. Figure 7.15 also shows the location of the maximum
value of KA, the flame lift-off height, and the soot starting position.

a) b)

Figure 7.15: a) Light attenuation by the soot cloud in terms of K, b) KA
evolution profile through the flame height. The frame shown is a n-Decane
flame with an air co-flow temperature of 328K, for an air mass flow of
11.9 kg h−1 and fuel mass flow of 131mg s−1.

Soot originates from the incomplete combustion of hydrocarbons fuels, in-
dicating in most cases inefficient combustion conditions, where not all the
fuel can be completely oxidized. Experimental results from different studies
of liquid fuel spray combustion have shown the effect of operating conditions
and fuel type on soot formation [16–19]. Unfortunately, as described Wang
and Chung [19] soot formation during the burning of fuel sprays depends not
only on soot chemistry but on many other physical processes such as spray
penetration, droplet size distribution, and velocity field of the entrained air.
Therefore, it is challenging to isolate these factors to obtain quantitative in-
formation on soot behaviors. Some relationships have been observed between
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the operating conditions and soot formation, one of them being the strong
relationship between the lift-off height and soot formation [10, 20, 21]. For a
particular fuel, as the lift-off height increases, the air entrainment increases,
providing a less-rich reaction zone just downstream of the flame lift-off height,
thus resulting in less soot formation.

Effect of co-flow conditions and fuel mass flow rate on soot formation

Figure 7.16 shows the effect of varying the air co-flow temperature, air mass
flow rate (co-flow velocity), and fuel mass flow rate on soot formation for a
given air outlet diameter of 21 mm and n-Decane fuel. At the top of the figure
are represented the soot evolution through the flame height, at the bottom are
presented the total light attenuation and the figure is also divided regarding
the fuel mass flow rate. From the figure, some observations can be made:

• Air co-flow velocity seems to be the parameter driving soot formation.
As the air co-flow velocity increases, the flame stabilizes further away
from the injector tip (Figure 7.16.a), i.e., the amount of air entrainment
increases. Thus, there are less-rich conditions at the reaction zone just
downstream of the flame lift-off height, which results in less soot forma-
tion due to the major availability of O2 to oxidize the fuel molecules.It
can be observed that as co-flow velocity decreases, the location of the
maximum KA value is moved further downstream. A reduction in the
co-flow velocity results in a longer flame length with a larger yellow-
sooting diffusion region and a smaller blue region (partially premixed),
moving the location of the maximum KA.

• Surprisingly the effect of the co-flow temperature observed here is al-
most negligible for a constant velocity. Soot formation is a process
highly sensitive to temperature [19]. Also, an increase in the co-flow
temperature increases the evaporation rate, which in turn reduces the
flame lift-off height (see Figure 7.16.a). Thus, it reduces the amount
of air entrainment, leading to an establishment of a rich primary zone
likely contributing to the soot formation. However, this enhancement
of the droplet evaporation rate also leads to a reduction of the droplet
size and hence the number of droplets that reach the yellow-sooting dif-
fusion flame is lower thus reducing soot formation. Hayashi et al. [22]
conducted a detailed experimental and numerical investigation for a n-
Decane spray flame in a laminar counterflow field, reporting that as the
initial droplet size increased, an initially blue reaction zone transitioned
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Figure 7.16: Light attenuation by the soot cloud, in terms of KA and KV,
for n-Decane fuel at fuel mass flow rates of 130.8mg s−1 a), 159.53mg s−1

b) and 188.89mg s−1 c). Top images show the KA evolution throughout the
flame height and its maximum value, which is pointed out by the location of
the symbols. Symbols are in turn related to the co-flow temperature. Bottom
images show the total soot, KV, against the co-flow velocity.
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towards yellow flames with increasingly higher luminosity, showing an
enhancement of both the peak of soot concentration and the sooting
zone area. The two previous facts lead to conclude that during the ex-
periments the effect of the droplet size is higher than the effect of air
entrainment, resulting in a balance of both effects. On the contrary,
some authors reported [20, 23, 24] that increasing the temperature of
the surrounding air also increases the amount of soot, attributing this
effect to a reduction of the amount of air entrainment. This suggests
that their experiments present a “droplet-driven” flame lift-off height,
whereas the present work could be “co-flow driven” (see Figure 7.3.b),
considering that the other works were conducted at relatively low co-flow
velocities.

• Figure 7.16 also shows the effect of varying the fuel mass flow rate. For a
constant co-flow velocity, increasing the fuel mass flow rate significantly
increases soot formation. As the fuel mass rate increases the equivalence
ratio increases, i.e., rich conditions at the reaction zone just downstream
of the flame lift-off height, enhancing the soot formation. The location
of the maximum KA is also affected by varying the fuel mass flow rate,
as shown in Figure 7.16.

Effect of fuel type on soot formation

Figure 7.17 presents the evolution of KA along the flame height for different
operating conditions and the three fuels tested. Figure 7.17 shows that the
number of operating conditions that promote the soot formation is higher for
n-Decane and n-Dodecane than for n-Heptane fuel and that soot formation
increases by increasing the global equivalence ratio (i.e., lower air mass flow
rate and higher fuel mass flow rate). In Figure 7.17, comparing the yellow
markers (i.e., same global equivalence ratio and same co-flow velocity) for n-
Decane and n-Dodecane it becomes evident that the soot formation is larger
for n-Dodecane.

In order to observe the effect of the fuel type on soot formation at a
constant co-flow velocity, Figure 7.18 was introduced, where KV is plotted
against the co-flow velocity for the three fuels. From Figure 7.18, it is again
clear that n-Dodecane fuel has a higher sooting tendency, followed by n-Decane
and then distantly by n-Heptane, exhibiting for this set of results a slight soot
formation only at the lowest co-flow temperature and non-perceptible for the
other two co-flow temperatures. As several authors have mentioned, it is
natural to suspect that certain fuels are inherently more sooting than others,
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Figure 7.17: KA evolution throughout the flame height for the different fuels,
n-Heptane a), n-Decane b), and n-Dodecane c) at a fixed air temperature of
328K and air outlet diameter of 21 mm. Lines and symbols are colored by
the global equivalence ratio and the marker size is related to co-flow velocity.

which is generally accepted since the fuel molecular structure is critical in
determining the sooting tendencies of a combustion system [19, 25, 26].

In order to assess the sooting tendencies, different sooting indexes have
been developed. Calcote and Manos [27] introduced the threshold soot in-
dex (TSI), where higher values mean higher sooting propensity and Mcenally
and Pfefferle [28] introduced the yield sooting index (YSI). Olson et al. [25]
provided a set of diffusion flame soot threshold data, including both TSIs
values and maximum soot volume fraction, fv(max), for 103 pure hydrocar-
bons. From this data, it is found that the fuel with higher values of both
fv(max) and TSI is n-Dodecane fuel, followed closely by n-Decane and then
n-Heptane with a considerable difference (see Table 7.5). Olson et al. [25] also
mentioned that for alkane fuels (e.g., n-Heptane, n-Decane and n-Dodecane)
the sooting tendency generally increases in a slight manner with an increase in
the number of carbon chains in the molecule. In Figure 7.18, it may be seen
that soot formation follows the statement previously mentioned among the
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Figure 7.18: KV against co-flow velocity at different co-flow temperatures of
328K a), 373K b), and 423K c) and air outlet diameter of 21 mm (accurate
values of fuel mass flow rates for each fuel are listed in Table 6.3).

fuels, evidencing the strong dependence of soot formation on the fuel sooting
tendency.

Table 7.5: Sooting tendency values measured by Olson et al. [25] for diffusion
flames. For Alkanes the fv(max) values are seen to be in the range 2 to 7
×10−6 and TSI in the range 2 to 20.

Properties n-Heptane n-Decane n-Dodecane

Threshold soot index (TSI) 2.0 3.9 5.4
fv(max) (10−6) 2.0 3.4 3.5

Air outlet diameter effect on soot formation

The effect of varying the air outlet diameter on soot formation for n-Decane
and n-Dodecane fuels at fixed conditions of fuel mass fuel rate and co-flow
temperature is presented in Figure 7.19. For a constant velocity, it can be seen
that soot formation increases with a reduction of the outlet cross-section (i.e.,
air outlet diameter). As was explained previously, a reduction in the air outlet
diameter causes a reduction of the flame lift-off height (see Figure 7.6), hence,
the amount of air entrainment is reduced (i.e., a reduction of the availability
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of the of O2) to oxidize the fuel molecules, which results in increasing the
amount of soot.

Figure 7.19: Effect of air outlet diameter on soot formation, at fixed condi-
tions of co-flow temperature of 328K and fuel mas flow rate of 160mg s−1

for n-Decane a) and n-Dodecane b) fuels.

Relationship between soot formation and co-flow velocity

The figures from the previous subsections only show partial sets of results.
Hence, Figure 7.20 is introduced as a summary to present all the tested condi-
tions that promote the soot formations. In Figure 7.20, KV is plotted against
the co-flow velocity, which is divided by fuel type and air outlet diameter. The
vertical axis was set on a logarithmic scale due to the large differences in the
soot concentration between fuels. Figure 7.20 shows some of the previously
described facts, such as the large influence of the co-flow velocity on soot for-
mation for every fuel. An inverse behavior is exhibited: as the co-flow velocity
increases the soot formation is reduced. The previous fact is probably due to
co-flow velocity playing a significant role in the flame lift-off height limits, and
therefore on the amount of air entrainment, which delimits the availability
of O2 to oxidize the fuel molecules. Furthermore, another clear fact is the
dependence of the soot formation with the fuel sooting tendency, showing a
large formation for n-Dodecane fuel, followed closely by n-Decane, and finally
with a notorious difference n-Heptane. Finally, the fuel mass flow rates and
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co-flow temperature exhibit a slight effect linked to the commented co-flow
velocity and fuel mass flow rate effects.

ml  ≈  130.8mg s‐1 ml  ≈ 159mg s‐1 ml  ≈  189mg s‐1

c)b)a)

Figure 7.20: Relationship between flame lift-off height and total light attenua-
tion by soot concentration (KV), for all operating conditions and the different
fuels: n-Heptane a), n-Decane b), and n-Dodecane c) (accurate values of fuel
mass flow rates for each fuel are listed in Table 6.3). Symbols represent the
co-flow temperature and its size the fuel mass flow rate, and also colored by
the flame lift-off height.

7.5 Summary and conclusions
This chapter collects all the results describing the spray flame combustion for
multiple operating conditions. Measurements were carried out in an annular
spray burner. Optical setups included a diffused back-illumination to quantify
soot, and an intensified CCD camera coupled with a narrow-pass filter to
visualize OH* chemiluminescence to measure the stabilized lift-off height of
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the spray flame. Fuels were injected through a hollow cone spray injector in
a preheated air co-flow. From the findings, it is possible to conclude that:

• For a particular fuel, the flame lift-off height is largely controlled by
the co-flow velocity. As co-flow velocity increases, the resultant velocity
drives the droplets straight to a downstream position and thus moving
the stabilization point of the flame.

• Isolating the effect of the co-flow temperature, it has been observed that
flame lift-off height varies inversely with increases in co-flow tempera-
ture. The reason is that an increase in the air temperature leads to an
increase in the fuel vaporization rate, which results in a reduction in the
flame lift-off height.

• The influence of the fuel type on the flame lift-off height seems to be
related to both fuel volatility and droplet size, which depend on the fuel
physical properties such as density, viscosity, and surface tension. The
larger the droplet size and the lower the fuel volatility (e.g., n-Dodecane)
the higher the measured lift-off height. As a result, this increases the
time necessary to evaporate the fuel droplets and generate enough vapor
to stabilize the flame against the incoming reactant stream.

• Isolating the effect of the air outlet diameter, it has been observed that
as the air outlet diameter increases, the flame lift-off height is increased.
This behavior is attributed to a lower global equivalence ratio, which
causes a reduction in the flame speed.

• The statistical analysis performed for each fuel and each outlet diameter
evidences the strong dependence of flame lift-off height with the co-flow
velocity and co-flow temperature, which affect the resultant velocity of
the mixture and evaporation rates, respectively. Additionally, including
the SMD in the correlation to predict the flame lift-off height regardless
of the fuel type shows good results since it involves the physics properties
of the fuel and the effects of the injection pressure and mass flow rate.

• The differences in flame lift-off heights were shown to be a result of two-
phase flame speed (Sspray), which accounts for both time scale related
to the droplet evaporation and pre-vaporized fuel reactivity (SL). n-
Heptane fuel exhibits a higher (Sspray), followed by n-Decane and then
n-Dodecane. This is likely caused by the smaller droplet sizes of n-
Heptane and its higher volatility that enhances the fuel/air mixing.
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• By predicting the flame lift-off height with the flame speed through a
droplet mist (Sspray), co-flow temperature and co-flow velocity exhibit
to be a good predictor, with R2 = 0.88 and R2 = 0.93 and p-values quite
significant for each variable. Good results are expected since almost all
the effects of atomization and evaporation are included in the correlation.

• Soot formation is significantly controlled by the co-flow velocity. As the
co-flow velocity increases, the droplets are quickly transported further
away from the injector tip, increasing the amount of air entrainment.
Thus, a lean mixture is formed further downstream, which results in a
less soot formation.

• Isolating the co-flow temperature effect on soot formation it was ob-
served that its influence is almost negligible. This is likely due to the
balance of two effects: on the one hand, increasing the co-flow temper-
ature enhances the evaporation rates, which reduces the flame lift-off
height (i.e., a reduction of the amount of air entrainment), establishing
a rich primary zone that enhances the soot formation. On the other
hand, the co-flow temperature leads to a reduction of the droplet size
and hence the number of droplets that reach the yellow-sooting region
of the flame, resulting in a reduction in the soot formation.

• Isolating the effect of the air outlet diameter on the soot formation, it was
observed that reducing the air outlet diameter enhances soot formation.
This is likely due to the reduction in the amount of air entrainment
before the reaction zone, which promotes a rich reaction zone.

• The trends observed from the experimental results exhibit that soot
formation is a complex process that is affected by several parameters
such as the amount of air entrainment, fuel evaporation rate, the global
equivalence ratio, and mainly the sooting tendency of the fuel since they
control the conditions in the reaction zone just downstream of the flame
lift-off height.

• Droplet evaporation results exhibit that the smaller droplets take less
time to evaporate compared to the larger droplets as a result of the dif-
ferences in the surface area-to-volume ratio. n-Heptane droplets evapo-
rated faster than n-Decane and n-Dodecane droplets since the differences
of both the fuel evaporation properties (lower normal boiling point and
higher vapor pressure) and as well as lower initial droplet size, which is
generated by lower: density, viscosity, and surface tension.
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7.A Appendix: droplet evaporation
This appendix explains how to calculate the droplet diameter before entering
the flame, which is used to estimate the fuel vapor volume fraction that enters
the flame. In the Figure 7.21, the radius r is the only coordinate variable
and has its origin at the droplet center, and the rs is the radius at the liquid-
vapor interface. Far away from the surface of the droplet (r →∞), the mass
fraction of droplet vapor is YF,∞. The heat from the surrounding environment
provides the energy required to evaporate the liquid droplet, and the vapor
then diffuses from the droplet surface into the surrounding gas. The droplet
radius decreases with time due to mass loss until the droplet is fully evaporated
(rs = 0). Knowing the mass flow rate of vapor from the surface at any moment
in time allows for the calculation of droplet radius as a function of time as
well as droplet lifetime. The following conservation laws are necessary to fully
explain this process mathematically:

• Droplet: mass conservation, energy conservation.

• Droplet vapor/ambient gas mixture (rs < r <∞): overall mass conser-
vation, droplet vapor (species) conservation, and energy conservation.

rs

r

rs
r

YA,s

Y

1.0

0
0

YA,∞

Figure 7.21: Evaporation of liquid droplet in a quiescent environment, where
YA,s is the vapor mass fraction at the droplet surface (Adapted from [29]).

Thus, at least five equations are required for a complete description. De-
pending on the simplifying assumptions used, these equations can take the
form of either ordinary or partial differential equations. Therefore, the d2 law
for droplet evaporation can expressed as

D2(t) = D2
0 −Ket (7.6)
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where D0 is the initial droplet size and Ke is the evaporation constant, which
is defined as

Ke = 8ρDAB
ρl

ln(1 +BY ) (7.7)

where the DAB is the binary diffusion coefficient for the species pair A and
B and BY is the dimensionless transfer number, and both are calculated as
was explained in [29], in which are also described the assumptions to reduce
the number unknows and, thus, the number equations to calculate the droplet
evaporation.
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Chapter 8

Summary and future works

This chapter aims at summarizing the work carried out and presented through-
out this document. In addition, a list of the potential developments, new
studies, and multiple improvements to the methodology used in this thesis are
listed as well.

8.1 Summary
This thesis sought to contribute to the fundamental understanding of the ef-
fect of the atomization process on combustion performance using different
optical diagnostics. A major effort was put into developing a new test rig for
studying the spray flames in an annular spray burner, performing experimen-
tal measurements for multiple geometrical configurations, several operating
conditions and various liquid fuels. Similarly, in implementing new measure-
ment techniques, data processing tools, and image processing routines for the
different phenomena.

The work carried out was divided into multiple experimental campaigns,
grouped into two chapters based on their specific target, to thoroughly study
different aspects of the injection and combustion process. These were:

• Spray characterization, droplet size and droplet velocity.
• Spray flame characterization.
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As mentioned before, the first aim of this work was a literature review
of the different annular spray burners around the world in order to per-
form a design of an analogous burner for the study of spray flames in dif-
ferent atmospheric configurations (confine and no confine and also different
swirler/venturi configurations). Therefore, a modular design that allows eval-
uating different geometrical configurations was mandatory. Furthermore, a
simplified geometry of the annular burner was used to simulate the airflow
behavior inside the combustion chamber, varying the air mass flow rate and
also some geometrical configurations, such as swirl angle, venturi angle and
cross-section of the combustion chamber. Finally, the annular spray burner
was manufactured and set up with its complementary systems (e.g., air supply
test bench, electric heater and smoke extraction system) to evaluate different
phenomena such as droplet diameter, droplet velocity, and other ones from
the combustion process.

All experiments were carried out with a commercially available pressure
swirl atomizer, which produces a hollow cone spray pattern. Operating con-
ditions included different fuel mass flow rates, co-flow temperatures, air mass
flow rates and two air outlet diameters. Three hydrocarbon fuels were tested
(n-Heptane, n-Decane, and n-Dodecane), which present significant differences
in physical properties that affect the atomization process.

As mentioned previously, the co-flow of air is supplied through a centrifu-
gal blower which is heated through an electric heater disposed at the main air
pipeline up to a maximum temperature of 673K. The fuel injection system
consists of a pressurized vessel that is pressurized with nitrogen at high pres-
sure. An electronic Coriolis mass flow-meter has been arranged at the fuel line
to measure the fuel mass flow rate accurately. The fuel spray interacts imme-
diately with the annular co-flow stream that surrounds the injector system,
influencing the jet break-up phenomena.

From the results of using a Microscopic diffused back-illumination (MDBI)
technique and a configuration similar to the PIV technique principle (i.e.,
recording two consecutive frames with a very small-time difference), the
droplet size and velocity showed that are mainly controlled by the liquid prop-
erties and the fuel mass flow rate. By increasing the fuel mass flow rate, on
the one hand, the droplet diameter is reduced due to the injection pressure
increased, which enhances the atomization quality. On the other hand, the
droplet velocity is increased as a result of an increase in the pressure drop
across the nozzle that raises the droplet ejection velocity from the nozzle.
n-Heptane fuel exhibits smaller droplets since the physical properties (e.g.,
density, viscosity, and surface tension) are lower, enhancing the atomization
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quality and therefore producing small droplets. The results showed agreement
with the trends reported in the literature. A diffused back-illumination setup
coupled with a microscopic device allowed the visualization and tracking of
the droplets. Regarding the evaporation process, the fuel that exhibits higher
evaporation rates is the n-Heptane fuel, which also produces small droplets,
leading to generate a faster fuel vapor phase.

Measurements of the combustion process in spray flames produced by in-
jecting fuel through a pressure swirl atomizer were carried out in an annu-
lar spray burner. To the previous optical setup, an intensified CCD camera
coupled with a narrow band-pass filter was added to visualize OH* chemi-
luminescence and measure the stabilized flame lift-off height. Furthermore,
the DBI arrangement was used with a narrow band-pass filter to quantify the
soot formation in the spray flame generated during the combustion process.
Consequently, the image processing methodology was successfully employed
to compare the results from different operating conditions.

From the results regarding the spray flame lift-off height, a definite trend
was observed regarding the effects of both co-flow velocity and fuel type. Addi-
tionally, isolating the effect of the air co-flow temperature on the flame lift-off
height was observed that increasing the co-flow temperature, the flame lift-
off length is reduced, as a result, of both the fuel droplet vaporization rate
and laminar flame speed are enhanced. The effect of increasing the fuel mass
flow rate on the flame lift-off height was associated with the droplet ejection
velocity.

From the results regarding soot measurements through the optical thick-
ness, it is noted that soot formation is mainly controlled by the co-flow velocity
and sooting tendency of the fuel. The effect of the co-flow temperature on the
soot formation is almost negligible, likely due to contrary effects, on the one
hand, the reduction of the amount of air entrainment by the enhancement of
the droplet evaporation moves the flame stabilization point to an upstream
position, on the other hand, by increasing the co-flow temperature the droplet
diameter is reducing, avoiding that the big droplets reach the yellow-sooting
diffusion flame. Finally, the results exhibit that by increasing the fuel mass
flow rate, the soot formation is enhanced, which is probably caused by the rich
conditions at the reaction zone just downstream of the flame lift-off height.

As observed throughout the document, the co-flow temperature, co-flow
velocity, and fuel type are the parameters that control the flame lift-off height,
while the co-flow velocity and the fuel type control the soot formation. Addi-
tionally, many results are associated with the flame propagation speed through
quiescent multi-droplet mists directly affected by the droplet diameter, which
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depends on the fuel’s physical properties, fuel mass flow rate, and injector
technology.

8.2 Future directions
The spray flames development is very complex, as it comprises numerous phe-
nomena and mechanisms that take place in a very fast event. Optical diagnos-
tics provide an excellent tool for non-intrusive analysis of these processes. As
technologies improve, so will the quality and possibilities of the experimental
measurements to be carried out. A few examples of the potential develop-
ments, additional experiments, or improvements to the current database that
could provide fruitful information to assess further the statements of this thesis
are:

• Provide the Microscopic diffused back-illumination technique with a mo-
torized system to carry out measurements in different regions in the
spray flame. This system should move both the camera and the light
source since the technique is arranged in a line-of-sight configuration.
New laser configurations developed in the last years can be tested as
light sources, which can enhance droplet freezing and contrast between
the background and the droplets.

• Using different fuel injector nozzle sizes carefully selected to account for
differences in the fuel’s physical properties (e.g., density, viscosity, and
surface tension) and to minimize the role of the spray process, e.g., SMD,
on the flame stability. This unique approach of controlling the atomiza-
tion process allows a more systematic study of the fuels’ volatility and
reactivity on flame behavior.

• Employ laser techniques such as PDA to characterize the droplet velocity
and droplet diameter, allowing to validate the results obtained through
the Microscopic Diffused back-illumination.

• After measuring the flame lift-off height for each operating condition,
will be interesting to perform an experimental camping close to this
height, which will allow determining the droplet diameter of the droplets
that reach the base of the flame.

• Applying OH laser-induced fluoresce technique to investigate the struc-
ture and stabilization of the spray flame and also PAH distributions
through the PAH-PLIF technique to understand the fundamental impli-
cations between soot and soot-precursor (PAH).
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• Quantify OH and NOx formation through laser-induced fluorescence to
help in understanding their fundamental implications in the soot-NOx
trade-off in spray flames.

• Carry out studies in a configuration of the swirling co-flow with dif-
ferent swirl angles (e.g., 30° and 60°), studying the effect of the swirl
angle on droplet characteristics, flame lift-off height and soot formation.
Furthermore, carry out studies of spray flame in confined configuration,
testing non-swirled and swirled flows and evaluating their effect on the
atomization and combustion performance.

• Perform a computational study of the atomization process for the fuels
tested and in homologous operating conditions. They can be validated
using the experimental data presented in this work and could provide
essential information to improve the fundamental understanding of the
spray atomization process.

• Perform an experimental campaign with the real fuels used in aircraft
engines in order to compare with the result presented throughout this
study as well as the upcoming e-fuels.
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